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A process by which long vowels are shortened in “final position” has been noted by a number of linguists, e.g. Ashton et al [1954], Tucker [1962], Cole [1967], Stevick [1969], Katamba [1974], Clements [1986]. It is generally assumed that this shortening is characteristic of word-ends such that the process can even serve as a criterion for phonological word division. Despite the attention given to final vowel shortening (FVS), the relevant facts have not been exhaustively described. In this descriptive account, we show that FVS is a much more complex phenomenon than the Luganda literature suggests. We observe, for instance, that FVS does not work the same on nouns as it does on verbs and that an empirically adequate analysis must take into account the source of such word-final length, e.g. underlying vs. derived. In our solution, FVS first applies at the end of a phonological word (PW) and then again at the end of a clitic group (CG). In order for the facts to fall out from this analysis, we argue that at the PW level (1) the final vowel of verb forms is not affected because it is extrametrical, i.e. “invisible” and (2) the second mora of a monosyllabic stem is not affected because it is accented.

0. Introduction*

For quite some time, the literature on Luganda phonology has referred to a process by which long vowels are realized short in final position: “...the final syllable of a word spoken in isolation is always short ... Within the sentence too, final syllables of words are usually short, and this fact has been of great value in assessing word division ...” [Tucker 1962:155]. While “final position” is

* Research on the prosodic structure of Luganda was supported by NSF grant BNS89-96111. We would especially like to thank our principal language consultants, Alice Nabalamba and Frederick Semwogerere, for their help in this project. An earlier and shorter version of this paper was presented at the 20th Annual Conference on African Linguistics, April 22, 1989 at the University of Illinois, Urbana. We would like to thank Russell G. Schuh for his helpful comments made on our submitted manuscript.
generally assumed to mean “at the end of a word”, all researchers are aware that such “words”, postulated to account for final vowel length, may consist of a “full” word (or “host”) and one or more proclitics or enclitics. Thus, speaking of àsòmyé ‘he has read’, Stevick [1969:4] states: “… the last syllable of the isolated word is short. Before an enclitic, however, it receives the expected two moras …” Or, to take another example, although the final vowel [a] is phonetically short in (1a), its phonological length is preserved in (1b), where it is followed by the locative enclitic =kô:1

(1) a. kùlábwà ‘to be seen’
   b. kùlábwà=kô ‘to be seen a little’
   c. kùlábwà wálúsímí ‘to be seen by Walusimbi’

In (1c), on the other hand, final length is not preserved on kùlábwà, since the noun object ‘Walusimbi’ is not an enclitic. Related facts are observed when the host word is preceded by a proclitic, as seen in (2).

(2) bikó pó byáá=wálúsímí ‘cups of Walusimbi’

In this case it is the length of the proclitic genitive linker byáá=, rather than the host word, that is preserved in non-final position.

Virtually all researchers comment on the role of such clitics in determining whether underlying word- or clitic-final length will surface.2 Lists of environments where phonological vowel length is preserved on or by a clitic are provided in Ashton et al [1954], Tucker [1962], Cole [1967], Stevick [1969], and Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987]. Although Tucker speaks of a

1In these and other examples, an acute accent (á) marks high (H) tone, a grave accent (à) marks low (L) tone, and a circumflex (â) a HL falling tone. Long vowels are transcribed as double throughout this study. The symbol (=) separates proclitics and enclitics from their host. Hyphens, when present, mark morpheme boundaries, though not all internal morphology is marked in the examples.

2 In standard Luganda orthography, vowel length is written only when it is not predictable from the surrounding segmental environment. Tucker [1962:156] points out that the conventions for marking word division in standard Luganda orthography are only partially successful in capturing whether “final” length will be realized (cf. also Stevick 1969:4). Thus, (1b) is appropriately written as the single word okulabwako (the length of [aa] being predictable from the preceding consonant + glide sequence—see §1.1). Example (2) is written bikopo bya walusimbi. As Tucker observes, the word space after bya should result in the [a] being short. Since it is in fact long, a more adequate practice would be to write a single word byawalusimbi. There are other cases where standard orthography would have to be modified to account for the complexity of vowel length phenomena described below. In our transcriptions, all surface length is explicitly marked with a double vowel except for the length that automatically occurs before a nasal + consonant sequence.
"lengthening rule" (p.157), the examples in (3a) show that enclitics do not automatically induce length on their host.

(3) a. kùlába
    kùlába=kô
    kùlába wàlusimbi
    ‘to see’
    ‘to see a little’
    ‘to see Walusimbi’

b. kù=walúsimbi
    nà=walúsimbi
    ‘on Walusimbi’
    ‘with Walusimbi’

Similarly, the examples in (3b) show that proclitics do not automatically acquire length from their host. Such observations lead us to conclude that the rule is one of shortening. Following Hyman, Katamba, and Walusimbi, we accept the correctness of a rule of final vowel shortening (FVS) in Luganda.

In this paper we examine the rule of FVS in some detail. In the course of the investigation we will demonstrate that FVS takes place both at the end of a phonological word (PW) and at the end of a clitic group (CG). We will begin in §1 by identifying the structures which constitute CG’s for the purpose of FVS. With these CG’s firmly established, we then consider the exact operation of the FVS rule, first within nominal CG’s (NCG’s) in §2, and then within verbal CG’s (VCG’s) in §3. As we shall see, FVS applies differently within a NCG vs. a VCG according to the source of the final vowel length, e.g. underlying vs. derived. The generalization is that FVS must apply at the end of a nominal PW but not at the end of a verbal PW. An analysis involving “invisibility” (extraprosodicity) is presented in §4 that accounts for this difference. In §5 we extend the account of FVS to adjectives and test our claims against two other constructions (compounds and reduplications), which are shown to support the analysis. In §6 we conclude with some cases of apparent under- and overapplication of FVS, including possible word-internal applications.

1. The Clitic Group

In this section we shall enumerate what we believe to be an exhaustive list of phonological proclitics and enclitics in Luganda. As will be seen, whether a given “particle” will function as a phonological clitic (as defined by FVS and tonal criteria) or as a separate full word is not always predictable from its phonological shape or grammatical properties. We shall first consider proclitics, then enclitics, distinguishing in each case between those whose host is nominal vs. those whose host is verbal. We then consider the same distinction among enclitics.
1.1. Proclitics. The class of proclitics in Luganda consists of a limited number of particle-like elements that fall into a few well-defined classes. In (4) we list those proclitics whose host is “nominal”.3

(4) a. ba= ‘class 2a’ zi= ‘class 10a’
    b. ku= ‘class 17’ mu= ‘class 18’
    c. na/ne ‘with/and/even’
    d. -aa ‘genitive linker’ (GL)

All proclitics have in common that they are toneless.4 Those in (4a) are plural class markers used with a restricted set of nominals, e.g. proper names (bà=wàlusimbí ‘the Walusimbis’), borrowings (zi=lòòlè ‘lorries’) and other forms.5 Those in (4b) are locative markers, e.g. mù=nnyùmbà ‘in the house’, kù=kitábó ‘on the book’ etc.,6 while na/ne in (4c) is the versatile preposition having the indicated translations, e.g. nà=wàlusímbí ‘with/and/even Walusimbi’.7 Since none of the proclitics in (4a-c) have an underlying long vowel to be preserved within the CG, it is tone and not the FVS rule that tells us that these are proclitics rather than prefixes or independent words.

This brings us to the genitive linker (GL) in (4d), as seen in examples such as (5):

---

3By this is meant that the following host will either be an actual noun, e.g. mù=bíkópò ‘in the cups’, or will be a noun modifier functioning as head, e.g. mù=bíndò ‘in these’.

4This statement must be qualified somewhat, given the unique status of the so-called initial vowel or augment, e.g. è-bítábó ‘books’. This morpheme has an underlying H tone which, however, is deleted at the beginning of a CG [Hyman and Katamba 1990]. Based on tonal criteria, a CG-initial (toneless) augment has the properties of a word-level prefix; when internal to a CG and therefore H-toned, it seems to be a proclitic. For reasons of simplicity, we have attempted to provide forms without the augment whenever possible.

5There may be a few class 8 bi= and class 14 bu= proclitics as well, e.g. bù=kàmùnyé ‘hawks’ (see Cole 1967:27).

6Of the very few forms with frozen locative class 16 wa-, the form wà=ñási ‘on the ground’ conceivably consists of a proclitic + host (since ñási by itself means ‘earth, country’). In other cases, wa- clearly is a prefix, e.g. wálála ‘elsewhere’, wàntú ‘someplace’. Class 16 wa- should not be confused with the class 1a wa- prefix of personification, e.g. wànjójú ‘Mr. Elephant’ (cf. ñójú ‘elephant’). While this marker has some tonal peculiarities of its own, it must be analyzed as a prefix, not a proclitic.

7As shown in Hyman and Katamba [1990], the ne variant is used in contexts where the grammar requires an augment on the following host. As mentioned in note 4, the augment has an underlying (sometimes floating) H tone which it contributes to the proclitic, as in né=mùlóndò ‘with Mulondo’.
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(5) a. ƙikó pó kyáá=wálúsímbí  ‘cup of Walusimbi’
    b. ƙuugu Iwáá=wálúsímbí  ‘door of Walusimbi’
    c. ƙaáná báá=wálúsímbí  ‘children of Walusimbi’

Here, the GL takes a noun class agreement prefix, respectively, class 7 ƙi-, class 11 ƙu- and class 2 ƙa-. In Luganda, as summarized in (6), high vowels glide and non-high vowels delete before another vowel which, if short, exhibits compensatory lengthening (see Tucker [1962]; Halle and Vergnaud [1980]; Katamba [1974]; Clements [1986], among others).

(6) a. /Ci+a/, /Cu+a/  →  [Cyaa], [Cwaa]
    b. /Ce+a/, /Co+a/, /Ca+a/  →  [Caa]

It is not possible to tell from (5) if the GL itself should be analyzed with underlying /a/ or /aa/. Since a syllable cannot exceed two moras, one would obtain the same surface realization [kyaa] from /ƙi+a/ or /ƙi+aa/, [lwaa] from /ƙu+a/ or /ƙu+aa/, and (baa) from /ƙa+a/ or /ƙa+aa/. Onsetless sequences of /i+a/ and /u+a/ undergo gliding without compensatory lengthening and are realized [ya] and [wa]. Thus, the proclitics in (7) must be analyzed as /i+aa/ and /u+aa/ in order to obtain the correct surface length:

(7) a. ƙbwa yáá=wálúsímbí  ‘dog [cl. 9] of Walusimbi’
    b. mwááná wáá=wálúsímbí  ‘child [cl. 1] of Walusimbi’

We conclude that the GL is underlyingly /-aa/, not /-a/. The preservation of two vowel lengths in (6) and (7) is thus attributable to the fact that the GL is a proclitic, not a self-standing word.

---

8It should be noted that compensatory lengthening of /Ci+a/ and /Cu+a/ to [Cyaa] and [Cwaa] is possible only when there is an onset consonant. While this fact sometimes goes unmentioned in previous literature, Clements [1986:75] has suggested that forms such as [yālābā] ‘he saw’ and [wālābā] ‘you (sg.) saw’ (from /i+a/ and /u+a/, respectively) are derived by a special lexical rule. As we will see in the case of verbal proclitics, the onset requirement for compensatory lengthening is quite robust in Luganda, and hence, these forms are not exceptional.

9This conclusion has interesting consequences for possessive pronouns. Forms such as byange ‘my’, byaffe ‘our’, byammwe ‘your pl.’ and byaabwe ‘their’ show an internal GL and hence have the morphological divisions bi-aa-nge, bi-aaffe, bi-aa-mmwe, and bi-aa-bwe (sidestepping the question of whether the final [e] is also a morpheme). The remaining two possessive pronouns, byo ‘your sg.’ and bye ‘his/her’, have the internal structure bi-aa-o and bi-aa-e, i.e. with four underlying vowel lengths. The rules in (5) will require gliding of /i/ and deletion of /aa/, both with compensatory lengthening. The restriction of at most two moras to the syllable will require that hypothetical *byoooo and *byeere be converted to byoo and bye, which may then undergo FVS to become byo and bye in the appropriate context. This two-step analysis whereby
As seen in (8), it is possible to get more than one GL in sequence with length preserved on each one:

(8) a. bikó pó byáá=wáá=walúsimbi  ‘the cups of the one of Walusimbi’
    b. bikó pó byáá=wáá=múlúlú  ‘the cups of the greedy one’
    bikó pó byáá=wáá=kisá  ‘the cups of the kind one’

In (8) we have a double genitive construction with the second genitive lacking an overt head. In (8a) the second GL expresses possession, while in (8b) it expresses an attribute (literally, ‘the cups of the one of greediness’, ‘the cups of the one of kindness’). Longer sequences of GL’s, each with retained vowel length, are logically possible but pragmatically awkward.

We turn now to proclitics whose host is verbal. The first concerns the subject cleft marker /-ee/, illustrated in (9).

(9) a. kikó pó kyèè=kyáángwá  ‘it’s a cup that fell’
    lúggí lwèè=lwáángwá  ‘it’s a door that fell’
    bááñá bèè=báángwá  ‘it’s children that fell’
    b. mbwá yèè=yàángwá  ‘it’s a dog that fell’
    mwááñá yèè=yàángwá  ‘it’s a child that fell’

We see in (9a) that the marker /-ee/ agrees in noun class with the clefted noun phrase. Preservation of length in [kyee], [lwee], and [bee] shows that this marker is procliticized onto the verb. The forms in (9b) show, first, that both classes 1 and 9 assign an /i-/ agreement to the subject cleft marker and, second, that this marker must be underlyingly long (cf. the discussion of the GL above).

A slightly different situation is observed when the host of this proclitic is nominal:

(10) a. kínò kyèè=kikó pó  ‘this is the cup’
    lúnò lwèè=lúggí  ‘this is the door’
    bááñó bèè=bááñá  ‘these are the children’

Multiple vowel sequences are first pared to a maximally bimoraic syllable and then to a monomoraic syllable (in “final” position) seems preferable to an analysis whereby FVS may apply directly to *byoooo and *byeеее to delete all but one mora.

10 The host will normally be a verb, though in the case of the zero copula, there is no overt verb on the surface.
The examples in (10a) parallel those in (9a), with appropriate surface vowel length on the proclitic. The examples in (10b), however, show a short vowel on \( yè = \) (which, recall, can mark either class 1 or class 9). In the examples in (10), then, the cleft marker must be set up as /-e/, i.e. with an underlying short vowel.

While we have no explanation for this, the descriptively correct statement is that the subject cleft marker will be /-ee/ unless it is directly followed by a zero copula, used in the present, as in (10). When we change (10) to past tense, for instance, where an overt copula is required, the proclitic again has the underlying representation /-eel/, e.g. ènò yèè =yàlí löölé ‘this was the lorry’. In this example, yèè= is proclitic to yàlí ‘(it) was’, which is a verb form parallel to yàgwà ‘(it) fell’ in (9b).¹²

It is appropriate to compare the marking of non-subject clefts, illustrated in (11).

(11) a. kìkópò kyè yàlàbà
   lùggì lwè yàlàbà
   báánà bè yàlàbà
   ‘it’s a cup that he saw’
   ‘it’s a door that he saw’
   ‘it’s children that he saw’

b. mbwà gyè yàlàbà
   mwáánà gwè yàlàbà
   ‘it’s a dog that he saw’
   ‘it’s a child that he saw’

In these examples the clefted NP is object of the sentence. As seen in (11a), we do not get surface vowel length, even though the underlying representations include at least two vowel lengths, i.e. /ki-e/, /lu-e/, /ba-e/. While the subject cleft marker in (10b) was [yè] for both class 9 and class 1, we see in (11b) that the non-subject cleft marker is [gyè] for class 9 and [gwè] for class 1. The uniform shortness of the vowel [e] throughout (11) indicates that the marker is not a proclitic, but rather a separate word.¹³ This and the segmental differences

---
¹¹In this example we have replaced mbwà ‘dog’ from (9b) with löölé ‘lorry, truck’, since in the corresponding utterance, ènò yè=mbwà ‘this is the dog’, the vowel on yè is phonetically long because of the following NC sequence (see Tucker [1962]; Herbert [1975]; Clements [1986], etc.).
¹²An alternative solution would be that /-ee/ is a proclitic unless (a) it is followed by a zero copula and (b) its noun class agreement is /i-/ i.e. a vowel without a preceding onset consonant, in which case it is a separate word (and undergoes FVS). We do not find anything to commend this analysis.
¹³This conclusion is supported by the fact that it functions as a separate PW within the tone group domain.
observed in (10b) vs. (11b) may suggest that these are entirely different markers, despite the obvious phonetic and grammatical similarities. Whatever the decision on this point, it is important to note two things about Luganda. First, one cannot predict the proclitic vs. word status of a “particle” on the basis of its phonetic shape, e.g. whether it is monosyllabic, for instance. Second, one cannot predict that a syntactically proclitic element will necessarily be a phonological proclitic. The data in (12) show this second point quite clearly:

(12) a. kikópó wálúsímbi kyè yálábà ‘it’s a cup that Walusimbi saw’
   b. mòbwâ wálúsímbi gyè yálábà ‘it’s a dog that Walusimbi saw’

In non-subject clefts, the subject of the lower clause appears before the cleft marker. As pointed out by Walusimbi [1976], the same observation pertains to non-subject relative clauses, which differ from their cleft counterpart in tonal ways only. In both constructions the complementizer must immediately precede the verb, suggesting that it is syntactically dependent (“leaning”) on it. Yet, as we have seen, the phonology treats these markers as separate words. We arrive at the same conclusion reached by Klavans [1985], who observed that syntactic and phonological cliticization are logically independent of each other. This independence is also exemplified by Luganda enclitics, a topic to which we now turn.14

1.2. Enclitics. The complete set of nominal enclitics, given in (13), consists of one WH enclitic and the six personal possessive pronouns:

(13) a. =ki ‘which’
   b. -ange ‘my’  -affe ‘our’
      -o ‘your sg.’  -ammwe ‘your pl.’
      -e ‘his/her’  -aabwe ‘their’15

Preservation of final noun length before these enclitics is illustrated with the class 9 noun mòbwâ ‘dog’ in (14):

---

14 Although we were able to illustrate multiple nominal proclitics in (7), we cannot provide uninterrupted sequences of verbal proclitics due to their syntactic nature. It should be pointed out that there are fewer verbal proclitics in the language than there are nominal proclitics. In some cases, e.g. the main clause negative markers te-/si- and the narrative tense marker ne-, it is not possible to tell whether these are proclitics or merely prefixes that must occur initially within the verb.

15 Possessive forms all contain the GL /aa/, as we noted above. In these forms it should be noted that length resulting from a following NC sequence, e.g. [-ange], is not transcribed; also, a vowel is automatically short before a geminate consonant, e.g. [-affe, -ammwe].
The final length of ‘dog’ is realized before the enclitic =ki ‘which’ in (14a) and the six personal pronouns in (14b). In (14c) we demonstrate that final length is not preserved when mbwá fails to be followed by an enclitic. As discussed in §1.1, yaa=walusimbi consists of a proclitic GL + host noun. Since this combination is not an enclitic, FVS applies, and the final vowel of ‘dog’ is short.

There are no other enclitics on nouns in Luganda. Likely candidates are dismissed by the data in (15), where the length of the head noun ‘dog’ is not preserved:

(15) a. mbwá yáabyó 'their [class 8] dog'
   b. mbwá yó 'as for the dog'
   c. mbwá énó 'this dog'
   d. mbwá èmû 'one dog'

While the six personal possessive pronouns in (13b) are enclitics, we observe in (15a) that NON-personal possessives consisting of a GL + independent pronoun, here class 8 byó, are not. Although all clitics other than the six personal possessives are monosyllabic in Luganda, the monosyllabic topic marker -o in (15b) is not an enclitic. Finally, (15c) and (15d) are intended to show that demonstratives and numerals are also not enclitics.

Although nominal enclitics are limited to those in (13), the example in (16a) shows that it is possible to get two nominal enclitics in sequence:

(16) a. kikópó=kyéè=ki 'which cup of his/hers?'
   b. mbwáá=yàngè=ki 'which dog of mine?'

16The enclitic =ki requires that the nominal mbwá ‘dog’ occur with a surface HL contour, since a noun does not form a tone group with this enclitic (see Hyman, Walusimbi and Katamba [1987]).
In this case it is the length on the possessive pronoun kyéè ‘his/her’ that is preserved by the enclitic =ki. In (16b) we see preservation of final length on the noun ‘dog’, as before. Because of the way FVS affects nouns and their possessive enclitics (cf. (37)), the language does not provide any example with final length preserved on both the noun and the possessive pronoun. Taken together, however, (16a) and (16b) establish that each example consists of a single CG with two enclitics in sequence.

Turning now to verbal enclitics, these fall into two categories consisting, respectively, of the two WH enclitics in (17a) and the four “locative” enclitics in (17b).

(17) a. =ki ‘what’
    =wá ‘where’

b. =wô ‘there (particular place)’ (class 16)
    =kô ‘on, upon’ (class 17)
    =mu ‘in, inside, within’ (class 18)
    =yô ‘there (away from speaker)’ (class 23)

The two WH enclitics in (17a) are illustrated in (18).17

(18) a. yàsí mâ=ki ‘what did he dig?’
    b. yàsí mâ=wá ‘where did he dig?’

As indicated, the locative enclitics in (17b) function as part of the noun class system and are identified as classes 16, 17, 18, and 23.18 Examples are given in (19).

17One might consider adding other WH particles to the list of enclitics such as =àní ‘who(m)’ and =ddí ‘when’. Like =kì and =wá, =àní and =ddí must come immediately after the verb in what we would claim is a focus position. However, with these latter enclitics it is impossible to use vowel length preservation as a criterion for enclitic status: with =àní, vowel length will always surface, since =àní begins with a vowel (and will always join the preceding vowel to form a bimoraic syllable); with =ddí, the geminate consonant requires that any preceding vowel be short, independent of the number of underlying moras (see Tucker [1962]; Katamba [1974]; Clements [1986]).

18These enclitics suggest a pronominal element -o. Classes 16 and 20 are then analyzed as /wa-o/ and /i-o/ and are phonologically regular. Class 17 /ku-o/ is exceptional, since this underlying representation would be realized incorrectly as *[kwo] , not [ko]. Class 18 [mu] is exceptional in not taking -o at all. Underlying /wa-, ku-, mu-, i-/ is motivated by the rest of the noun class system (see Ashton et al [1954]; Cole [1967]).
In addition to their locative meanings, the class 17 and 18 enclitics also have a partitive or attenuative function, as illustrated in (20).

(20) a. yàlyàà=kô
    b. yàlyàà=kô èbíí
    c. yànywàá=mû
    'he ate a little'
    'he ate two of them [class 4]' 
    'he drank a little'

Finally, (21) shows that any of the four locative enclitics may be lexicalized in combination with specific verbs, as in the following examples taken from Snoxall [1967]:

(21) a. òkúddá
    òkúddà=wô
    òkúddà=kô
    òkúddà=mû
    òkúddà=yô
    ‘to come back’
    ‘to go back’
    ‘to be born, come next in order’
    ‘to answer’
    ‘to go back there, return’

b. òkúgggyá
    òkwégggyá=wô
    òkwégggyá=mû
    ‘to take’ (cf. òkwégggyá ‘to take oneself’)
    ‘to start’ (take oneself away)
    ‘to think of’ (take within oneself)

The forms in (17) can be shown to be enclitics by the criterion of vowel length preservation, as will be further examined in §3. To conclude this section, consider the examples in (22).

(22) a. yàtéeë kû=mûpûn gà mû=kì byá
    b. yàkìtéeë=mû kû=mûpûn gà
    c. yàkìtéeë=mû=kô
    d. yàkìtéeë=mû=kô=kì
    ‘he put some rice in the bowl’
    ‘he put some rice in it’
    ‘he put a little in it’
    ‘what did he put a little of in?’

In (22a) we have a verb form followed by two full words, each beginning with a locative proclitic. As seen in (22b), the verb has underlying final length
preserved by the locative enclitic =mû. We thus conclude that FVS has applied in (22a), where the verb is not followed by an enclitic. (22c) shows that when there are two enclitics in sequence, final length is preserved both on the verb and on the first enclitic. Finally, in (22d), where there are three enclitics in sequence, again final length is preserved on each element within the CG except the last.

As in the case of proclitics and nominal enclitics, one cannot predict which syntactic enclitics are also phonological enclitics. In (23a) final length is preserved on a verb before the phonological enclitics =kô and =ki:

(23) a. yàlyáá=kô
    yàlábwaá=ki
    ‘he ate a little’
    ‘what was he seen by?’

   b. yàlyá kyô
    yàlábwa ye
    ‘he ate IT [class 7]’
    ‘he was seen by HIM’

Example (23b), on the other hand, shows that emphatic pronouns are not phonological enclitics, since FVS has applied to the preceding verbs. This is striking for two reasons. First, emphatic pronouns, when postverbal, must immediately follow the verb, suggesting that they are syntactically “leaning” on the verb. Phonologically, however, they do not lean on the verb, but rather are full words in their own right. Second, emphatic pronouns share with all verbal enclitics the property of being monosyllabic. Any form that is plurisyllabic will automatically not be a verbal enclitic, as seen from the comparison of the WH-forms in (24).

(24) a. yàlyáá=ki
    yàlábwa kô
    ‘what did he eat?’
    ‘what (class 7 sg.) did he eat?’

   b. yàlyá kikí
    c. yàlyá bìki
    ‘what (class 8 pl.) did he eat?’

Example (24a) utilizes the WH-enclitic =kî, which is unmarked for number. On the other hand, the WH-words are marked by a singular class 7 prefix ki- in

19The verb stem consists of the root -teek- ‘put’ followed by the “modified base” ending -ie [Ashton et al 1954]. In this case, there is consonant mutation (-teesie-) followed by gliding with compensatory lengthening (-teeesye-), y-abortion after [s] (-teesee-) and, in (22a), FVS. Note also that the class 17 proclitic ku= in (22a,b) has the same partitive meaning as its enclitic counterpart =kô in (20a).

20WH-enclitics also must immediately follow the verb. As a result, they may not cooccur with emphatic pronouns. Finally, Luganda does not permit more than one WH-enclitic or emphatic pronoun in sequence.

21Given the requirement of monosyllabicity, it seems unlikely that ânî ‘who(m)’ would be an enclitic (cf. note 17). The plural form bânî clearly is not an enclitic, e.g. yàlábwa bânî ‘who (pl.) was he seen by?’. 
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(24b) and the corresponding plural class 8 prefix bi- in (24c). Because of their bisyllabicity, kiki and bikí cannot be verbal enclitics. Instead, they are full words, and FVS applies to the verb. This contrasts with bisyllabic personal possessives, which, as we saw in (14b), are nominal enclitics, not full words. As we shall now see, there are other differences between nominal vs. verbal CG’s.

2. FVS in the Nominal Clitic Group (NCG)

In the preceding section we distinguished between nominal and verbal CG’s and established that each admits a limited set of proclitic and enclitic elements. It has been assumed up to this point that there is a rule of FVS that applies at the end of a CG, as stated informally as follows:

\[
VV \rightarrow V / --- \ l_{CG}
\]

In this section we shall see that while the above rule is a correct statement, as far as it goes, it does not by itself account for all of the complexities of FVS. As we shall now see, FVS sometimes applies within the CG. In order to give a complete account of FVS, it will be necessary, first, to consider NCG’s separately from VCG’s, as we do in this and the next section. Second, we must recognize that the application of FVS is affected by the specific source of the final vowel length. In particular, the following three sources of final vowel length must be distinguished: (a) monosyllabic vowel length; (b) contour tone vowel length; (c) underlying vowel length. We shall now consider each of these in turn.

2.1. Monosyllabic vowel length. As stated by Stevick [1969:5], "...so-called monosyllabic stems all have two moras". Similar observations had been made by Ashton et al [1954:401,423], Tucker [1962:157], and Cole [1967:61]. The motivation for requiring two moras for all monosyllabic stems comes from noun forms such as in (25).

(25) a. ْité `cow' ْité=kí `which cow?’
   màtá `milk' màtáá=kí `which milk?’
   kídé `bell' kídéé=kí `which bell?’

b. ْité=yàngé, ْité=yò `my cow, your sg. cow’, etc.
   màtáá=gàngé, màtáá=gò `my milk, your sg. milk’, etc.
   kídéé=kyàngé, kídéé=kyò `my bell, your sg. bell’, etc.
The nouns in (25) consist of a noun class prefix and a monosyllabic stem, i.e. n-té, mà-tá, ki-dé. In (25a) we see that the stem vowel is long before the WH enclitic =kí, while in (25b) we see that the stem vowel is long before a personal possessive enclitic (here, ‘my’ and ‘your sg.’). The interpretation of these facts is the following: all stems in Luganda must have at least two moras, perhaps the effect of an accent on the second stem mora (see Hyman [1989]). Either monosyllabic stems are represented underlyingly with two moras, i.e. /-tee, -taa, -dee/, or there is a rule introducing the second mora. In either case, this “monosyllabic length” is preserved when the stem is followed by an enclitic, since this length is not CG-final.

2.2. Contour tone vowel length. The second source of final vowel length comes from the realization of contour tones [Ashton et al 1954:424,452; Tucker 1962:157; Cole 1967:67-68,88; Stevick 1969:6; Hyman 1982:13]. Ignoring an utterance-level downstepping phenomenon, Luganda has two surface tones, H(igh) and L(ow), which, conditions being met, can combine to form a HL falling contour tone. (Luganda does not allow LH rising tones.) Within a word this HL contour will always be realized on two separate moras. The two moras may either be two vowels, as in (26a), or one vowel + the first half of a geminate consonant, as in (26b).

(26) a. mwááná  
    kijíko  
    ‘child’  
    ‘spoon’  

b. máazzí  
    kíssí  
    ‘water’  
    ‘bait’  

At the end of a word, the situation is considerably more complex. As seen in (27a), a final HL falling tone may be realized on a short vowel:

(27) a. músoṭá  
    kísíkí  
    ‘snake’  
    ‘log’  

b. músoṭá=ki  
    kísíkí=ki  
    ‘which snake?’  
    ‘which log?’
As soon as the HL is found within a CG, however, the expected two moras surface, as seen in (27b). In this case we do not want to say that this vowel length is underlying, since the second mora is predictable from the tone rules of Luganda. Following Hyman [1982], we propose to introduce this vowel length by rule. The only underlying tone in Luganda is H, and words may have one, more than one or no underlying H tone at all. Nouns such as in (27a) begin with a single underlying H tone on their final mora, as seen in the inputs in (28).

(28) a. musota → musota → musotaa
   H              HL            HL
   b. kisiki → kisiki → kisikii
      H        HL          HL

The drop to L is accomplished by a general rule of L tone insertion (see Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987]). Since in these forms there is no tone-bearing unit for the L to link to, a mora is inserted to accommodate it. The output forms in (28) thus serve as potential inputs to the FVS rule, hence the final short vowels observed in (27a). In (27b), however, the vowel length in the HL syllables is not affected by FVS, since these nouns are immediately followed by an enclitic.

A similar situation is observed when the same two nouns are followed by a possessive pronoun:

(29) a. mûsòtáa=gwângé ‘my snake’
    kisiķíí=kyângé ‘my log’
   b. òmûsòtá=gwângé ‘my snake’
    èkisíki=kyângé ‘my log’

As seen in (29a), the final vowel of these nouns is long before the possessive ‘my’. Although the word-final HL is not actually realized in these examples, there can be no doubt that it is responsible for the length in (29a). Now note the forms in (29b). When the augment (initial vowel) is present, the nouns òmûsòtá ‘snake’ and èkisíki ‘log’ have a H-L pattern realized over their last two syllables. Since their tonal derivation does not involve a HL fall on their last syllable, there is no mora-insertion and, hence, they end short before an enclitic.

---

22As pointed out in (3) above, an enclitic never introduces new length on a preceding vowel. Thus, mûkázi ‘woman’ is realized with a final short vowel in the CG mûkázi=ki ‘which woman?’.

23The reason why the HL is not preserved has to do with the realization of tone within a tone group (see Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987] and §4.2).
Other tone patterns that end in a falling tone also show the length when internal to a CG:

(30) a. ** múskâ**
    - ** múská=kí**
    - ** múská=wàngé**

b. ** múvbûkâ**
    - ** múvbûká=kí**
    - ** múvbûká=wàngé**

Since contour tone length is derived, the correct ordering statement will have to be with mora-insertion applying before FVS. In other words, forms such as ** mústâ** ‘snake’ start out with a final short vowel with underlying H, undergo L tone insertion, acquire length to accommodate the floating inserted L, and then lose this length by FVS whenever in CG-final position.

2.3. Underlying vowel length. We now turn to nouns that end in a sequence of underlying vowels. We can infer an underlying vowel sequence most readily from the presence of a surface consonant + glide + vowel sequence, where the glide comes from an underlying high vowel. Examples are given in (31).

---

There is actually possible variation. Monosyllabic length is always preserved when followed by an enclitic. So is contour tone length always preserved if the contour actual surfaces. In both cases the length is both obligatory and markedly greater in duration than a corresponding short vowel. If the contour does not surface, some speakers require that the vowel be long, while others accept either a long or short vowel, e.g. either ** kisikû=kyàngé** or ** kisikí=kyàngé** ‘my log’. More perplexing than this are the following putative minimal pairs cited, respectively, by Cole [1967:7] and Tucker [1962:163]:

- ** múwâlê=a=wàngé** ‘our girlfriend’
- ** múwâlê=a=wàngé** ‘my girlfriend’
- ** múgólê=a=wàffé** ‘our bride’
- ** múgólê=a=wàffé** ‘our lady employer’

These data are puzzling for a number of reasons. First, there is no obvious basis for such a length distinction, since the same noun with the same underlying tone is involved in both forms in each pair. (The glosses of the nouns in isolation given to the right are taken from Snodell [1967].) Second, both the second author and our principal language consultant (Mr. Semwogerere) accept only a short vowel in these phrases, whatever the meaning. Third, we have not been able to find anyone who accepts these distinctions. We cannot explain why only these two H-final nouns should be realized with a short vowel before a possessive pronoun. (Before the enclitic =kí a HL fall is realized over two moras, e.g. ** múwâlê=a=kí** ‘which girl?, which daughter?’. A possible solution would be to set up underlying toneless allomorphs of these two nouns used only with a possessive pronoun, which would assign a H to the preceding (short) vowel.)
The nouns in (31a) end in /CuV/, while those in (31b) end in /CiV/. As was seen above in (6a), the expectation is that the high vowel will glide to [w] and [y] with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel, e.g. /kikolua/ → kikolwaa, etc. The long vowel then is subject to FVS at the end of a CG, as in the isolated forms in (31).

The forms in (32), however, show these nouns with a final short vowel even though they appear internal to a CG:

(32) a. kikolwà=ki
    mìgwáágwà=ki
    kinyéébwà=ki

b. kìwábyò=ki
    nìmámbyà=ki
    ìgóbyà=ki

Final short vowels are also observed when the same nouns are followed by a possessive enclitic, as seen in (33).

(33) a. kikolwà=kyàngé
    mìgwáágwà=wàngé
    kìnyéébwà=kyàngé

b. kìwábyò=kyàngé
    nìmámbyà=yàngé
    ìgóbyà=wàngé

This is a surprising result: the whole literature on Luganda has assumed a bimoraic source of CGV sequences, and yet, other than the surface glide, (non-
derived) nouns provide no phonological evidence of there ever having been a final vowel sequence, i.e. two moras. CG-internally, other nouns stems may have final CGVV length not because of the glide, but because of their monosylllabicity (34a), their HL contour tone (34b), or both (34c):

(34) a. kikwáá=ki
   kìbyáá=ki
   ‘which bad luck?’
   ‘which bowl?’

b. kìbògwéê=ki
   kìfúlúkwáá=ki
   ‘which partly ripened fruit?’
   ‘which deserted place?’

c. mútwéê=ki
   kàmyùù=ki
   ‘which head?’
   ‘which hare?’

There are two possible interpretations of the facts in (32) and (33). The first is that a final CwV or CyV syllable is underlyingly monomoraic in nouns (but not in verbs, as we shall see in §3). The second interpretation is that noun-final CwV and CyV syllables are underlyingly bimoraic but undergo FVS (unless the noun stem is monosyllabic and/or acquires a HL contour). We will now argue that the second interpretation is correct.

According to the first interpretation, nouns such as kikòlwa and kìwábyò end in an underlyingly monomoraic syllable. One way to effect this is to assume that the glides are underlyingly—alternatively that they “float” without a V or moraic support. In either case the analysis runs counter to the general syllable structure of the language: the first suggestion sets up underlyingly CG sequences that do not otherwise exist; the second sets up totally predictable non-moraic vowels that otherwise do not exist.25 A second argument against the monomoraic analysis is first suggested by the noun kikòlwa ‘deed’. This noun derives from the relative verb form èkikòlwa ‘that which is done’, consisting of the morphemes e-ki-kol-u-a (augment-subject prefix-verb-passive suffix-final vowel). Since there are clearly two moraic morphemes in this form, the passive -u- and the final vowel -a, the motivation for a bimoraic source in the corresponding noun form is clear.

Still, one could argue that kikòlwa ‘deed’ is simply listed as a noun (with a final monomoraic syllable) not derived from the corresponding verb form. Fortunately there are productive means of forming deverbal nouns to which we

---

25 It is appropriate to mention certain [ggwa] and [ggya] sequences which also do not show vowel length internal to a CG: ãgwánìká ‘store’, kígyá=mù ‘to take out of’, etc. In this case the underlyingly representation is not /gual/ and /gial/. Instead, these sequences derive from intermediate *wwa and *yya, which obligatorily undergo hardening, since geminate glides are disallowed in Luganda (cf. §6.2).
can add nominal enclitics to test for underlying final bimoricity. The first of these is the very relative construction that is responsible for kíkòlwá, exemplified in (35).

(35) a. à-bá-á-láb-w-á  ‘the ones that were seen’
    b. à-bá-á-láb-w-áá=ki  ‘the ones that were seen by what?’
    c. bá-á-láb-w-á=ki  ‘which ones that were seen?’

In (35a), the verb stem is /lab-u-a/, consisting of the root -lab- ‘see’, the passive suffix -u-, and the final vowel -a (henceforth FV). In (35b) we see that when the verbal WH enclitic =ki ‘what’ is placed after this relative form, indicating the agent of the passive, the final compensatory lengthening acquired through gliding to [w] is preserved. On the other hand, in (35c), where we place the nominal WH enclitic =ki ‘which’ after the same form (though obligatorily without its initial augment vowel à-), we see that the length is not preserved. Since the same morphemes are involved, and since the productively created form in (35c) should not be listed as an independent noun in the lexicon, we must conclude that the final syllable of such deverbal nouns is bimoraic, but subject to some version of FVS.26

The same is seen in infinitives, the second source of productive deverbal nominals:

(36) a. kùlábwà  ‘to be seen’ /lab-u-a/
    b. kùlábwà=kö  ‘to be seen a little’
    kùlábwà=ki  ‘to be seen by what?’
    c. kùlábwà=kwàngé  ‘my being seen’
    kùlábwà=ki  ‘which being seen?’

(36a) gives the basic infinitive form with the same passive stem as seen in (35). In (36b) the verbal enclitics =kö and =ki preserve the final length of the infinitive. In (36c), however, the nominal enclitics =kwàngé and =ki do not. So, again, we have evidence that nominals must undergo a special FVS rule that verbs

26The same vowel length discrepancy between verbal vs. nominal uses of relative forms is seen with other enclitics. Thus, final length is preserved by the verbal enclitic =kö in àbáálábwaá=kö ‘the ones who were seen a little’. On the other hand, final length is not preserved by the nominal enclitic =bààngé in àbáálábwa= bààngé ‘my ones that were seen’. Although speakers find the latter construction a bit awkward (and occasionally show inconsistency in the tonal realization), they are in agreement that the final syllable [bwa] must be realized short.
are not subject to. By extension, non-derived nouns such as ọmụgwάágwά, èkíwábyó may also be entered in the lexicon with underlying final bimoraic syllables.

There is one final argument in favor of having a rule of FVS apply within NCG’s, but not within VCG’s. This is that the form undergoing this special FVS rule need not be a lexical noun—it may, in fact, be a possessive enclitic:

(37) a. ƙikópọ=kyéè=kí ‘which cup of his/hers?’
   b. ƙitábó=kyé=kí ‘which book of his/hers?’
   c. ƙikópọ=kyààbwè=kí ‘which cup of theirs?’
   d. ƙitábó=kyààbwè=kí ‘which book of theirs?’

In (37a) the length on =kyéè ‘his/her’ is preserved because of its HL falling tone before the nominal enclitic =kí ‘which’. In (37b), on the other hand, L tone =kyé surfaces with a short vowel, though it is followed by the same enclitic. The morphology of =kyé is clear: class 7 ki- followed by the GL -aa- (see note 9) and the third person singular pronominal element -e. There can be no doubt, then, that the underlying representation of =kyé is polymoraic. Since there is no HL falling tone on it, as there was in (37a), and since =kye does not count as a “stem” for the purpose of monosyllabic length, the nominal FVS rule applies to it. The same is seen in (37c, d), where the possessive enclitic ‘their’ ends in a CGV. Since the [bwe] syllable never acquires a HL falling tone, its underlying bimoraic structure /bue/ will always be subject to nominal FVS. Thus, the same FVS rule applying to deverbal nominals applies as well to pronominals. Before providing an analysis of these facts in §4, we shall observe in the next section that the situation is quite different in the case of verbs.

3. FVS in the Verbal Clitic Group (VCG)

In the preceding section we distinguished three sources of final length on Luganda forms: monosyllabic length, contour tone length, underlying length. It was seen that length due to stem monosyllabicity or a HL contour tone will always be preserved within a NCG, while underlying length (manifested as a surface CGV sequence) is not. In this section we shall consider the fate of these three vowel lengths within the verbal clitic group (VCG), which we now discuss in reverse order.

3.1. Underlying vowel length. We begin by considering verbs whose final CGV sequence suggests an underlying sequence of vowels. Three verbal suffixes frequently produce final underlying length. The first is the passive suffix -u-(with its -ibu-/e bu- variants). As seen in (38),
The length obtained when a /Cua/ sequence becomes [Cwaa] is preserved when followed by an enclitic.

The second verbal suffix is causative/instrumental -i-. As seen in (39),

(39) a. kùlímá
    kùlímá
    kùlímá=kô
    kùlímá=ki
    ‘to cultivate’
    ‘to make cultivate’ (-lim-i-a)
    ‘to make cultivate a little’

b. kùsíbá
    kùsíbyá
    kùsíbyá=mû
    kùsíbyá=wá
    ‘to tie’
    ‘to tie with’ (-sib-i-a)
    ‘to tie with what?’

the length obtained when a /Cia/ sequence becomes [Cyaa] is also preserved when followed by an enclitic.

Finally, the so-called “modified base” of Luganda, deriving from Proto-Bantu *jd-e, provides the third verbal ending. In most cases the proto *d is missing in Luganda, thereby producing a /Cie/ sequence. As seen in (40),

(40) a. tèbálàbá
    tèbálàbyé
    tèbálàbyèè=kô
    ‘they don’t see’
    ‘they didn’t see’ (-lab-i-e)
    ‘they didn’t see a little’
b. tèbátèmá 'they don’t chop’
tèbáátèmyé ‘they didn’t chop’ (-tem-i-e)
tèbáátèmyèè=kí ‘what didn’t they chop?’ (echo Q)

this usually results in a [Cyee] ending, whose length is preserved before an enclitic. In cases such as in (41), where the preceding consonant has undergone mutation to [s] or [z], however, there is no surface glide on the modified base:

(41) a. tèbálèètá ‘they don’t bring’
tèbálèèssé ‘they didn’t bring’ (-leet-i-e)
tèbálèèsséè=kô ‘they didn’t bring any’
b. tèbásàlà ‘they don’t cut’
tèbásàsèzé ‘they didn’t cut’ (-sal-i-e)
tèbásàsèzèè=kí ‘what didn’t they cut?’ (echo Q)

Still, the expected length is preserved before an enclitic.27

In short, underlying final length will always be realized internally to a VCG. This contrasts sharply with the situation in NCG’s. As we saw in §2.3, underlying length does not guarantee surface length on the final syllable of a nominal within a CG. Instead, within the NCG, only contour tone length and monosyllabic length guarantee surface length. As we shall now see, the VCG also diverges from the NCG in the manner in which it treats contour tone length.

3.2. Contour tone length. In (42) we present verbs in the negative of the present and near future tenses:

(42) a. tèbábálà ‘they don’t count’
tèbábálàà=kô ‘they don’t do much counting’
b. tèbáágúlè ‘they will not buy’
tèbáágúlèè=kí ‘what will they not buy?’ (echo Q)

27All verbs that end in [sV] or [zV] show length when a verbal enclitic follows. We assume with Herbert [1976] and Halle and Vergnaud [1980] that the “absorption” of the [y] glide into a preceding [s] or [z] is a late phenomenon (see Ashton et al [1954:153-154] for more on consonant mutation).
As seen, the verbs end in a HL falling tone which accounts for the length that is realized before the enclitics =kô and =kî. So far this result is identical to that seen in the NCG.

Where the result is different is seen in (43).

(43) a. àbàlá =kô  
   ‘he who counts’  
   ‘he who counts a bit’  

b. ânáábálâ =kî  
   ‘he who will count’  
   ‘he who will count what?’ (echo Q)

In these present and near future relative forms, the verb has a final HL falling tone in isolation. When followed by an enclitic, however, neither the fall nor the length is realized. We saw earlier in (29a) and (30) that contour tone length surfaces within NCG’s even when the HL falling tone itself does not. VCG’s thus differ from NCG’s in requiring a surface falling tone in order to get contour tone length.

The second forms in each pair in (43) lose the L part of the HL falling tone when followed by an enclitic. As a result, the FV of the verb is realized with a H tone. The tonal alternations seen in (43) are part of a more general process of L tone deletion that applies between H’s within a “tone group” (TG), as described by Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987]. Other examples are given in (44).

(44) a. bábálá  
   bábálá=kô  
   ‘they count’  
   ‘they count a bit’

b. bânáàgúlå  
   bânáàgúlå=kî  
   ‘they will buy’  
   ‘what will they buy?’

The conditions that must be met in order for two forms to join as a single TG are quite complex. Suffice it to say here that an affirmative verb + verbal enclitic constitute such a TG. Since both =kô and =kî have a H tone, the L is deleted from the underlined vowels in the examples.29

28The prepausal H tone on these forms is intonational in nature and, being introduced late in the derivation, is not present at the time L tone deletion applies. Hence, these single word forms are allowed to surface with L surrounded by H’s.

29L tone deletion does not apply in (38) or in (40-42) since neither an infinitive nor a negative verb joins with the enclitic to form a TG (see Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987]).
Finally, the examples in (45) show that the FV of the verb remains long after L tone deletion applies within a TG, if the length derives not from a final contour, but from an underlying vowel sequence:

(45) a. тулáбвá  
тулáбвáá=kð  
—we are seen’  
‘we are seen a little’

b. тунáалáбвá  
тунáалáбвáá=kí  
—we will be seen’  
‘what will we be seen by?’

The underlying length of the verb stem /lab-u-a/ ‘be seen’ is lost at the end of a VCG. Despite the formation of a TG and the application of L tone deletion, this length is not shortened internally to the VCG. We conclude, then, that it is only contour tone length that shows this split behavior on verbs: contour length will surface if the HL contour also surfaces.

3.3. Monosyllabic vowel length. Before presenting our analysis of the above facts in §4, we have yet to consider the third source of final length: that arising from the requirement that a monosyllabic stem have at least two moras. Since all verbs end in a FV formative -a or -e,30 and since all verb roots have at least one underlying vowel, it follows that all verb stems, including monosyllabic ones, will consist of at least two moras, as seen in (46).

(46) a. кугвá  
кумвá  
кулыá  
кûкýâ  
кувâ  
‘to fall’ (-gu-a)  
‘to shave’ (-mo-a)  
‘to eat’ (-li-a)  
‘to dawn’ (-ke-a)  
‘to give’ (-Ca-a)31

b. кубá  
кутâ  
кувâ  
‘to be’ (-ba-a)  
‘to let go’ (-ta-a)  
‘to give’ (-Ca-a)31

30Except for part of the conjugation of the verb кûмáнýá ‘to know’, e.g. mûмáñyî ‘I know’.

31The [w] of ‘give’ derives from historical *p, which still surfaces in forms such as mpâddé ‘I have given’. In the text we simply indicate that the verb root has a /Ca/ structure. Note that the identity of the vowel of a CV verb root can be determined from different parts of the verb paradigm, e.g. the modified base, which provides not only mpâddé, but also ngûddé ‘I have fallen’, ndûddé ‘I have eaten’, and so forth.
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In (46a) the vowel of the root glides to produce a CGV syllable. In (46b) we obtain a CV syllable since the root vowel is /a/, which deletes before another vowel (here also /a/). Finally, in (46c), where we expect the stems *fwa and *sya, we observe that [w] is elided after a labiodental and [y] is elided after a sibilant (cf. (41) above). In all cases, the length of a monosyllabic stem is preserved when followed by a verbal enclitic:

(47) a. kùgwáá=kò ‘to fall on (top of)’
   kùlyáá=ki ‘to eat what?’

b. kùbáá=kò ‘to be on’
   kùwáá=ki ‘to give what?’

c. kùfáá=kò ‘to be concerned with’ (idiomatic)
   kùsáá=ki ‘to grind what?’

However, this length is not due to the monosyllabicity of these stems, but rather is underlying (and reinforced by a HL contour tone in some of the examples).

We conclude that there is no example where length could be unambiguously attributed to the monosyllabicity of a verb stem. In order to further support this conclusion, we end with a discussion of the copula -li which, appearing in certain tenses only, has been said to be a defective verb. If -li is a verb stem, we would expect it to show monosyllabic length when followed by an enclitic. Concerning -li, Ashton et al [1954:423] state that “lengthening is irregular”. We reproduce in (48) their table from the bottom of p. 423 with tone marks added and vowel length explicitly marked:

---

32The verb root ‘die’ derives historically from *kỳ, where the “superclosed” *ỳ causes labiodentalization of a preceding non-nasal consonant (cf. discussion in Katamba [1974]; Herbert [1975, 1976]). Nearly all instances of [f] and [v] have this source in Luganda and hence appear only before present-day /u/ (whose glided realization [w] may be elided). In cases where the labiodental alternates with another consonant, e.g. kuyiliká ‘to tear (intr.)’ gives rise to the adjective -yúlfù ‘torn’, the underlying consonant can be determined. When root internal, as in -fù ‘die’, however, one cannot establish the source of the [f] or [v] on purely synchronic grounds.
In this table the copular forms are given in the present and general past tenses, affirmative and negative. The rows correspond to the six personal pronouns appearing in subject position. A close examination of these forms reveals that length will surface if a HL contour tone is realized on the copula. As in the case of full verb forms (see §3.2), an affirmative copula joins with the following enclitic =mu to form a single TG within which L tone deletion applies. Thus, the only possibility for a HL contour tone on the copula is in (some of) the negative forms. We now see that length on -li is not irregular, but rather follows the pattern for (verbal) contour tone length in general. In conclusion, -li does not have monosyllabic length, presumably because it is not a verb stem.

### 4. An Analysis

The preceding two sections have produced the following facts concerning final vowel length in (49):

(49) a. A vowel will always be short at the end of a CG.

b. A PW-final\(^3\) vowel will be long within a CG, if

i. the length-bearing PW is a proclitic,\(^4\)

ii. within a NCG the length is due to stem-monosyllabicity or a HL contour tone,

iii. within a VCG the length is underlying or due to a HL contour tone that is realized on the surface.

In order to account for (49a), we have asserted all along that there is a rule of FVS that applies at the end of a CG. Such a rule cannot account for the facts of

---

\(^3\)Recall that PW-final means occurring at the end of a phonological word, where the PW may be a full (host) word, a clitic, or other so-called non-affixal "particle".

\(^4\)We assume that the length on a GL, e.g. byaa=, and on the subject cleft marker, e.g. byee=, is due to the underlying vowel sequences in /bi-aa/ and /bi-ee/, not due to the monosyllabicity of these forms, which are not lexical stems.
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(49b), however. In order to capture the intra-CG length facts, we can either introduce new rules of FVS or we can try to extend the rule of FVS that we already have to the CG-internal environments. Since an analysis with one FVS rule representing a single generalization is to be preferred a priori over an analysis with two or more separate FVS rules, our proposal will be that there is one rule applying not only at the end of a CG, but also at the end of a PW. It is the application of this one FVS rule at the PW level that produces the complex distribution of final lengths within the CG. As we shall see, the introduction of invisibility (extraprosodicity) at the end of a verbal PW produces all of the desired effects.

4.1. Underlying length in the NCG vs. VCG. There are two separate discrepancies in the treatment of FVS within a NCG vs. VCG. First, underlying long vowels are shortened finally on nominals, but not on verbs. Second, contour tone length is shortened on verbs when the HL contour does not surface but is retained on nominals (but see §4.2). We now treat each of these in turn.

The first question to resolve is why FVS applies to the underlying length of nouns, but not verbs. Consider the following examples:

(50) a. kikölwa  
    kikölwà=ki  
    ‘deed’” [ki-kol-u-a]N

b. kikõlwá  
kikõlwá=kí  ‘which deed?’

In both (50a) and (50b), the form kikölwa consists of a class 7 prefix ki-, the verb -kol- ‘do, work’, the passive suffix -u-, and the FV -a (cf. discussion in §2.3). However, as seen, underlying length is not preserved before the nominal enclitic =ki ‘which’, but is preserved before the verbal enclitic =kí ‘what’.

The most concrete solution is one that refers directly to the N vs. V distinction, as shown to the right in (50). In this approach, FVS shortens the underlying length of a PW only if it is marked [+N]. This immediately raises the question of why nouns and verbs should differ in just this way, rather than, say, the reverse, with FVS affecting only PW’s that are [+V]. In addition, a major drawback of this morphological solution is that it does not lead one to expect that there will be other discrepancies between NCG’s and VCG’s, e.g. that concerning contour tone length. Since we believe that the two are connected (see below), a phonological solution that reveals this connection is to be preferred.

Since we opt for a phonological solution, our strategy must be to establish phonological representations for nouns and verbs from which the length
discrepancies follow. One possibility would be for verbs (but not nouns) to be assigned a phonological accent on their last mora, as in (51).

(51) a. $\text{ki-kol-u-a}$ ‘deed’ b. $\text{ki-kol-u-å}$ ‘it is done’

It would then be stipulated that this accent blocks the application of PW-level FVS on verbs. Note, however, that there is no phonological evidence for such an accent except the length facts we are attempting to account for. Such a verb-final accent is thus nothing more than an ad hoc diacritic. Furthermore, it is of no help in accounting for the differential behavior of nouns vs. verbs in the realization of final contour tone length within a CG.

The same problems are associated with a second attempt, which is to assume different internal structure in nouns vs. verbs. Specifically, we could say that the stem is bracketed off differently in nouns vs. verbs, as shown in (52).35

(52) a. $[\text{ki-} [\text{kol-u-a}]]$ ‘deed’
   b. $[\text{ki-} [\text{kol-u}] - a]$ ‘it is done’

The intuition we are trying to capture is that the FV of verbs is separated by a stronger boundary from the rest of the word than it is in the case of nouns—even nouns whose FV is a derivational suffix, e.g. $\text{mulimi}$ ‘farmer’, derived from the verb root $\text{-lim-}$ ‘cultivate’ + the agentive FV $\text{-i}$). In (52a), PW-level FVS applies, since the affected input /ua/ precedes a right bracket (in fact two). In (52b), on the other hand, /u/ and /a/ are interrupted by a right bracket which, according to this analysis, blocks the PW-level application of FVS. While this accounts reasonably well for the data, the representations in (52) again are ad hoc, serving only the purpose of accounting for noun vs. verb realizations of underlying final length. Also, as in the preceding analyses, the device of bracketing does not straightforwardly account for noun vs. verb differences in the realization of contour tone length. By contrast, the analysis that we shall now present accounts for all noun/verb length discrepancies in a natural way.

We propose an analysis in terms of “invisibility”, a term that Poser [1984] and Inkelas [1989] give to the various manifestations of extraprosodicity (extrametricality, extratonality, etc.). Specifically, the FV of verbs (but not nouns) is invisible, as shown by the parentheses in (53b):

3Bantuists traditionally apply the term stem to the span that goes from the verb root to the end of the word. The part of the stem that precedes the final vowel is called the base (see, for instance, Meeussen [1967]). In (52) the claim is made that the base is phonologically relevant (exists?) only in verbs, not in nouns.
(53) a. ki-kol-u-a
    'deed'
b. ki-kol-u (-a)
    'it is done'

PW-level FVS will apply in (53a), since final length is always visible in nouns. In (53b), on the other hand, PW-level FVS will not apply, since the last visible vowel is /u/, which is short. This solution utilizes a device frequently needed in prosodic analysis. That invisibility should be restricted to a specific morphological class (verbs) should not be surprising, since the most famous application of invisibility (English stress), must also recognize a noun/verb dichotomy [Hayes 1982]. The present application is well-formed, given that it obeys Hayes’ peripherality condition. Since the verb form in (53b) is realized with a final short vowel when not followed by an enclitic, we assume that invisibility is removed at the CG level, where we know FVS applies without regard to grammatical category (cf. (49a)).

4.2. Contour tone length in the NCG vs. VCG. There are many more issues that arise in connection with the above proposal, e.g. how does invisibility of the FV of verbs affect the rest of the phonology? Rather than going into that issue now, we first show that unlike other solutions, invisibility readily accounts for the differential effects of FVS not only on underlying length, but also on contour tone length.

From data such as in (54a), it will be recalled that contour tone length is always realized within a NCG, whether or not the HL contour is itself realized on the surface:

(54) a. kisikì
    lisikì=ki
    kisikì=kyàngé
    'log'
    'which log?'
    'my log'
b. tágúlå
    tágúlá=ko
    'he doesn’t buy’
    ‘he doesn’t buy any’

36According to Inkelas’ [1989] interpretation of invisibility, the final vowel of a Luganda verb is invisible because it is not part of the PW at all, as in the following prosodic bracketings:

    (i) [[ ki-kolu-a ]\(_{PW}\) ]\(_{CG}\)
    'deed'
    (ii) [[ ki-kolu ]\(_{PW}\) -a ]\(_{CG}\)
    'it is done'

As can be seen, FVS would apply to the noun form at the PW level, but not to the verb form, where the final vowel -a lies outside the PW. If no enclitic is added, the verb form will undergo FVS at the CG level. Note that the above representations give a principled basis to the bracketing analysis we just rejected.
c. àgùlā
àgùlā=ko
‘he who buys’

In (54b) we see that contour tone length is preserved within a VCG when the HL contour itself also surfaces. In (54c), however, where the HL is not realized, we obtain a surface short vowel on the verb.

The first question is why the PW-level FVS rule fails to shorten contour tone length on nouns. Recall from (29) that contour tone length results from the interaction of two rules: (1) L tone insertion (applying whenever the last H of a word is not followed by a L) and (2) mora insertion (applying whenever there is no mora for the inserted L to link to, i.e. whenever the H is on the last mora of the word). In order to preserve contour tone length within a NCG, the natural move to make is to order L tone insertion and mora insertion to follow the PW-level application of FVS, as in (55).

    H     H
    ____________________________
    FVS (inapplicable)

b. [ kisiki ] [ ki ]
    HL      HL
    L-tone insertion

c. [ kisikii ] [ kii ]
    HL      HL
    Mora insertion

The output of (55) is then subjected to the CG-level application of FVS and the vowel of the enclitic =ki is shortened.37

Although it works for a VCG such as in (54b), where both the HL contour and the length are preserved, we do not think that the same derivation applies to verbs. In order to see why, consider the following representation of the VCG in (54c):

(56) a. [ [ a-gul (-a) ]PW [ ko ]PW ]CG
    H     H
    ____________________________
    FVS (inapplicable)

b. [ a-gul (-a) ] [ ko ]
    HL      HL
    L-tone insertion

37Its HL tone is also modified to H as in WH-intonation [Stevick 1969:27].
c. [ a-gul (-a) ] [ koo ] Mora insertion
    HL   HL

d. [ a-gul-a ] [ koo ] CG-LEVEL RULES:
    HL   HL

e. [ a-gul-a ] [ ko ] FVS
    HL   HL

f. [ à-gùl-á ] [ kô ] L-tone deletion
    H    HL

In (56a), the FV of the verb is marked invisible. In (56b), L-tone insertion applies twice, since its only requirement is that the last tone of the PW be H. For L-tone insertion to apply to the verbal PW, we assume that the tone is visible, while the mora/V-slot is not. Because invisibility prevents it from seeing that this H is linked to a final mora, mora insertion cannot apply to the verb, although it does apply to the enclitic in (56c). In (56d) we see the invisibility has been removed, since it now occurs nonperipherally within the CG. CG-level FVS applies to the enclitic in (56e) and, finally, in (56f), a rule of L-tone deletion removes the floating L that appears between two H's within a TG (see Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987]).

Now, returning to the VCG in (54b), the derivation proceeds as in (57):

(57) a. [ [ t-a-gul (-a) ]_{PW} [ ko ]_{PW} ]_{CG}
            H  H
PW-LEVEL RULES:
... ................................................. FVS (inapplicable)

b. [ t-a-gul (-a) ] [ ko ] L-tone insertion
    HL   HL

c. [ t-a-gul (-a) ] [ koo ] Mora insertion
    HL   HL

d. [ t-a-gul-a ] [ koo ] CG-LEVEL RULES:
    HL   HL

e. [ t-a-gul-a ] [ ko ] FVS
    HL   HL

f. [ t-á-gúl-áà ] [ kô ] Mora insertion
    HL   HL
In (57a) the FV of the verb is marked invisible. In (57b) L-tone insertion applies to both PW's, and in (57c) mora insertion applies to the enclitic =koo, but not to the verb. This yields the CG-level representation in (57d), where invisibility has been removed. CG-level FVS applies to shorten the long vowel of the enclitic in (57e). Note that L-tone deletion cannot apply to (57e) because a negative verb does not form a TG with what follows it (Hyman, Katamba and Walusimbi [1987]). Instead, mora insertion applies internally to the CG, yielding a long vowel with a HL contour in (57f). With this derivation we see that invisibility accounts for all of the noun/verb differences in the realization of final length.

4.3. Monosyllabic length. So far we have accounted for the realization of underlying length and contour tone length. We still need to explain why PW-level FVS does not apply to monosyllabic noun stems. Since the FV of nouns is not invisible, a representation such as /kì-deé/ ‘bell’ would automatically become [kì-deé], and we would obtain CG realizations such as *kìdé=kì ‘which bell?’. However, the correct realization is kìdéé=kì, so we must find a way to exempt monosyllabic stems from FVS at the PW level.

There are two logical possibilities. The first is to assume a rule ordering solution as was proposed for contour tone length: PW-level FVS does not apply to monosyllabic noun stems, because they have a short vowel at the point where the rule applies. This analysis necessarily commits us to the view that the vowel of monosyllabic noun stems is underlyingly short, e.g. /-de/ ‘bell’. That this cannot account for all of the data is seen from morphologically complex monosyllabic nouns stems, such as in (58).

(58) a. mùmwí 'barber' (cf. kùmwá ‘to shave’)
    mùsí 'miller' (cf. kùsá ‘to grind’)

b. mùmwí=ki 'which barber?'
    mùsí=ki 'which miller?'

The deverbal noun stems in (58a) have the underlying structures /mo-i/ and /se-i/, where -i is an agentive FV morpheme. As seen in (58b), the length of these stems...
monosyllables is preserved before the nominal enclitic =kí. These stems clearly have a bimoraic underlying structure of two different vowels in sequence. If FVS first applies, it will therefore delete the second mora, leaving the vowel [i] floating. Since a long vowel is required on the surface, the second mora will have to be put back by an insertion rule that undoes the first rule.

Given the roundabout complexity of the rule ordering account (cf. also note 41), an alternative is to adopt the suggestion of Hyman [1989] that there is an accent on the second mora (M2) of every stem which exempts it from shortening at the PW-level: 40

\[(59)\]  
\[a. \quad [\text{mu-} \ [\text{mo}^* i]] \]  
\[b. \quad [\text{mu-} \ [\text{se}^* i]] \]  
\[c. \quad [\text{ki-} \ [\text{de-}^* \bar{e}]] \]  

Since Hyman presents five separate arguments for this M2 accent, we need not worry that the asterisk is an unmotivated diacritic. Assuming this second stem-mora accent, our analysis can account for all of the final length data presented thus far. 42 The question which we shall raise in the next section is whether it can be extended to account for the rest of the language.

5. FVS in Other Constructions

In the preceding sections we have presented and analyzed the facts of FVS within NCG’s and VCG’s. In this section we test our results against other parts of the grammar of Luganda where there are complexities in the realization of final

---

40 This exemption would be visible only to PW-level FVS, since all long vowels are shortened by CG-level FVS.

41 In this analysis also, ‘bell’ and other such non-derived stems could technically be set up with either one or two underlying moras. One could argue for the one mora solution on the basis that the second stem mora is redundant and should thus not appear in lexical entries. However, this solution necessitates a separate rule of mora insertion for monosyllabic stems that is not needed in the two mora analysis. Note that there are other possible interpretations, given the parameters we have introduced. One could assume, for example, the bimoraic representations /-mo-i/ ‘shaver’ and /-dee/ ‘bell’, which first undergo PW-level FVS (which deletes the moraic support, but not the vowel phoneme) and then are subject to the additional mora insertion rule affecting monosyllabic stems. For reasons of simplicity, we choose the solution presented in the text.

42 We would like to point out also that proclitics such as the GL do not undergo PW-level FVS because (for the purposes of FVS) proclitics are not PW’s. This is motivated by the facts of TG formation. While TG’s are formed on a word by word basis in Luganda (see Hyman [1988]), the one exception is that any number of proclitics join the host to constitute a single word for this purpose. The situation is actually more complex than this. Since the tone rules themselves require that proclitics be treated differently from prefixes, we apparently need to specify them as distinct both from PW’s and from affixes.
length. As we shall see, there is considerable generality to the conclusions we have reached thus far. We begin with adjectives and then treat compounds and reduplications.

5.1. Adjectives. In §2 we found that nouns and pronouns follow the same pattern with respect to FVS. In §3 we saw that verbs follow another pattern. We have not yet examined other parts of speech in Luganda. One reason is that some of these are never followed by an enclitic. Thus, we cannot know for sure if the underlying length of demonstratives such as in (60a) or the contour tone length of those in (60b) would be preserved before an enclitic:

(60) a. kikópó èkyó ‘that cup’ (near hearer) /e-ki-o/
lùgìi òlwó ‘that door’ /ò-lu-o/
bàànà àbó ‘those children’ /à-ba-o/  
b. kikópó kìlí ‘that cup’ (yonder) /ki-li/
lùgìi lìlí ‘that door’ /lu-li/
bàànà bàlí ‘those children’ /ba-li/  
c. kikópó kinó ‘this cup’ /ki-no/
lùgìi lùnó ‘this door’ /lu-no/
bàànà bànó ‘these children’ /ba-no/  

It also is not possible to tell whether any of the demonstrative stems, e.g. /-no/ in (60c), would show monosyllabic length, since, as we have just said, demonstratives occur finally within their CG.43

We can test adjectives (and to some extent numerals) for their final length properties. As has often been noted in many Bantu languages, adjectives show most or all of the morphological properties of nouns, e.g. the same (“primary”) noun class prefixes. While adjectives are scarce in some Bantu languages, they are quite plentiful in Luganda, many of the adjective stems being derived from a corresponding verb root plus a FV -u or -e:

43On the other hand, it is possible to find proclitics preceding almost any part of speech, e.g. kikópó kyáá=bànó ‘cup of these (e.g. children)’, byèè=binó ‘it’s these’, etc. These cases are of limited interest, however, since it is the length of the proclitic that occurs internally to the CG (as expected), not that on the demonstrative.
In the following two subsections we shall examine the final length properties of adjectives first in the NCG, then in the VCG.

**5.1.1. FVS on adjectives in the NCG.** In (61) we provide three adjectives followed by the nominal enclitic =kí ‘which’:

(61) a. kikópò kisáá=ki 'which empty cup?' 
   b. kikópò kigúmú=ki 'which durable cup?' 
   c. mükázi mwáágálwá=ki 'which beloved woman?'

In (61a) the adjective stem -sá ‘empty’ shows monosyllabic length before =kí. In (61b), -gúmú ‘durable’ shows length on the surface HL contour tone. Finally, in (61c), the adjective -ágálwá fails to realize its underlying length. This is particularly noteworthy, since this adjective is derived from the passive verb stem -agal-u-a ‘to be loved’, which provides two underlying moras: the passive suffix -u- and the FV -a. Despite this, FVS applies at the PW-level and we obtain the short FV on the adjective in (61c).

The same length phenomena are observed in (62), where each of the three adjectives is directly followed by a possessive enclitic:

(62) a. mükázi mwéésigwá=ki 'which trustworthy woman?'  
   b. mákó pé mákó múgúmyé=ki 'which warm milk?'

In (62, i) the source verb consists of the reflexive -ee- prefix plus a verb stem -sig-u-a, meaning ‘to be trustworthy’, where -u- again is the passive suffix (cf. -é-sig-á ‘to trust’, without the passive suffix). In (ii) the source verb is -búgúm-f-á ‘to cause to be warm’, where -i- is the causative suffix (cf. -búgúm-á ‘to cause to be warm’). See also the infinitive forms in (67).

**Footnotes:***

44Similar examples showing shortening of underlying length include:

(i) mükázi mwéésigwá=ki 'which trustworthy woman?'  
(ii) màtá màbúgúmyé=ki 'which warm milk?'

In (i) the source verb consists of the reflexive -ee- prefix plus a verb stem -sig-u-a, meaning ‘to be trustworthy’, where -u- again is the passive suffix (cf. -é-sig-á ‘to trust’, without the passive suffix). In (ii) the source verb is -búgúm-f-á ‘to cause to be warm’, where -i- is the causative suffix (cf. -búgúm-á ‘to cause to be warm’). See also the infinitive forms in (67).

45The reason for not including the head noun in these examples is that the enclitic would have to immediately follow it: kikópò=kyángé kisá ‘my empty cup’. The reverse order, *kikópò kisá kyángé, is ungrammatical. Instead, an augment vowel would be required, in which case it would no longer be an enclitic (kikópò kisá ékyángé ‘my empty cup which...’). As seen from the gloss, the phrase needs to be completed, e.g. by a relative clause.
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(62) a. kìsáá=kyängé  ‘my empty one’
    b. kìgùmúú=kyängé  ‘my durable one’
    c. mìwàágálwà=wängé  ‘my beloved’

Monosyllabic length is preserved in (62a); contour tone length is preserved in (62b), even though the HL contour is not; and in (62c), we again see that underlying length is not preserved on an adjective within a NCG.

The facts in (61) and (62) mirror exactly those seen for nouns in §2. The analysis provided in §4 for NCG’s thus holds also when the host is an adjective.

5.1.2. FVS on adjectives in the VCG. Although adjectives are morphologically nouns (and thus share a [+N] feature), unlike nouns, they potentially can host verbal enclitics, specifically the locative enclitics =kó and =mu.46 We saw in §1.2 that these enclitics can have an attenuative effect on the action of a verb, e.g. ‘to buy a little, to see a bit’ etc. As seen now in (63), =kó and =mu have the same attenuative effect on adjectives:

(63) a. kyéélú=ko  ‘rather white’  (-éélú  ‘white’)
    kìtélvú=ko  ‘rather straight’  (-télèvú  ‘straight’)
    kìtálvvú=ko  ‘rather rusty’  (-tálvvú  ‘rusty’)

b. kìzítò=mu  ‘rather heavy’  (-zítò  ‘heavy’)
    kìyónjò=mu  ‘rather clean’  (-yónjò  ‘clean’)
    kìwánvú=mu  ‘rather high’  (-wánvú  ‘high’)

The adjectives in (63) are given with a class 7 ki- prefix. Some adjectives can only take one or the other enclitic, while others can take either one. For the purpose of determining the effects these enclitics have on the final length of adjectives, we cite adjectives with =mu.

The example in (64a) shows that monosyllabic length is preserved on adjectives not only before a nominal enclitic, but also before a verbal enclitic:

---

46Speakers generally accept =kó or =mu on some but not all adjectives. All of our consultants, however, were able to provide judgments on how a long list of adjectives would be pronounced if followed by one of these enclitics. Perhaps some of the variation we obtained is due to the fact that many such combinations are rare, if not questionable. Another factor, we believe, has to do with whether speakers view these adjectives as nouns or verbs when followed by =kó or =mu, a decision that will affect whether the FV is invisible, as we have seen.
As seen in (64b,c), the length of monosyllabic adjective stems having a HL contour is also preserved before =mù, whether or not the HL itself surfaces. This too is consistent with the nominal facts. However, consider now the realization of final length on the adjectives in (65).

As seen, when a HL contour falls on the last syllable of a bisyllabic adjective stem, there are three possible realizations: long vowel with HL contour (if CG is treated as two TG's), long vowel with H tone or short vowel with H tone (the latter two realizations both treating the CG as one TG). The first two

---

47 Although this phrase is phonologically well-formed, it is semantically odd in Luganda, since something is either empty or it is not. Unfortunately, all of the other monosyllabic adjective stems have an underlying H tone which develops a HL tone, as seen in (64b,c). In these latter examples final length can be attributed either to the monosyllabicity of the adjective stem or to its HL contour tone.

48 Whether an adjective + kô/mù will be a single TG (with L tone deletion) depends on a number of factors. In (63) it can be seen that a single TG is formed whenever the adjective has an internal H to L pitch drop in isolation. Whenever there is a HL contour on the last syllable of the adjective, however, speakers treat these forms in a number of ways, as indicated in the examples cited in this section.

49 The fourth possibility, where there is a final short vowel, but two TG's, e.g. *kìgàzì=! mû (!= tonal downstep caused by unlinked L tone) has not been attested. Note in the following examples
realizations are not surprising. The third, however, seems to require that these adjectives be treated with their FV invisible, as was proposed for verbs in §4.

Now compare the realization of underlying length on the adjectives in (66).

(66) a. kikámbwe=mù ‘rather fierce’ (-kámbwe ‘fierce’)
   b. kibúgúmyéé=mù ‘rather warm’ (-búgúmyé ‘warm’)
   kyáagálwa=mù ‘rather loved’ (-ágálwa ‘loved’)
   kyéésigwáa=mù ‘rather faithful’ (-ésigwá ‘faithful’)

The adjective -kámbwe ‘fierce’ is produced without variation with a final short vowel, as in (66a). The remaining adjectives in (66b) must be realized with length before =mù. The difference between these is that -kámbwe is not a deverbal adjective, whereas the others are, as seen in the corresponding infinitive forms in (67).

(67) a. kúbúguá ‘to be warm’
   kúbúguymá ‘to warm’ /-bugum-i-a/
   b. kwáagála ‘to like, love’
   kwáagálwa ‘to be liked, loved’ /-agal-u-a/
   c. kweesigá ‘to trust’
   kweesigwa ‘to be trusted’ /-ee-sig-u-a/

From these forms it can be seen also that the underlying length of the deverbal adjectives derives from the -i- causative or the -u- passive followed by the FV -a. It thus appears that this FV too must be marked invisible in the derived adjectives as in the corresponding verbs. We must assume that the FV of -kámbwe is that when the final HL is preceded by a H tone, the adjective + enclitic must be treated as two TG’s:

(i) kifúnda=mù ‘rather narrow’ (-fúnda ‘narrow’)
* kifúnda=mù
* kifúndâ=mù
(ii) kísílísé=mù ‘rather quiet’ (-sílísé ‘quiet’)
* kísílísé=mù
* kísílísé=mù

One speaker did provide the alternate form kifúnda=mù, i.e. two TG’s, with FVS applying to the adjective. Since she did not give the same pronunciation for other adjectives with comparable tone patterns, it is hard to know how to interpret this form.
visible (and hence subject to PW-level FVS), because it does not have a verbal source.  

To summarize our findings, adjectives exhibit the same length properties as nouns when they appear in a NCG. In a VCG, on the other hand, there is some variation. We have suggested (cf. note 46) that some of this is due to the marked nature of the construction (adjective=mu, adjective=ko). This and the whole question of how adjectives should be analyzed in general result in speakers in some cases not being sure whether to apply the nominal pattern or the verbal pattern to FVS. This is clearest in the data in (65), where the second line of each triplet is the NCG realization and the third line is the VCG realization. Of course, the first realization with a long HL contour tone on the surface, is consistent with FVS in both types of CG's. As we shall see in the next section, there is less variation in the realization of final vowel length on compounds.

5.2. Compounds. In this section we shall investigate the length properties of compounds. By compound we shall mean any syntactically complex nominal that can stand for a noun. Frequently this means a N+N compound, but, in fact, as seen in the examples in (68),

(68) a. mûgénzí - tázzê ‘delinquent debtor’ (lit. traveler hasn’t returned)  
    b. mwâámi - âkóóyè ‘easy chair’ (lit. chief has tired)  
    c. kyáálà - kûmpáddè ‘thief’ (lit. fingernail has given me)

the source of the complex nominal (“compound”) may be a complete sentence, as seen also in the proper names in (69) from proverbs:

(69) a. ñsì - yàléëtá (lit. country brought)  
    b. túliná -  ómûbéëzí (lit. we have a helper)  
    c. sílivá - kûnó (lit. I will not leave here)

In cases such as (68) and (69), where the nominals have an overt sentential structure, the realization of final length internal to the compound will be exactly as it would have been in the corresponding sentence. The noun ñsì ‘country’ in (69a) has two reasons for being long: its stem is monosyllabic, and it has a HL contour tone. As seen, however, it is realized short, because it is not followed by

50Although we have not found speakers who realized the CG’s in (66b) with a final short vowel on the adjective, the following tonal variants have been noted:

(i) kyââââlwaâ=mu ‘rather loved’  
(ii) kyéésigwâ=mu ‘rather faithful’

Here the single CG is treated as two TG’s, each with its own H to L pitch drop.
an enclitic within the compound. Similarly, in (69c), the verb stem is /vu-a/ 'leave', whose underlying (and monosyllabic) length fails to surface because it is followed by a full word, not an enclitic.

This result can be contrasted with the preservation of pre-enclitic length in the following compounds:

(70) a. ńdábílwáá=mů ‘mirror’ (lit. I am seen in it)
   b. wáálábyèë=kí (proper name—lit. what have you seen yet)
   c. lwé - mibáá=wó (proper name—lit. [day] when I am there)

In (70a,b) underlying length is preserved on the verb; in (70c), the verb stem is /ba-a/ ‘be’, which has both underlying and monosyllabic length. Finally, (71a,b) show the corresponding preservation of length on a proclitic:

(71) a. kyáá=kúlábílá=kô ‘example’ (lit. that to see from)
   b. zaá=básâjjá (proper name—lit. those of the men)51
   c. gwé - bátákígámbyè (proper name—one that they haven’t said it to)

In (71c), however, the underlying length on /gu-e/ is not preserved, since, as we saw in §1.1, non-subject cleft and relative markers are not phonological proclitics (cf. (12) above).52

As seen now in (72),

(72) a. mülwá - kújjúlá ‘woman slow to serve food’
    delayer to serve food

   b. kàtwé - kásá ‘stupid person’
    small head empty

   c. ńkyá - múzí ‘type of bark-cloth tree’
    morning small root

the first of two nominals (noun, adjective, infinitive) ends short, despite the monosyllabicity and underlying length and, in (72b,c), the HL contour of the

51 We know from the tone that the noun básâjjá ‘men’ is appearing here without the augment vowel a- (cf. ézaá=gábásâjjá, with both parts augmented).

52 We do have one example in our corpus of over 400 compounds that shows length variation on a relative clause marker: kyé(e) - wályângá (proper name—lit. that which you used to eat). Interestingly, the length is possible only in the proper name usage of this form and does not appear in the proverb from which the name is taken (or, of course, in literal speech where it is not a name).
noun in isolation (kàtwè ‘small head’, ñkyâ ‘morning’). All of the above cited compounds must, of course, be listed in the lexicon. In the noun + noun compounds which we have productively created in (73),

$$\text{(73) a. mûlyâ - màtóöké} \quad \text{‘plantain-eater’}$$

eater plantains

$$\text{b. mûnywâ - mwèngé} \quad \text{‘beer-drinker’}$$

drinker beer

$$\text{c. mùmwâ - mítwè} \quad \text{‘head-shaver’}$$

shaver heads

the first noun again shows a final short vowel. Since monosyllabic stems are exempt from PW-level FVS, as we saw in §4.3, it would not work to say that the forms in (72) and (73) have two PW’s forming a single CG. We therefore conclude that such compounds consist of two CG’s, with CG-level FVS removing the final length of the first nominal in all cases.\(^{53}\)

Having established that internal final length in compounds behaves as one would expect from the analysis in §4, we now consider the realization of final length on the second part of the compound, when followed by an enclitic. Because all compounds are nominal, i.e. there are no compound verbs, we are limited to examining enclitics within the NCG.

We begin by considering compounds where the second member ends in a HL falling tone that is realized before the enclitic =kí ‘which’:

$$\text{(74) a. mùgènzî - tázzèè=kí} \quad \text{‘which delinquent debtor?’}$$

traveller hasn’t returned

\(^{53}\text{We have, however, found the following exceptions which, we assume, must be listed as such (and curiously both involve the same first member):}

(i) kinywâá - bwîno ‘blotting paper’ (lit. drinker + ink)
(ii) kinywâá - mû=nté ‘tick bird’ (lit. drinker from cattle)

In addition, there is the form kàtwèé-wûngû ‘madness, folly’, which consists of kàtwè ‘small head’ + a non-independently occurring base whose derivative is seen in the verb kûwûngûtûkà ‘to be null and void, mentally deficient’. Perhaps there has been a reanalysis of this compound into a single CG, given that -wûngû does not exist on its own. Finally, there is the interesting case of the mûlyâá - zaá=mâányi ‘swindler, a cheat’ (lit. eater those-of strength). Here it is the length on mûlyâá- that is surprising. Note that the FV of the word mâányi ‘strength’ is homophonous with the -i deverbal agentive morpheme (e.g. -lim- ‘cultivate’, mùlími ‘farmer’). As a result, Luganda speakers back-formed a verb kûlyâázáámâányâ ‘to swindle’ whose tones unambiguously indicate that it is a single PW. Perhaps it is this interplay that leads to the unexpected length on [lyaa] on the noun form.
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b. kàmàlā - byònñà=ðí
   finisher everything
   ‘which Prime Minister?’
   (e.g. where the buck stops)

c. ńnámpá - wè - ñgwá=ðí
   Mr. nowhere that I fall
   ‘which neutral person?’
   (i.e. a fence-sitter)

However, if the falling tone does not surface, e.g. preceding a possessive enclitic, speakers vary and tend to accept both realizations of the final vowel on the compound:

(75) a. mûgénzi - tàzzé(é)=wàngé
        ‘my delinquent debtor’

b. kàmàlā - byònñà(á)=wàngé
   ‘my Prime Minister’

c. ńnámpá - wè - ñgwá(á)=wàngé
   ‘my neutral person’

The same facts are observed when the compounds are productively formed, as in (76).

(76) a. mûtémá - bìskì
        ‘log-chopper’ (lit. chopper + logs)

b. mûtémá- bìskìì=ðí
   ‘which log-chopper?’

c. mûtémá- bìskì(i)=wàngé
   ‘my log-chopper’

We already pointed out that there is variation of just this sort on non-compounds (see note 24). So again, there is no surprise.

The major surprise comes from the realization of monosyllabic length not supported by a (surfacing or non-surfacing) falling tone. As seen in (77),

(77) a. kìnywáá-mù=nté
        ‘tick bird’
        (lit. drinker from cattle—cf. fn. 53)

kìnywáá-mù=nté(é)=ðí
   ‘which tick bird?’

kìnywáá-mù=nté(é)=kyàngé
   ‘my tick bird’

b. ńkyá-mùzì
   ‘type of bark-cloth tree’

ńkyá-mùzì(i)=ðí
   ‘which bark-cloth tree?’

ńkyá-mùzì(i)=yàngé
   ‘my bark-cloth tree’
the stems -té ‘cow’, -ží ‘small root’, and -dé ‘bell’ appear either long or short as second part of a compound followed by a nominal enclitic. As will be recalled from §2.1, such monosyllabic noun stems must appear long before these enclitics when not in a compound. It thus appears that the monosyllabicity of a noun stem in second position in a compound is not always “accessible”, as far as length goes. The facts are the same whether the compounds are lexicalized, as in (77a,b), or whether they are newly created, as in (77c). However, we have found that compounds that are names almost never realize length on a final monosyllabic syllable, as seen in (78a,b):

(78) a. kíttà-èngó
   kíttà-èngó=ki ‘which K.?’
   kíttà-èngó=wàngé ‘my K.’

b. àkísá-ènté
   àkísá-ènté=ki ‘which A.? ’
   àkísá-ènté=wàngé ‘my A.’

c. múzâddè-tâlyà
   múzâddè-tâlyà=ki ‘which M.? ’
   múzâddè-tâlyà=wàngé ‘my M.’

The same is true when the last form in the compound is not a noun, as in (78c).55 This example also shows what we have known all along, namely that underlying length is not realized before a nominal enclitic (§2.3).

The issue we now face is how to account for the observed variation. One approach that must be rejected from the start is the idea that =ki and the possessives are sometimes enclitic, sometimes not, and that length differences follow from this. The reason is that a surfacing compound-final HL contour

54The realization with a long vowel [bídéé] gives the impression that it is the bells that are being questioned, i.e. ‘seller of which bells?’

55Because of the nominal status of the compound, the only reason for expecting length on the verb stem -lyà in (78c) is its monosyllabicity. However, we have to admit that we never were able to demonstrate beyond a doubt that monosyllabicity plays a role in determining vowel length on verb stems.
always requires a long vowel before =kí, as we saw in (74). Thus, we would have to say that the clitic/non-clitic distinction depends on the tonal configuration of the host: =kí would be obligatorily enclitic on compounds that end in a surface HL contour; both =kí and the possessives would be optionally enclitic on compounds that end either in a (non-surfacing) HL contour or a monosyllabic stem. Since we have not yet seen such conditions on cliticization, we judge this solution to be undesirable.

Assuming that we can account for the variable duration of non-realized contour tone length (cf. note 24), this leaves monosyllabic length to be accounted for. Consider a simple (productive) compound such as we saw in (77c), which, informally, has the structure in (79).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
N_1 \\
/ \backslash \\
N_2 \quad N_3
\end{array}
\]

[mutúndá] [bíde] ‘bell-seller’

As seen, a single compound N₁ is composed of the two simplex nouns mutúndá ‘seller’ (N₂) and bíde ‘bells’ (N₃). The enclitics =kí ‘which’ and wângé ‘my’ (class 1) have been called “nominal” because they are syntactically subcategorized to attach to a nominal immediately to their left, in this case N₁. Phonologically, however, such enclitics form a CG with a host full word that occurs immediately to their left, in this case N₃. It should be clear, then, that the variation is caused by the non-isomorphism of the syntactic and phonological hosts (N₁ vs. N₃). No all or nothing principle can in itself account for the variable length realization in forms such as (77c). However, what we can say is that the more transparent the bond between the internal elements of the compound, the more likely speakers will accept a bimoraic realization of a compound-final monosyllabic stem.

The internal structure of a compound is maximally transparent when the compound is productively created. Examples such as mutúndá-bidé=wângé ‘my bell-seller’ are apparently always acceptable with the indicated length. Names, on the other hand, rarely if ever show monosyllabic length, as we saw in (78). This presumably means that in everyday speech speakers do not normally decompose names into their grammatical parts, though etymologies can frequently be provided upon demand. Finally, consider the forms in (80).

\begin{align*}
\text{(80) a. } & ŋụmyá-mútwe & \text{‘solid person’} \\
& ŋụmyá-mútwe=kí & \text{‘which solid person?’} \\
& ŋụmyá-mútwe=wângé & \text{‘my solid person’}
\end{align*}
In (80) the first member of the compound is underlyingly toneless (cf. kùgùmyá ‘to make solid’, kwògélá ‘to talk’⁵⁶), while the second part of each compound ends in a monosyllabic stem which, in isolation, would have carried a falling tone, i.e. mùtwé ‘head’, mìbi ‘bad’ (class 9). Two things correlate here. First, the underlying H of the final syllable (-twe, -bi) is realized on the second mora of the first noun stem (exactly as it would be realized if it were a suffixal H by the regular rules of Luganda tonology). Second, the monosyllabic length of the second noun stem cannot be realized. We suggest that the absence of length on -twe and -bi is directly attributable to the fact that these compounds are single “tone words”. According to the general rules of Luganda tonology (see Stevick [1969], Hyman [1982]), whenever a tone word has a final H tone and a toneless initial stem vowel, the H is realized on the second mora of the stem. In (80), the first stem of the compound is toneless, and the second stem provides the final H tone. Although the etymology of these compounds is transparent, in this case it is the phonology (tone) that requires them to be treated as one indivisible unit for the purpose of FVS. In other words, the option of accessing N₃ is precluded.

5.3. Reduplication

In this section we shall examine the effects of FVS internally and externally to reduplicated forms. We shall begin by considering nouns and adjectives in §5.3.1, then verbs in §5.3.2.

5.3.1. Nominal reduplication. By nominal we refer to both nouns and adjectives, which as seen in (81), can be reduplicated with a diminutive (and often pejorative) sense:

(81) a. múlimi ‘farmer’ múlimilimí ‘sort of a farmer’
    kítabó ‘book’ kítabó tábo ‘not much of a book’
    múlámúzí ‘judge’ múlámúzí lámúzí ‘mere judge’

⁵⁶Toneless or non-tonic words generally realized with one L syllable followed by all H tone, as seen in these infinitives.
b. *kizito* 'heavy' *kizitazito* 'rather heavy'  
 *kinene* 'big' *kinene.nene* 'somewhat big'  
 *kisanyufu* 'happy' *kisanyufu.sanyufu* 'rather happy'  

The two parts of the reduplication are separated by a dot (.). It is observed that only the noun or adjective stem (and not the prefix) is involved in reduplication.\(^{57}\) Since the diminutive or pejorative meaning is predictable, we shall not gloss reduplications to follow.

Turning to FVS, we consider first the realization of underlying final length in the reduplications in (82).

(82) a. *kikolwa* ‘deed’ *kikolwa.kolwa*  
 *kinyeebwawa* ‘groundnut’ *kinyeebwawa.nyeebwawa*  
 *kiwabyo* ‘sickle’ *kiwabyo.wabyo*  

b. *kikambwe* ‘fierce’ *kikambwe.kambwe*  
 *kibugumye* ‘warm’ *kibugumye.bugumye*  
 *kyaggalwa* ‘beloved’ *kyaggalwa.yaggalwa*\(^ {58}\)  

c. [ [ *kikolwa* ]\(_{PW}\) *kolwa* ]\(_{PW}\) etc.

As seen, the first stem ends in a CGV sequence with a short vowel. We account for this by recognizing the dot in the above transcriptions as separating these forms into two parts. With the bracketing as indicated in (82c), PW-level FVS will apply at the end of each PW, creating the surface short vowels as needed.\(^ {59}\)

Consider now the examples in (83), whose unreduplicated forms have shown contour tone length within the CG:

(83) a. *musotâ* ‘snake’ *musotâ.sotâ*  
 *kisiki* ‘log’ *kisikisiki*  
 *muvubukuâ* ‘adolescent’ *muvubukuâ.vubukâ*  

---

\(^{57}\)There also are some tonal changes which are interesting but irrelevant to the issue of FVS.  
\(^{58}\)The [y] of [yaggalwa] is part of the stem.  
\(^{59}\)The bracketing in (82a), which is further justified by the tonology, involves a self-embedded PW, something which is outlawed by the strict layer hypothesis [Selkirk 1984; Nespor and Vogel 1986]. A separate paper is in preparation on the subject of PW’s and will deal with this issue in some detail.
b. kìgàzì ‘wide’ kìgàzì.gàzì 
    kìgìmù ‘fertile’ kìgìmù.gìmù 
    kìlàmù ‘healthy’ kìlàmù.làmù

Again, PW-level FVS is responsible for the final short vowel on the first stem.

The reduplication of monosyllabic noun and adjective stems is somewhat different. As seen in (84),

(84) a. kìdè ‘bell’ kìdèë.dèë.dèë 
    màtà ‘milk’ màtàá.tà.tà 
    mìtí ‘tree’ mìtítí.títí 

b. kìsá ‘empty’ kìsáá.sà.sà 
    kìtó ‘young’ kìtóó.tó.tó 
    kìbì ‘bad’ kìbíí.bí.bí

monosyllabic nominals must undergo a double reduplication in this construction. On the surface, only the first syllable of the reduplicated stem has a long vowel. To account for this, we propose that double reduplication is obtained in cyclic fashion, as shown in (85).

(85) a. ki- [ [ [ deë* ] deë ] deë ] 

b. ki- [ [ [ saà* ] saa ] saa ]

On the first cycle, the M2 accent preserves the length on the first stem. When it is reduplicated, the long vowels of the second -deë and -saa successfully undergo FVS, since they are not protected by an M2 accent. The same holds for the third -deë and -saa.

We thus see that our analysis of FVS correctly predicts the surface lengths within nominal reduplications. As seen in (86), final length on reduplicated forms is identical to the facts we have observed in previous sections:

(86) a. kìkólwa.kòlwà=ki ‘which mere deed?’ 
    kìkámbwè.kàmbwè=ki ‘which rather fierce one?’ 

b. mìsótà.sótà=ki ‘which excuse for a snake?’ 
    kìgàzì.gàzì=ki ‘which somewhat wide one?’
c. \textit{kidéé.dè.dè}=kí \quad \textit{‘which miserable ol’ bell?’}
\textit{kisáá.sà.sà}=kí \quad \textit{‘which rather empty one?’}

In (86a), underlying length is not preserved before the nominal enclitic =kí ‘which’, nor is contour tone length preserved in (86b), since the reduplicated forms, unlike the corresponding simplex ones, do not have a final HL contour (cf. (83)). In (86c), monosyllabic length is preserved only on the first [CVV], showing that the cyclic analysis in (85) is correct. Finally, when reduplicated adjectives occur with the verbal enclitic =mû, also a diminutizer, again only monosyllabic length is preserved:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(87)]
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{kikámbwé.kámbwé}=mû \quad \textit{‘rather fierce’}
\item \textit{kigà zigåzi}=mû \quad \textit{‘rather wide’}
\item \textit{kisáásá.sà}=mû \quad \textit{‘rather empty’}
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}

As we shall now see, similar facts are found in verbal reduplication.

5.3.2. Verbal reduplication. As seen in (88), verb stems may also be reduplicated, expressing actions which are done frequently or repeatedly.\textsuperscript{60}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(88)]
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{kùllímá} \quad \textit{‘to spy on’} \quad \textit{kùllímá.límá}
\item \textit{kùsáslá} \quad \textit{‘to pay’} \quad \textit{kùsáslá.sáslá}
\item \textit{kùbálágáná} \quad \textit{‘to count e.o.’} \quad \textit{kùbálágáná.bálágáná}
\item \textit{kùléétá} \quad \textit{‘to bring’} \quad \textit{kùléétá.leétá}
\item \textit{kùwúlílá} \quad \textit{‘to hear’} \quad \textit{kùwúlílá.wúlílá}
\item \textit{kùlábágáná} \quad \textit{‘to see e.o.’} \quad \textit{kùlábágáná.lábágáná}
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}

As in the case of nominals, prefixes are never copied in verbal reduplication.\textsuperscript{61} On the other hand, any suffixes on the stem are copied, as seen in the stems [bal-agan-a] ‘count each other’ in (88a) and [lab-agan-a] ‘see each other’ in (88b).

\textsuperscript{60}As in the case of nominal reduplication, there is sometimes a diminutivizing or pejorative connotation. Thus, Ashton et al [1954:426] gloss \textit{kùfúmbá.fúmbá}, the reduplication of \textit{kùfúmbá ‘to cook’, as ‘to play at cooking’.}

\textsuperscript{61}Unlike nominal reduplication, reduplicated verb stems have exactly the same tonal pattern as their non-reduplicated counterparts, as seen in the two tonal patterns of infinitive stems realized either all H in (88a) or a single H + L followed by the rest H in (88b).
Returning to the issue of FVS, we see that underlying final length is not preserved on the first verb stem in reduplication:

(89) a. kùlíímwá  ‘to be spied on’  kùlíímwá.líímwá
    kùsásúlwap  ‘to be paid’  kùsásúlwap.sásúlwá

    b. kùlététwá  ‘to be brought’  kùlététwá.léétwá
    kùwúlílwá  ‘to be heard’  kùwúlílwá.wúlíwá

    c. àlíímyè  ‘he has spied on’  àlíímyè.líímyè
    àsítámýè  ‘he has squatted’  àsítámýè.sì támýè

The stems in (89a, b) all contain the passive suffix -u-, which in conjunction with the FV -a provides the underlying length, e.g. -liim-u-a ‘be spied on’. The forms in (89c) involve the so-called modified base which, in these examples, ends in a /Cie/ sequence, providing underlying length. As seen, the first stem ends in a short Cwa or Cye syllable, indicating that PW-level FVS has applied to it.

As expected from the nominal pattern, monosyllabic length is preserved in verbal reduplication:

(90) a. kùsá  ‘to grind’  kùsá.sá
    kùmwá  ‘to shave’  kùmwá.a.mwá
    kùgyá  ‘to fit in’  kùgyá.a.gyá

    b. kùtá  ‘to let go’  kùtá.a.tá
    kùnywá  ‘to drink’  kùnywá.a.nywá
    kùlyá  ‘to eat’  kùlyá.a.lyá

However, unlike the examples in (84), monosyllabic verb stems normally do not undergo double reduplication.62

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine whether contour tone length is preserved at the end of the first verb stem. One reason is that the reduplicated stem receives its tonal pattern as a whole. Consider, for example, the relative affirmative present tense forms in (91).

---

62 Occasionally speakers have offered us doubly reduplicated verb stems, but never as their first option. In any case, whether the infinitive is treated as nominal or verbal, a single reduplication is the rule, e.g. kùsá.a.sá=kwàngé ‘my repeated grinding’. When occasionally provided, doubly reduplicated verb stems show the same length pattern as their nominal counterpart, e.g. kù-sá.a.sá=a-kò.
The examples in (91a), which have a toneless verb root, show a H tone on the second mora of the stem (underlined). As seen, this position is calculated from the beginning of the first stem in the reduplicated forms. In (91b), where the verb roots have underlying H tone, this tense calls for a HL fall on the FV. In the case of reduplicated stems, this means the FV of the second verb stem. We note also in the reduplicated forms in (91b) that there is no length on the FV of the first stem. We cannot draw any conclusions concerning the (non-)preservation of contour tone length, however, since there is no evidence that the first FV ever had a contour.

Since the FV HL verb tone pattern cannot provide evidence for or against preservation of contour tone length, consider the following verb stems in (92).

The verb roots -bal- 'count', -gul- 'buy', and -lim- 'cultivate' are underlingly toneless. Hence, the stems in (92) receive a second mora H tone, exactly as in (91a). In (92), however, the second mora is also the FV, because these CVCV stems have only two moras. As seen, the first stem ends in a long vowel. However, it would be wrong to conclude that this unambiguously represents the preservation of contour tone length, because of the forms in (93).
Verb reduplication has the curious idiosyncrasy of requiring that the FV on the verb stem be long if the stem consists of only two moras.\(^63\) Thus, the final length observed on the first stem of the reduplications in (92) may be due to this requirement, not to contour tone length.\(^64\) As soon as another mora is added to any of the above stems, the FV of the first verb stem is short, as seen in (94).

\[(94)\]
\[
a. \text{kùlábìlá} \quad \text{‘to see for’} \quad kùlábìlá.bílìlá
\]
\[
b. \text{kùlábìlá} \quad \text{‘to see for’} \quad kùlábìlá.bílìlá
\]
\[
\text{kùsìmísá} \quad \text{‘to dig with’} \quad kùsìmísá.símísá
\]

The examples in (94) show the addition of an applied -il- or causative/instrumental -is- suffix. (cf. also the reciprocal -agan- suffix illustrated in (88)). Finally, consider the examples in (95).

\[(95)\]
\[
a. \text{kùbálwá} \quad \text{‘to be counted’} \quad kùbálwáá.bálwá
\]
\[
b. \text{kùgúlwá} \quad \text{‘to be bought’} \quad kùgúlwáá.gúlwá
\]
\[
\text{kùlábwá} \quad \text{‘to be seen’} \quad kùlábwá.lábwá
\]

\(^63\)This idiosyncrasy provides a good test for mora counting within verb stems. First, as can be seen in the following reduplications,

\[(i)\]
\[
\text{kùgèndá} \quad \text{‘to go’} \quad kùgèndá.gèndá
\]
\[
\text{kùfúmbá} \quad \text{‘to cook’} \quad kùfúmbá.fúmbá
\]

\[(ii)\]
\[
\text{kùbùmbá} \quad \text{‘to mould’} \quad kùbùmbá.bùmbá
\]
\[
\text{kùlòndá} \quad \text{‘to choose’} \quad kùlòndá.lòndá
\]

the nasal of -CVNC- roots, which is a tone-bearing unit in Luganda, counts as a mora for this purpose as well. As a result, the final vowel of the first verb stem is short in these reduplications. On the other hand, the examples such as the following demonstrate that the initial vowel of -VC-roots is monomoraic:

\[(iii)\]
\[
\text{kwèélá} \quad \text{‘to sweep’} \quad kwèéláá.yélá /-el/-
\]
\[
\text{kwáálá} \quad \text{‘to spread’} \quad kwááláá.yálá /-al/-
\]

\[(iv)\]
\[
\text{kwóótá} \quad \text{‘to bask’} \quad kwóótáá.yótá /-ót/
\]
\[
\text{kwáálá} \quad \text{‘to increase’} \quad kwááláá.yálá /-ál/-
\]

The length of the FV of the first verb stem is thus long (and the length of the [kwVV] syllables due to gliding of the infinitive /u/ + compensatory lengthening).

\(^64\)Actually, the rules we are assuming would not have produced contour tone length on the first FV in any case, since it is not final within the whole (reduplicated) verb stem.
b. àlimyé 'he has cultivated' àlimyéé.limyé
àlábyé 'he has seen' àlábyèè.làbyé
àtémyé 'he has chopped' àtémyèè.tèmyé

Length on the final CGV is preserved on the passive stems in (95a) and on the modified base stems in (95b). However, this is due not to the underlying length of these final syllables, but rather to the fact that these are (after PW-level FVS) bimoraic verb stems. We must assume that the underlying length of such forms is removed, but replaced just in case the stem is bimoraic.

With the addition of the bimoraic lengthening rule, our analysis covers the facts of FVS in verbal reduplications. However, in order not to preserve underlying length on the first verb stem, we have to ensure that its FV is not invisible to PW-level FVS (as it is in the case of simplex verb stems). We suggest that the reduplicated stem is created before the marking of invisibility. Thus, only the FV of the entire stem will be invisible. By marking this FV invisible, we make the prediction that it will have the same length realizations as the FV of simplex verb stems. We now briefly show that this is correct.

In (96) we see that underlying length is preserved before a verbal enclitic:

(96) a. kùlímwá.límwáá=kô 'to be spied on a little'
kùléétwá.léétwáá=kô 'to be brought a bit'
kùfúmbwá.fúmbwáá=kô 'to be somewhat cooked'

b. àlímyé.límyéé=kô 'he has spied a little'
àsítámyé.sítámyéé=kô 'he has squatted a bit'
àfúmbýé.fúmbýéé=kô 'he has cooked a little'

As before, we have illustrated both [Cwaa] passive endings and [Cyee] modified based endings. In order for the length to be protected from PW-level FVS, the FV of the entire reduplicated verb stem must be invisible, as discussed in §4.1.

Since underlying length is present in all monosyllabic verb stems, it is not surprising to observe in (97) that monosyllabic stems are likewise long before the enclitic =kô:

65If the FV of the stem is marked invisible before reduplication, we would first have to ensure that the FV, although invisible, is in fact copied. If it is copied, its invisibility would then automatically be removed from the first stem by the peripherality condition.
Final Vowel Shortening in Luganda

(97) a. kùsáá.sáá=kô ‘to grind a little’
kùmwaá.mwáá=kô ‘to shave a bit’
kùgyáá.gyáá=kô ‘to fit in somewhat’

b. kùtáá.táá=kô ‘to let go a little’
kùnywàá.nywáá=kô ‘to drink a bit’
kùlyáá.lyáá=kô ‘to eat a bit’

Finally, (98) presents the realization of contour tone length.

(98) a. mùleètè.letèè=kô ‘(you pl.) bring a little!’
mùwùlì. wùlìèè=kô ‘(you pl.) hear a bit!’
mùlábìì.lèlìèè=kô ‘(you pl.) look after a bit!’

b. ìlélètì.letì=kô ‘he who brings a little’
ìwùlìlà.wùlìlà=kô ‘he who hears a bit’
ìlábìlìlà.lábìlìlà=kô ‘he who looks after a bit’

In (98a) the plural imperative form requires a final HL contour tone which is preserved, along with its length, before the enclitic =kô. The verb forms in (98b) were seen with a final HL falling tone in (91b). When they are followed by an enclitic, neither the fall nor the length surfaces, as we expect from the verbal pattern.

To summarize this subsection, our analysis accounts for all of the length realizations both on the first and the second stem of reduplicated nouns and verbs.66

66All other reduplications (e.g. of numerals) in Luganda involve repetition of full words:

(i) bì bíli ‘two’
   bìsàtù ‘three’
   bìtáànò ‘five’

(ii) kímù ‘one’
    bìnà ‘four’

As such the above reduplicated numerals (given with ki-/bi- noun class 7/8 prefixes) are similar to compounds. Notice that neither monosyllabic nor contour tone length is realized on the first occurrence of the numerals in (ii).
6. Conclusion

In the preceding sections we have provided a rather detailed account of FVS, which has been discovered to be considerably more complex than previous literature suggests. In particular, we have found it necessary to establish two applications of FVS: one at the end of a PW, one at the end of a CG. In addition, we have had to invoke the device of invisibility to account for the differential effect of PW-level FVS on nouns vs. verbs. By restricting invisibility of the FV to verbs, we are able to capture the intuition that nouns undergo word-edge phonology earlier than verbs. The analysis also recognizes a stem second mora accent to protect monosyllabic length at the PW level and makes crucial use of rule ordering to predict the surface realization of contour tone length. The result is that PW-level FVS will apply differently according to grammatical category and according to the source of the final length, while CG-level FVS will apply across the board to all final long vowels.67

In this brief conclusion, we shall consider apparent counterexamples: first, cases of apparent underapplication of FVS, where a long vowel surfaces that should have been short; second, cases of apparent overapplication of FVS, where a short vowel surfaces that should have been long. After investigating these putative counterexamples we shall in fact conclude that there is relatively little residue left by the analysis.

6.1. Underapplication of FVS. As stated above, all vowels are short at the end of a CG. Of course, if there is a juxtaposition of vowels across a CG, length will always surface, as in (99).

(99) a. òmúlúmí + òmú
   farmer one
   → [òmúlímýòòmú] ‘one farmer’

   b. yàlábà + òmúlúmí
   he saw farmer
   → [yàlábòòmúlúmí] ‘he saw a farmer’

In (99a) the FV [i] of òmúlúmí ‘farmer’ glides and the vowel [o] of [òmú] ‘one’ becomes long by compensatory lengthening. In (99b) the FV [a] of yàlábà ‘he saw’ elides with compensatory lengthening of the [o] of the following word ‘farmer’. Although there is a long [oo] in each phrase, it can be seen from the inputs that each consists of two CG’s, the first of which ends in a short vowel. In other words, FVS has no effect because the length is derived at the phrase level. Because many Luganda words begin with a vowel and all Luganda words end in a

67In a paper we have planned on the PW in Luganda, we question whether the CG is needed in Luganda at all. At the very least one has to accommodate two different applications of FVS which in this paper we identify as PW-level vs. CG-level FVS.
vowel, phrasal length will be pervasive in surface forms. It does not, however, constitute an exception to FVS.

Also not a counterexample is any final length that results from intonation. In (100) we illustrate intonational lengthening that marks an intensification on adjectives:

(100) a. *kizító* 'heavy' *kìzítóóó* 'very heavy'
b. *kigázi* 'wide' *kìgáziíí* 'very wide'
c. *kinéne* 'big' *kinéneéè* 'very big'

Since this length is an intonational feature, we have a number of ways to prevent it from undergoing CG-level FVS, e.g. the length can be placed outside the CG, the length can be assigned after CG-level FVS has applied, etc.

We can assume that length appearing finally on ideophones also has an intonational source. This is seen clearly in the examples from Ashton et al [1954:427] in (101), where the ideophones show the same tone pattern and intensification as just seen on adjectives:

(101) a. *èmmùndù né évùgá bè ddúúù* 'the gun went off bang’
b. *nnássé ekìkkòwé bè wúúù* 'I sighed relief whew'
c. *èkìtélèkè nè kìgwá bè ggwááá* 'the parcel fell kerplunk'

We note in all of these examples that the final intonational length on adjectives or ideophones also violates the otherwise general syllable structure canons of the language. The above transcriptions are intended to indicate that there are more than two vowel lengths, i.e. more than the two moras that are permissible within a single syllable. The exact number of syllables and moras is not immediately obvious and probably can vary according to the degree of intensification.

6.2. Overapplication of FVS. With the above account of “exceptional” final length, we now consider cases where shortening appears to have applied internally to a PW, as in the examples in (102).

(102) a. *kwété* ‘beer made from maize’
b. *Iwàkipúmpúlú* ‘cattle trypanosomiasis’
   *nnábyéjéégùulá* ‘spendthrift’

---

68Ideophones are frequently introduced by the particle (proclitic?) bè.
We know of only the one monomorphemic word in (102a) that has a short CGV sequence within it. We assume that it must simply be entered this way in the lexicon. The forms in (102b) are polymorphemic and each have an unexplained short CGV. The initial syllable [lwa] in lwâkipûmpûlû appears to be a combination of class 11 lu- plus the GL -aa. If so, it should have a long vowel (cf. §1.1) and the noun as a whole should be class 11, not class 1a. Instead, it again appears necessary to place this short CGV in the lexical entry. Similarly, the short vowel in the syllable [bye] in (102c) cannot be explained. While it would be expected to be short if it were the object cleft or relative marker (cf. §1.1), the part that follows (jéégûlû) cannot be identified even as a stem, let alone a word.

It thus seems necessary to enter a few exceptional short CGV sequences in the lexicon. Not to be included among these, however, are the following frequently cited “exceptions”:

(103) a. ḏkúggyà=kô ‘except’ (cf. kûggyà ‘to take off, remove’)
    b. kú-ggyà=kô ‘to get burnt a bit’ (cf. mûddé/hûddî ‘I have gotten burnt’)
    c. ǧgwisô ‘large needle’ (cf. risko ‘needle’)

These all involve [ggy] or [ggw] sequences followed by a short vowel. In this case we do not have a CVV sequence, but rather a geminate glide: expected -yy-surfaces as [ggy] and expected -ww-surfaces as [ggw]. As seen in the comparisons in (103b,c), these glides are sometimes derived from historical *p. In any case, we need not view forms such as in (103) as cases where FVS has overapplied.

Another case of apparent overapplication can be seen in (104).

(104) a. myámyámyá ‘very (shiny)’
    b. myúmyúmyú ‘very (red)’
    c. nywânywânywá ‘very (cold)’

These ideophones consist of a double reduplication of a CGV syllable possessing a short vowel. We can account for these short vowels if we recognize each occurrence of the CGV syllable as a separate PW. Since ideophones are not verbs, their FV will not be invisible, and hence PW-level FVS will correctly apply to each syllable.

69 The following part kipûmpûlû does not exist by itself, but there is another entry kîpûmpûlû ‘cattle plague’ [Snoxall 1967:138] which is clearly related and where the initial kî- is the class 7 prefix.
70 The formative ñná frequently occurs before class 1a nouns, which this is.
With all of the above accounted for, we have left the most difficult and intriguing case for last. In (105) we give different realizations of verb stems containing both a causative [y] and a reciprocal suffix -agan-:

(105) a. kulimyá 'to cause to cultivate'
   kulimyágáná 'to cause each other to cultivate'
   kulímágányá
   ?kúlimyágányá

b. kúlabyá 'to cause to see'
   kúlabyágáná 'to cause each other to see'
   kúlábágányá
   ?kúlabyágányá

c. [[ kulimyá]PW gáná]PW
   [[ kulábyá]PW gáná]PW

As can be seen, there is some variation in the linear ordering of the two suffixes in Luganda. Speakers even occasionally accept the causative [y] before and after reciprocal -agan- in the same form. What is critical for us is that when it occurs before -agan-, the following vowel [a] is short, i.e. *kulimyáágáná, etc. The question that confronts us is whether this is a case of word-internal FVS? In other words, do such verb stems consist of two PW’s, as in (105c)? While this would help us obtain the short vowel we require, it raises questions about the internal structure of verb stems that extend beyond the scope of the present paper. For this reason, we leave this issue open as a subject for further research.

---

71E.g. verb extensions are always vowel-initial. Hence the reciprocal extension should be -agan-, not -gan-.
72We cannot refrain from noting, however, that research completed after the writing of this paper suggests, first, that the causative suffix -j- and the passive suffix -u- are moraic (adding syllable weight) only when they are directly followed by the final vowel morpheme. Thus, when -j- precedes -agan- it is non-moraic. See Hyman & Katamba [1992] for discussion.
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TONE IN THE MAKONDE DIALECTS: CHIMARABA*

David Odden
Ohio State University

This study presents data and an analysis of tone in the Chimaraba dialects of Makonde. It is shown that, as in many Bantu languages of Southern Tanzanian, verbs in Makonde have no lexical tone properties. Verb stems all select a single H tone, which is then mapped to some stem vowel, or is deleted, depending on the tense of the verb. Theoretical issues arise in the course of the investigation. The question of adjacency constraints in phonology is raised: Meeussen's Rule in Makonde requires that the involved tones be in adjacent syllables, although they need not be on adjacent morae. We also find evidence for treating the final syllable as extratonal. Since extratonality is rarer than extrametricality in stress systems, every example of extratonality has the potential to contribute to the theory of extraprosodicity.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this study is to make a small contribution to our understanding of tone, both cross-linguistically and in Bantu languages, by presenting data and an analysis of tone in dialects of Makonde, a Bantu language spoken in Tanzania and Mozambique. Makonde is assigned to P23 in the Guthrie [1967] classification of Bantu languages, making it genetically close to the better-attested languages Makua, Yao, and Kimatuumbi, which are "predictable tone" languages, that is, languages which lack lexical tone contrasts in verb stems and assign surface tone to verbs on the basis of verb tense. The details of tone assignment in Makua have been set forth in Cheng and Kisseberth [1979, 1980, 1981], and Kimatuumbi tone is analyzed in Odden [forthcoming]. For example, in Kimatuumbi, a single H is assigned to the third stem vowel of every stem in the subjunctive (1a), and in

* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 20th African Linguistics Conference at the University of Illinois in April 1989. Data for this paper was gathered at the University of Dar es Salaam in Summer 1988 primarily from Hamadi Mzee, with the support of the University of Dar es Salaam and a Fulbright grant.
agent nominalization (1b), H's are assigned to the first and third vowels of the verb.

(1) **Kimatuumbi**

- a. ba-tyatyakikiyane ‘they should plaster for each other’
- b. mw-aandiky ‘writer’

Given the problems raised in describing Kimatuumbi-type systems (see Odden [1989] for discussion), we are driven to investigate languages with similar tone systems, especially closely related P-zone languages. A comparison of P-zone tone systems is hampered by the lack of basic descriptive materials for these languages: only a single partially tone-marked sketch of Makonde is available [Nurse 1979]. In his brief sketch of Tanzanian Bantu languages, Nurse suggests that in Makonde, nouns have penultimate stress, and verbs have stress whose position varies according to verb tense. The less than two dozen tone-marked forms provided by Nurse do not make it clear exactly how Makonde tone works.

There are at least five dialects of Makonde, including Chimahuta, Chimaraba, Chinnima, Chimaviha, and Chimatambwe. Statements by speakers of Makonde suggest that the Chimahuta and Chimaraba dialects are on the margins of mutual intelligibility. This paper will present the basic facts from the Chimaraba dialect of Makonde: a subsequent paper will extend the analysis to the Chimahuta dialect and provide a comparison of the dialects. The general tonal typology of Makonde conforms to that of the “predictable tone systems”, as seen in Makua and Kimatuumbi [Odden 1989]. Every verb stem takes a H tone, which is then mapped to an appropriate position in the verb (or deleted) depending on the tense of the verb: verbs in Makonde have no lexical tone properties.

A number of interesting theoretical issues arise in the course of the investigation. For one, the problem of the “tone-bearing unit” arises, in that both the mora and the syllable act in ways suggesting that each is the tone-bearing unit. The question of adjacency constraints in phonology arises, since the version of Meeussen's Rule found in the language requires that the involved tones be in adjacent syllables, although they need not be on adjacent morae. Finally, we find evidence for extratonality of the final syllable—extratonality being much rarer than extrametricality in stress systems, every example of extratonality has the potential to contribute to the theory of extraprosodicity.

Prior to embarking on our survey of tonal principles in Makonde, it is necessary to make explicit a terminological distinction in verb morphology. Two positions for tone shifting will be referred to, namely root initial position and stem initial position. The morphological representation of the verb stem is given in the Chimaraba example (2).
2. Verbal Tone

There are some important generalizations about surface prosody in the Chimaraba dialect which will guide our analysis. First, there are no vowel length contrasts, but due to a regular stress rule, the penultimate syllable of every word is lengthened. Although this lengthening is predictable, its presence is felt in the phonology and will be included in the transcriptions. Second, almost every verb tense and noun requires some kind of H tone on its penultimate syllable. Third, a word final syllable virtually never has H tone. Finally, there is a surface contrast illustrated in (3) between nouns with penultimate H, penultimate fall, and penultimate rise.

(3) chi [ tůúvi]    ‘load’
    chi [ káapu]    ‘basket’
    va [ maáka]    ‘cats’

This contrast can be found in verbs as well and is governed by the tense of the verb. Furthermore, there is in my data only one lexical item with an underlying contour tone on a syllable prior to the penultimate, namely the rising tone of yǔnguula ‘rabbit’.

The limited use of vowel length and the three-way tone contrast result in interesting problems in stating rules. It would seem that we must make the mora the tone-bearing unit, in order to give a principled representation of the contrasts in (3): these contrasts will be represented respectively as H on the leftmost mora, H on the rightmost mora, and as two H’s, each linked to a mora of the penultimate syllable. If we link tones directly to the syllable node, we cannot even represent the contrast between rising and falling tone, barring the use of L tones (whose presence would, however, make it impossible to correctly apply Meeussen’s Rule and other tonal rules). We will also see that some rules seem to be more easily stateable if tones are accessed at the level of the syllable.
To explain why final syllables never have H tone, the final syllable will be treated as extraprosodic, that is, invisible for the purposes of tone and other prosodic phenomena. Given this extraprosodicity, stress is assigned to the final syllable. Then, the stressed syllable is lengthened by (4).

(4) **Stress Lengthening**

\[
[+\text{stress}] \\
\sigma \\
| \\
| \\
\emptyset \rightarrow \mu
\]

Stress with lengthening in utterance-medial words is not phonetically obvious, like utterance-final stress is, and is wiped out or severely reduced by a late postlexical rule. Therefore, in the transcription, only utterance-final stress-induced lengthening will be represented in the transcription (viz. \(\ddot{\text{a}}\ni\text{i}\ddot{\text{y}}\ddot{\text{a}}\) ‘he ate’, \(\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{n}}\dot{\text{i}}\ddot{\text{y}}\ddot{\text{a}} \text{ maya}\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{i}}\) ‘he ate eggs’).

2.1. **Primary H Assignment.** To explain why nearly every tense has a H somewhere in the stem, we will have a general Stem H insertion rule, (5), inserting one H tone into every stem.

(5) **Stem H Insertion**

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow H/ [\text{STEM}---]
\]

This H is docked to the appropriate vowel by later rules. A similar situation holds in Kimatuumbi, Kikuria, and Yao, where one or sometimes two floating H’s are added to the stem and are docked to the appropriate vowel by later rules.

What amounts to a neutral context for tone assignment is seen in the future tense form of verbs in (6) with 1 and 2 person subject prefixes, in the subjunctive with no object prefix, and in nominalizations. In all these cases, the penultimate syllable has a rising tone.\(^1\)

(6) \(\text{tuna } [\text{li\ddot{u}ma}]\) ‘we will cultivate’
\(\text{nna } [\text{tele\ddot{e}ka}]\) ‘I will cook’
\(\text{nna } [\text{pilika\ddot{a}na}]\) ‘I will hear’
\(\text{nna } [\text{va} + \text{lu\ddot{u}ma}]\) ‘I will bite them’

\(^1\)A summary of relevant examples from all verb tenses is given in the Appendix.
To account for this rise, we will dock the H tone which is inserted by Stem H Insertion (5) to the penultimate syllable by the Default Docking rule, (7). Since word final syllables are extraprosodic at this stage of representation, the Default Docking rule may be formulated to map a free H to the final syllable, the true word-final syllable having been rendered invisible by extraprosodicity. In order to derive a rising tone, rather than a falling tone, Default Docking must be ordered after Stress Lengthening. This docking rule is then one of the rules where we want tones to be linked to the mora, not the syllable.

(7) Default Docking

\[ H' \]

\[
| \]

\[
| \]

\[
µ \]

Turning to the conditional in (8), we find a different tone pattern, namely a falling tone on the penultimate syllable.

(8) nikáa [ lyá]

\[ aka [ liíma \]

\[ nika [ teléeka \]

\[ vaka [ telekeláana \]

\[ nika [ chíi + lyá \]

'if I eat'

'if he cultivates'

'if I cook'

'if they cook for e.o.'

'if I eat it'
nika [ va + limíila] ‘if I cultivate for them’
vaka [ ni + telekéela] ‘if they cook for me’

We will assume that forms like those in (8) undergo a rule mapping the stem H to the rightmost syllable (modulo extraprosodicity). However, this mapping rule, which is morphologically conditioned, precedes Stress Lengthening.

(9) **Stem Mapping** (applies in: conditional subordinate tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H'</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Jl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“might not” tense
|    |    |
|    | inst. nom.)

The derivation in (10) shows that by ordering Stress Lengthening between the two mapping rules, we can derive the contrast between the falling tone of the conditional and the rising tone of the future.

(10) H H

nikavalimila nnavalimila output of Stem H Insertion

H
| nikavalimila NA

Stem Mapping

H
| nikavalimiila nnavalimiila Stress Lengthening

H
| NA nnavalimiila Default Docking

In a third verb tense shown in (11), the negative future, a H tone is assigned to the penultimate syllable and surfaces as a falling tone in most environments.

(11) i [ liimi] ‘I won’t cultivate’
a [ teléeki] ‘he won’t cook’
a [ liimi] ‘he won’t cultivate’
Interestingly, in this tense, the stem H is only assigned as a phonetic falling tone to a root syllable. If the object prefix or subject prefix constitutes the penultimate syllable, as in (12), that syllable does end up with the H, but manifests the H as a rise.

(12) \[ kuú + pi \]
    avaaá [ li ]
    avá [ kuú + pi ]

This requires putting a restriction on the docking rule used for this tense so that it only applies to root syllables. When the tone docking rule for this tense fails to apply, as in (12), the stem H remains unattached and later undergoes Default Docking. The docking rule for the future negative is given in (13).

(13) **Future Negative Docking**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\text{[Future Negative]} \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\text{[ROOT ... μ]} \\
\end{array}
\]

The derivations in (14) for *avakuúpi* and *iteléeki* illustrate how the rise versus fall contrast comes about in the future negative tense.

(14) \[ tele(ki) \]
    \[ avaku [ (pi) ] \] underlying

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\text{[Future Negative Docking]} \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\text{Stress Lengthening} \\
\end{array}
\]
The rising and falling penult patterns exhaust the possibilities for verbs having a single H: the stem H always goes to the penult, either as a rise or as a fall. At least in this dialect, there are no forms where H is assigned to the second vowel from the end or the third vowel from the beginning, so in this way Makonde is different from Kimatuumbi and Yao.

Before moving to rules of doubling and shifting, an account must be given for the fact that the future tense form of monosyllabic stems, such as nnaalya ‘I will eat’ has no H tone: we would expect *nnaálya , by application of Default Docking. This can be explained by marking the prefix -na- as an exception to Default Docking. The stem H tone cannot dock to it and remains unassociated after Default Docking (subsequently being deleted by Stray Erasure).

2.2. Secondary H tones: Doubling. Returning to the future tense with na, which we saw in (6), if the subject prefix is 3 person, we find a somewhat different tone pattern. Looking at the examples in (15), we see that these verbs have two H's, the first on the stem initial vowel and the second on the penultimate syllable—that tone is the primary H and is assigned by Default Docking (7). The stem initial H doubles to the second stem syllable, providing that the syllable which follows the recipient syllable is not also H toned. In other words, Doubling will not create adjacent H toned syllables. Note too that the penultimate H which blocks Doubling is not in fact on the mora which immediately follows the focus, insofar as the penult has a rising tone, not a falling tone. For this reason, the H tone blockage must be stated in terms at the level of the syllable rather than the mora.

(15) vana [ chi + teleéka]  ‘they will cook it’
    vana [ pílikaána]  ‘they will hear’
    vana [ ní + fúkuzííla]  ‘they will chase for me’
    vana [ télékelaána]  ‘they will cook for e.o.’
    vana [ ví + télékelaána]  ‘they will cook them for e.o.’

These data can be handled by mapping a H to the initial vowel, then applying the Doubling rule (16). For the sake of making the tonal blockage explicit, it is stipulated that the focus must be followed by a toneless syllable, indicated by the prime notation. We will leave unanswered the interesting question of how to
formalize this condition in a more principled way.\footnote{Notations like $\mu'$ or $T'$ are informally taken in nonlinear phonology to mean 'toneless mora' or 'free tone'. More formally, such notation should be read as meaning 'mora not linked to a tone' or 'tone not linked to a mora'. The same notation is used outside of tonal studies, so that $\mu'$ might also be taken to mean 'a mora not linked to a syllable' or 'a mora lacking (some) segmental feature'. The notation $\mu'$ therefore should properly include an indication of what element the $\mu$ is not associated to. The problem with the notation $\sigma'$ then is that if tones associate to morae and morae are dominated by syllables, then tones never associate directly with syllables, therefore all syllables have the property described by $\sigma'$, i.e. being toneless. We will therefore interpret the expression $\sigma'$ as meaning 'syllable dominating no tone'.} A consequence of requiring a following toneless syllable is that there must be a following syllable, where the extraprosodic word-final syllable does not count. This predicts correctly that Doubling cannot spread H between the two vowels of the penultimate and turn falling tone into level H in the conditionals of (8), so *nikatelééka* does not become *nikatelééka*.

(16) **Tone Doubling**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\mu \\
\mu' \\
\sigma \\
\sigma'
\end{array}
\]

How this H gets to the stem-initial vowel and why it appears with a 3 person subject but not a 1 or 2 person subject are matters to be considered later.

When we look at shorter stems in this tense, the trisyllabic stems in (17), we notice that if the stem initial vowel is the antepenultimate, the expected penultimate rising tone is missing.

(17) \begin{align*}
\text{vana} & \; [\text{ki}\;\text{yuuma}] & \text{‘he will buy it’} \\
\text{vana} & \; [\text{téléeka}] & \text{‘they will cook’}
\end{align*}

What happens is that the rightmost H deletes by a rule found in many Bantu languages, namely Meeussen's Rule [Goldsmith 1984].

(18) **Meeussen's Rule**

\[
H \rightarrow \emptyset / H
\]

By applying Meeussen's Rule to the expected underlying form, we get the surface form as spelled out in (19).
Meeussen's Rule must be constrained so that it does not delete the penultimate H of forms like vana [pílikaána] in (15). The rule is blocked there, because it operates under an adjacency constraint on the H tones, and the H's in (15) are not adjacent. The specific adjacency constraint is that the H's involved in the rule must be in adjacent syllables. Notice that in (20), where Meeussen's Rule does delete the second H, the morae bearing the H tones are not adjacent.

The examples in (21) show that if the stem is monosyllabic or disyllabic, the first H stays on the prefix na, and there is no stem H.

The form análiima can be explained as follows. The penultimate syllable gets a rising tone after Default Docking, and the prefix na takes the first H (rather than the stem initial syllable), for reasons we will go into shortly, giving intermediate análiima. Then Meeussen's Rule applies to the H of the penultimate syllable, giving análiima. The form anáalya is also derived quite easily, as seen in (22). Parallel to análiima, H assigned to the prefix na; the stem H, which usually appears on the penultimate vowel, has been deleted by Meeussen's Rule.
Application of Meeussen's Rule where both H's are within the same syllable is to be expected on theoretical grounds, given the view that adjacency conditions state maximal separation between elements in a rule, not minimal conditions. This means that the syllable adjacency requirement of Meeussen's Rule blocks the rule from applying when the determinant and focus are separated by a syllable but does not require that the tones be in separate syllables.

For a moment, we will turn from the basic mechanics of tone assignment in Makonde to an overview of verb tenses to illustrate the generality of the rules proposed here. The next tense to be considered is the recent past, in (23), which is formed by adding the prefix -ni- after the subject prefix. The penultimate syllable has a rising tone, and the subject prefix has a H, as does the tense prefix.

(23) íní [ teleéka] ‘I cooked’
    ání [ tu + telekeéla] ‘he cooked for us’
    vání [ telekelàána] ‘they cooked for each other’
    vání [ telekelanatelekelaána] ‘they cooked for each other over and over’

The analysis of this tense, given in (24), is that Default Docking applies to give the penultimate rising tone, and the subject prefix has a H, which spreads to the following vowel by Doubling.

(24) H H
    |    
    anituteleke (la) underlying

H H
    |    
    anitutelekee (la) Stress Lengthening,
    Default Docking

H H
   /\    
   anitutelekee (la) Doubling
If the stem is disyllabic, as in áni [liirma] or áni [nii + pa], the stem H links to the penult by Default Docking and thus keeps the Doubling rule from applying (so Default Docking precedes Doubling). If the stem is monosyllabic, as in ánii [lya], Default Docking assigns the H to the syllable of the tense prefix, -nii-, and Meeussen's Rule then deletes that H.

(25) ánii [liirma] 'he cultivated'
aní [nii + pa] 'he gave to me'
aníi [lya] 'he ate'

Two additional tenses are seen in (26) which have a disyllabic prefix with H on the first syllable, a H which does not double. Apart from the failure of Doubling to apply to the second syllable of the prefix, these forms are derived in a manner analogous to that of the recent past. There is a H on the prefix, and the stem H is mapped to the penultimate syllable by Default Docking.

(26) tukána [loóla] 'we always look'
nikána [va + loóla] 'I always look at them'
ákána [tu + telekeéla] 'he always cooks for us'

nikáni [laálá] 'I might sleep'
ukáni [anguúka] 'you might fall'
vakáni [ni + loóla] 'they might look at me'
akáni [tu + shoneéla] 'he might sew for us'

Finally, the further past illustrated in (27) also selects the prefix ni, but assigns H to the first stem vowel, and that H then doubles.

(27) ani [vá + kálangííla] 'he has fried for them'
vaní [télekelanatelekelaána] 'they have repeatedly cooked for each other'
ani [télekeéla] 'he has cooked for'

The last example illustrates, as we have seen before, that Doubling does not take place if the syllable to receive the H is immediately followed by a H toned syllable. The data in (28) show that if the stem initial syllable precedes the penultimate, Meeussen's Rule deletes the penultimate H. The question of why the leftmost H is manifested on ni in the last example, and not on the stem, will be considered in §2.3.
The basic devices needed to account for tone assignment in verb tenses seen so far are as follows: a H is added to every verb stem, and that H may be mapped to the penult in certain tenses or else remain floating. After lengthening of stressed vowels, free H's dock to the final mora of the penult. In certain verb tenses, a second H appears at the lefthand edge of the stem and doubles to the following syllable if that syllable is not immediately followed by a H. Finally, Meeussen's Rule deletes a H if there is a H in the previous syllable.

2.3 Shift to Stem. We now return to the problem of the stem-initial H, as seen in the future tense. The examples in (29) show that the first H is on the tense prefix -na- in some forms and on the stem-initial vowel in others.

(29) aná [ lìima ]
    ‘he will cultivate’
    anáa [ lya ]
    ‘he will eat’
    ana [ váa + pa ]
    ‘he will give them’
    vana [ pílikaána ]
    ‘they will hear’
    vana [ chi + teleéka ]
    ‘they will cook it’

To clarify what is going on, consider the examples in (30) where the subject is 1 or 2 person, and we only have a single H assigned to the penult by Default Docking.

(30) nna [ lìima ]
    ‘I will cultivate’
    nnaa [ lya ]
    ‘I will eat’
    nna [ vaá + pa ]
    ‘I will give them’
    nna [ pilikaána ]
    ‘I will hear’
    nna [ chi + teleéka ]
    ‘I will cook it’

The (near-)underlying tonal structure of the words in (29) is therefore that of the analogous form in (30) plus a H tone on the prefix -na-.

We can explain lack of shift in monosyllabic anáalya , since word final syllables are extraprosodic; there is nowhere for the H of anáalya to shift to. For the remaining cases, the conditions for shifting are more complex: H shifts to an
object prefix unconditionally, as in *anaváapa* and *anachitéleéka*. It shifts to the root-initial syllable only if that syllable does not already have a H, as in *vanapílikaána*. H does not shift in *análiima* because the root initial syllable has a H. There being no compelling argument that this shift must be handled by one rule, two rules will be assumed, spelled out in (31). The rising tone on the root initial penult of *análiima* prevents H shift, so we will require root initial syllables to be toneless, notated in the rule with a prime. Again, we need a reference to tonal properties of syllables, not just tonal properties of morae.

We do not find shifting of prefixal H tone to the stem initial syllable in every tense. Consider *akáni* [tu + shoneéla] ‘he might sew for us’, *akána* [tu + telekeéla] ‘he always cooks for us’, and *vání* [telekelaána] ‘they just cooked for each other’. The failure of shifting to apply here can be accounted for simply by requiring the H tone to be adjacent to the stem initial syllable.

Thus far, we have reduced the future tense pattern to a set of rules and the distinction between H toned -*ña-* and toneless -*na*-. However, H appears on *na* when the subject prefix is 3 person, which suggests that underlyingly, the H actually comes from the subject prefix. The H of the subject prefix shifts to *na* (and to the prefix of the remote past *ni*, as we will see) by an early morphologically conditioned rule.

---

3It is quite common in Bantu languages for the 3 person subject prefix to have H tone and the 1 and 2 person prefixes to have no tone, either across the board or in certain tenses.
(32) Shift to Prefix

This H may shift again to the stem initial syllable in the appropriate context. The complete derivation of anatéleeka is given in (33).

(33)  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{I}
\end{array}
\]

| a na [ te lee ka |

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{I}
\end{array}
\]

| a na [ te lee ka |

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{I}
\end{array}
\]

| a na [ te lee ka |

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{I}
\end{array}
\]

| a na [ te lee ka |

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{I}
\end{array}
\]

| a na [ te lee ka |

Stress Lengthening

Shift to Prefix

Default Docking

Shift to Stem

Meeussen's Rule

Stem-initial H's may thus all be derived by shifting tones off prefixes in the appropriate context.

The Shifting to Stem rule gives us three kinds of H's within stems in terms of their origin. We have default assignment of stem H, which is realized phonetically as a rising tone on the penult, in forms like nnalúma. We have assigned H's, realized as a falling tone on the penult, in forms like ivatelekéeli, and we have shifted H's, like the initial H of anatéleeka, which originate from prefixes and are shifted to the stem in the right circumstances.
(34) a. nnalíima  
   Default H
b. ivatelekéeli  
   Assigned H
c. anatéleeka  
   Shifted H

Other cases of stem-initial H tones are handled in an analogous fashion, such as the H of the further past tense in (35). In that tense, the past prefix ni- has a H tone (regardless of the subject marking of the verb), and that H shifts to the stem exactly as it does in the future tense.

(35) anii [ lya  
   'he has eaten'
nii [ lya  
   'I have eaten'
ni [ vaá + pa  
   'I have given them'
ani [ níi + pa  
   'he has given me'
tuni [ vá + loola  
   'we have seen them'
aní [ shoona  
   'he has sewn'
vani [ ní + loola  
   'they have seen me'
ani [ vá + kálangiíla  
   'he has fried for them'

This tense has both the default-assigned H and a H on the prefix -ni-, a tone which shifts to the stem. This pattern is identical to that of the future, parallel examples of which are given in (36).

(36) anáa [ lya  
   'he will eat'
ana [ níi + pa  
   'he will give me'
aná [ shoona  
   'he will sew'
vana [ ní + loola  
   'they will see me'
ana [ vá + kálangiíla  
   'he will fry for them'

2.4. H Spreading. To broaden the analysis of verbal tone, we will consider a set of tenses which have a string of H tones starting from a relatively leftward position up to the penult. This pattern shows up in the infinitive in (37). Note that the penult has a phonetic level H, not a rise or a fall.

(37) ku [ lííma  
   'to eat'
ku [ téléeäka  
   'to cook'
ku [ télékéláána  
   'to cook for e.o.'
We find this same tone pattern in instrument nominalizations.

(38) chishônéélo  ‘thing to sew with’
    chikúmbílíílo  ‘thing to drink with’
    chipíndiku líílo  ‘thing to turn with’

The right edge of this H span marks the position where the stem H is assigned. Since the penultimate syllable has a level H tone, that is, a H on both morae, we may surmise that the rightmost H is assigned by Default Docking. Of the rules motivated so far, only Default Docking systematically assigns H to the righthand mora of the penultimate.

A H is also assigned to the stem initial vowel in the infinitive. We will account for the stem initial H by postulating a floating pre-stem H tone (inserted in infinitives and instrumental nominalizations, the two productive deverbal nominalizations). The rule Stem Initial Docking then maps that H to the first stem vowel.

(39) **Stem Initial Docking**

```
   H'
  /  ···
 [ µ
```

The intermediate form of kutélékééla after this rule but prior to the spreading rule is then kutélékeéla. 4

A similar pattern is found in certain inflected verb tenses.

---

4The infinitive of monosyllabic verbs does not undergo Stem Initial Docking—cf. kuúlya ‘to eat’. Underlyingly we expect to find two tones, the stem H and the infinitive pre-stem H; on the surface, all we find is the rising tone derived by Default Docking. There are two independent explanations for this form. First, given that the word-final syllable is extraprosodic, Stem Initial Docking could not map the prefixal floating tone to the stem initial syllable, since that syllable is invisible. Second, if Default Docking applies before Stem Initial Docking, then the floating tone cannot dock with the syllable lyá because of the association between the second tone and the syllable kuú. In either case, the prefix H tone is deleted by Stray Erasure.
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(40) váká [ lǐːle] ‘they didn’t eat’
níká [ kálángǐite] ‘I didn’t fry’
áká [ ní + pwáyíliiite] ‘he didn’t sweep for me’
páníchí [ té lééka] ‘when I was cooking’
páváchí [ kálángíláána] ‘when they were cooking for each other’
páchí [ ní + té lékééla] ‘when he was cooking for me’

Supporting evidence for deriving the level H in the infinitive from Default Docking is the fact that when the infinitive has an object prefix, as in (41), this spreading process is blocked, and the rising tone surfaces. As expected, if the object prefix immediately precedes the H toned penult, the penultimate H is deleted by Meeussen’s Rule.

(41) ku [ chí + shoona] ‘to sew it’
     ku [ ví + teleéka] ‘to cook them’
     ku [ vá + telekeéla] ‘to cook for them’
     ku [ chí + té lékelaána] ‘to cook it for each other’

Additional data expand the range of cases where spreading is involved. In (42) we find other tenses with a similar pattern, except that the penultimate syllable has a falling tone rather than a level H tone.

(42) váná [ yúume] ‘they might not buy’
     tíná [ kúu + pe] ‘I might not give you’
     váná [ tú + té lékéele] ‘they might not cook for us’
     u [ ni + yúmíile] ‘you should buy for me’
     u [ tu + té lékéele] ‘you should cook for us’
     u [ va + píndikúliile] ‘you should turn for them’
     pátú [ liile] ‘when we ate’ (rec)
     pátú [ kálángíláane] ‘when we cooked for e.o.’ (rec)
     pátú [ ví + shóníite] ‘when we sewed them’ (rec)
     pátú [ vá + píile] ‘when we gave him’ (rec)
In these tenses the penult has a falling tone, whereas in the infinitive it has a level H. These tenses therefore undergo Stem Mapping, hence the input to spreading in the case of *patúnávátéléléela* is *patúnavatelekéela*.

Apart from the fact that there must be two H tones in the verb, there is no obvious phonological characteristic which distinguishes the cases where spreading applies and where it does not, e.g. *ánîttelekeéla* ‘he just cooked for’, *vanipíndikulilaána* ‘they changed for each other (rem.)’, *anavápíndikuliíla* ‘he will change for them’, *nikánavaloóla* ‘I always look at them’, *vakániníloóla* ‘they might look at me’. These tenses might simply be marked as morphological exceptions to the spreading rule. However, it is also possible to morphologically characterize the tenses where spreading applies, since it applies in nominalizations and in subordinate or negative verbs; we will refer to this group of verbs as the [-ASSERTIVE] verbs and the others, where spreading is blocked, as the [+ASSERTIVE] verbs. To handle the data in (37) and (42), we then require the Rightward Spreading rule (43).

(43) Rightward Spreading

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\mu \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\mu' \\
\end{array}
\]

(blocked in [+ASSERTIVE] verbs)

The complete derivations of *kuliíma* and *kutélékééla* are given in (44).

---

5Subjunctives, negatives, and when-clauses form a tonal natural class in a number of Bantu languages.
Since the output of Rightward Spreading has two adjacent H's, and Meeussen's Rule deletes the second of two adjacent H's, we can see that Meeussen's Rule precedes Rightward Spreading. If it did not, we would see a falling tone rather than a level H. We will encounter the opposite ordering relation between Meeussen's Rule and Rightward Spreading when we look at the Chimahuta dialect.

2.5. Special stem mapping problems. Two verb forms pose special analytic problems, which will be dealt with here. The simplest problem is posed by the "go and" subjunctive. In this tense, there is no H tone at all.

(45) kaa [ lye
ka [ liime
ka [ vaa + pe
ka [ va + telekeele
   'let's go eat'
   'let's go cultivate'
   'let's go give them'
   'let's go cook for them'

We would expect either a falling tone if this tense conditions Stem Mapping or a rising tone by Default Docking. The solution to this problem is simply to delete the stem H tone in this tense.

(46) Stem H Deletion

\[ H \rightarrow \emptyset / \text{[ka-SUBJUNCTIVE]} \]
The second problem also arises in a form of the subjunctive. We noted in (42) that subjunctive verbs with an object prefix assign the stem H by Stem Mapping and also have a root-initial (not stem-initial) H which spreads throughout the stem, e.g. \( u \ [ \text{va pindikúlìile} \) ‘you should change for them’. We will assume an additional floating H in this tense. Docking the root-initial H will require a special rule.

(47) **OP-Subjunctive H Docking**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H' \\
\text{ROOT}
\end{array}
\]

Thus, the intermediate form of \( u \ [ \text{va pindikúlìile} \) is \( u \ [ \text{va'} + \text{pindikúlìile} \). It is not the case that the object prefix never has a H tone in this tense: in \( u \ [ \text{nii} + \text{pe} \) ‘you should give to me’, we find a H on the object prefix. However, that H derives by applying Stem Mapping, not (47).

The data in (48), where there is no object prefix, show a quite different pattern.

(48) \( u \ [ \text{pilikaniíle} \) ‘you should listen’
\( u \ [ \text{teleéke} \) ‘you should cook’
\( u \ [ \text{lííme} \) ‘you should cultivate’
\( uu \ [ \text{lyé} \) ‘you should eat’

These examples pose two problems. First, the tone pattern of the subjunctive with an object prefix is different from that without an object prefix: the form with an object prefix has an extra H not found in the plain subjunctive, and whereas the subjunctive with object prefix undergoes Stem Mapping, the plain subjunctive undergoes Default Docking. The existence of separate tone patterns for the subjunctive and the subjunctive with object prefix is rather common in Bantu languages, showing up in such diverse languages as Kishambaa, Shona, and closely related Yao.

The second problem is the form \( uulyé \). We would expect to find \(*uulye\) by application of Default Docking—cf. \( kuúlya \) ‘to eat’ and \( îili \) ‘I won't eat’. In fact, the only circumstance where a word final vowel in verbs may have a H tone is in the plain subjunctive of the monosyllabic verb \( lya \) ‘eat’. This can be handled in various ways. One might postulate a rule re-affiliating a verb stem which is

---

6Aside from the effect of sentence-level rules to be discussed in §3.
entirely extraprosodic in the subjunctive, with the effect that Default Docking assigns the stem H to the word final syllable. Or, after application of Default Docking, a rule might shift the stem H from the subject prefix in the subjunctive to the following word-final syllable. There is no evidence in the language which appears to bear on this choice or which suggests any other alternatives.

3. Sentence Level Tonology

This section analyzes tonal alternations induced by the concatenation of words. We will first see that certain tenses cause addition of a H tone to the following noun, a H which then spreads by Rightward Spreading. Next we investigate a set of rules adding, deleting, and spreading H tones within the noun phrase. Then we consider the interaction between these noun phrase tonal modifications and the rule adding a H to objects.

3.1. Shift of H from verbs. The rule Rightward Spreading can also be seen applying at the sentence level between verbs and nominal objects. Verb tenses can be divided into two types, those which do not affect the tone of the following noun and those which add a H to the following noun. The examples in (49) are of the former type; the isolation form of the noun is identical to the postverbal form.

(49) vanikúsanya masandúuku
     masandúuku
     anáyuma chikalaángo
     chikalaángo
     anakámula chikaápu
     chikaápu
     aníyuma ndíízi
     ndíízi
     ánínitelekéla nyaáma
     nyaáma
     atuteléki ndíízi
     atukuteléka ndíízi
     unisáulile chikalaángo
     nikániteléka malóombe
     malóombe

     ‘they are packing me boxes’
     ‘boxes’
     ‘he will buy a vegetable pot’
     ‘vegetable pot’
     ‘he will grab a basket’
     ‘basket’
     ‘he bought me bananas’
     ‘bananas’
     ‘he cooked me meat’
     ‘meat’
     ‘we don’t cook bananas’
     ‘we didn't cook bananas’
     ‘you should clean me the vegetable pot’
     ‘I might cook maize’
     ‘maize’
The examples in (50) are from the perfective tense, the infinitive, and the subjunctive (without object prefix), all of which assign a H to the first syllable of the following noun. That H spreads rightward up to the lexical H of the noun stem, by Rightward Spreading. We will refer to this alternation as the “object H tone alternation”, although not all nouns undergoing the alternations are syntactic direct objects.

(50) nimmingangitemááka
    maáka
    anitelekele nyááma
    nyaáma
    niyumite chikáláángo
    chikalaángo
    kuyúmá chitélééko
    chitélééko
    kúlyá nyááma
    nyaáma
    kutúsükumila lijámáanda
    kuyátélégateleka málóombe
    usaule chitélééko
    chitélééko

'I chased a cat'
'cat'
'he cooked me meat'
'meat'
'I bought a vegetable pot'
'vegetable pot'
'to buy a cooking pot'
'cooking pot'
'to eat meat'
'meat'
'to push us a box'
'to cook maize repeatedly'
'you should clean the cooking pot'
'cooking pot'

An interesting complication seen here is that the stem H of the infinitive with object prefix and the stem H of the subjunctive are both lost.

Another tense where we find a H at the left edge of the object (followed by Rightward Spreading of that H) is in the present tense of verbs with 3 person subjects. The examples in (51) show that there is no added H and no Rightward Spreading in present tense verbs with a 1 or 2 person subject.

(51) niyuma maáka
    nikuymila chikalaángo
    niteleka mayái
    niwinda vambutúuka

'I'm buying a cat'
'I'm buying you a vegetable pot'
'I am cooking eggs'
'I am hunting antelopes'
However, if the subject is 3 person, as in (52), the object gets an initial H, and Rightward Spreading then applies.

(52) ayuma mááka  
aniyumila chikáláango  
ateleka máyááí  
awinda vámbútúuka  
‘he is buying a cat’  
‘he is buying me a vegetable pot’  
‘he is cooking eggs’  
‘he is hunting antelopes’

The underlying reason for this difference is that in this tense, as in the future, a 3 person subject prefix has a H, and that H shifts to the object noun, setting off Rightward Spreading.

(53) H H  
|   |  
|---|---|  
ayuma chikalaango  
output of Stress Lengthening  
H H  
|   |  
|---|---|  
ayuma chikalaango  
Tone Shift  
H H  
   |  
|---|---|  
ayuma chikalaango  
Rightward Spread

There is a further context where this shifting and Spreading can be found, namely in the periphrastic present progressive tense, examples of which are given in (54).7

(54) ninkuúlya  
ānkúúlya  
ninkulííma  
ānkúlííma  
ninkuvátélekeéla  
ānkúnitélekeéla  
‘I am eating’  
‘he is eating’  
‘I am eating’  
‘he is eating’  
‘I am eating for them’  
‘he is eating for me’

---

7There are two variants of this tense, one formed on the model SP -n- INFIN and the other formed on the model SP -ve -n- INFIN. The former was given as the more “correct” form for Chimaraba, the latter being viewed as influenced by Chimahuta, which uses exclusively the latter pattern.
These examples can be accounted for by treating the construction as the combination of a present tense verb (with no stem, or the stem ve) plus the locative prefix n- on the infinitive of the verb. The locative prefix takes the H tone, which then spreads up the first H in the word. By general principles of syllable fusion in the language, intermediate ave ṇíkúlíima and a ṇíkúlíima surface as avěnkúlíima and ānkúlíima.

There is an important condition to be imposed on this process: we do not find the object H tone alternation when the noun is toneless. Consider the following pairs of V + O sentences, the verb being present tense with the first sentence in the pair having 1 person subject (thus not adding a H) and the second having 3 person subject (adding a H). We find that the final vowel of the 3 person verb has a H tone, and the object has no H.

(55) niyuma limbeende  
    ayuma limbeende  
    nitleka ntandaasa  
    ateleká ntandaasa  
    niisabu jikaanya  
    aisabú jikaanya  
    ‘I'm buying a skin’  
    ‘he's buying a skin’  
    ‘I'm cooking stiff cassava porridge’  
    ‘he's cooking stiff cassava porridge’  
    ‘I'm counting mouths’  
    ‘he's counting mouths’

The other verb tenses which induce addition of H to the object exhibit this same restriction.

(56) niyumité limbeende  
    uteleké ntandaasa  
    kujiisabú jikaanya  
    ‘I bought a skin’  
    ‘you should cook stiff cassava porridge’  
    ‘to count the mouths’

We cannot tell what pattern of tone assignment the perfective and the present would take in isolation. Both tenses are noun-focal tenses and always being
followed by the focus of the sentence, cannot appear in isolation. However, we know that the infinitive and the subjunctive without object prefix undergo Default Docking rather than Stem Mapping. We will assume that the verbs which contribute a H to the object contain a floating H tone. This H is morphologically contributed by the 3 person subject prefix, but not by a 1 or 2 person subject prefix in the present tense. In the perfective, subjunctive and infinitive, the floating H will be assumed to be the stem H, which is not phonetically manifested on the stem; since the latter two forms manifest the stem H phonetically in isolation form (uteleēke ‘you should cook’, kujīisaābu ‘to count them’), some rule is independently needed to account for loss of the stem H.

The assignment and spread of H tone to the object then proceeds in two steps. First, the floating H tone is docked to the initial syllable of the next word, providing there is a H tone somewhere in the word. Then, H Tone Spreading spreads that H rightward until it meets the lexical H. The H tone Docking rule can be formalized as (57).

(57) Floating H Docking

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H' \\
\omega \\
\omega \mu
\end{array}
\]

After consideration of rules changing the tones of modified nouns, we will see how addition and deletion of H tones in the noun complement affects applicability of this rule.

When the H tone does not dock to the object, as in ayumá limbeende, it then docks to the final vowel of the word. This can be handled by Default Docking. At the word level, the final syllable is extraprosodic, hence cannot take a H tone by Default Docking. However, at the sentence level, word-final extraprosodicity is lost, and the final syllable becomes eligible to receive a H.

3.2. The tonology of the noun and the NP. The majority of nouns in the Chimaraba dialect submit to a tonal analysis which is quite similar to that given to verbs. There are four main tone patterns for nouns: penultimate rise (by Default Docking) and penultimate fall (by Stem Mapping), either of which may be the sole H of the noun or may be combined with a H spreading from the stem initial vowel to the penultimate syllable. Since most nouns of the language have

---

8A similar situation arises in closely related Kimatuummbi [Odden 1984] and Makua [Stucky 1979].
9Since perfective and present tense verbs cannot stand in isolation, we do not have this argument for these tenses.
disyllabic stems, most nouns have rising, falling, or level penultimate syllables: level penultimate in disyllabic stems derives from rising tone plus H tone Spreadi

There is another, rarer pattern: H on the antepenultimate alone. This may either be the stem initial syllable or the noun class prefix syllable. All of the known examples (which amount to 3% of the nouns in the corpus) are listed below.

The rising tone in yúnguula is, as noted earlier, unusual, since contour tones in this language so far arise only in the lengthened penultimate syllable, where there are two tone-bearing units. The rising tone in this word can be decomposed into level tones, one per tone-bearing unit, if the nasal n is assumed to be tone-bearing and to have underlying H tone (viz. yuńguula). Although there is no direct evidence showing that the nasal is underlying tone-bearing in this word, it is the case that nasals may be surface tone-bearing units (nnlteleeka ‘I cooked’). Furthermore, the juxtaposition of a L-toned syllable plus following heteromorphemic H-toned nasal will result in a single rising-toned syllable, cf. pa+túnáshóona ‘when we will sew’, pā+nnáshóona ‘when I will sew’ from pa+tínáshóona.

Finally, four nouns are known to have no H in the stem: n+tandaasa ‘stiff cassava porridge’, kaanya ‘mouth’, nankatataambwe ‘spider’, and li+mbende ‘hide’. Their significance for the object H tone problem has been seen already.
Nouns followed in their phrase by modifiers undergo certain tone rules. One of these rules is a rule deleting all H's in a noun followed by the WH-modifiers ‘whose’, ‘how many’, and ‘what type’ (but not before ‘which’).

(60)  

\[ \text{nnandi wanaáni} \quad \text{'whose tree?'} \quad \text{nnáandi} \]
\[ \text{litikitilyanaáni} \quad \text{'whose watermelon?'} \quad \text{litíkíiti} \]
\[ \text{ntandaasa wanaáni} \quad \text{'whose stiff cassava porridge?'} \quad \text{ntandaasa} \]
\[ \text{chiteleko chanaáni} \quad \text{'whose cooking pot?'} \quad \text{chitélééko} \]
\[ \text{ng’ande gáani} \quad \text{'what type house?'} \quad \text{ng’áande} \]
\[ \text{mvilingogáani} \quad \text{'what type circle?'} \quad \text{mvílíingo} \]
\[ \text{litikiti gáani} \quad \text{'what type watermelon?'} \]
\[ \text{milandi mingáapi} \quad \text{'how many trees?'} \]
\[ \text{yang’avanga vangáapi} \quad \text{'how many dogs?'} \quad \text{ng’áváanga} \]
\[ \text{viteleko vingáapi} \quad \text{'how many cooking pots?'} \]
\[ \text{nankatatambwe vangáapi} \quad \text{'how many spiders?'} \quad \text{nankatataambwe} \]
\[ \text{nyamańtwáani}^{10} \quad \text{'what kind of meat?'} \quad \text{nyaáma} \]
\[ \text{chitúvi chilíida} \quad \text{'which load?'} \]
\[ \text{chitéléko chilíida} \quad \text{'which cooking pot?'} \]
\[ \text{vang’áváanga valíida} \quad \text{'which dogs?'} \]

We will assume a morpho-syntactically conditioned rule deleting a H tone before a [+WH] modifier, with the provision that -liida ‘which’ is an exception to this rule.\(^11\)

(61) \textbf{WH-Modifier Lowering}

\[ [\text{NP } \left[ \text{N } \_\_\_ \right]\text{ [+WH] } \ldots ] \]
\[ \left| \begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\rightarrow \text{Ø}
\end{array} \right. \]

\(^{10}\)In connected speech, this surfaces as nyamáńtwáani due to syllable fusion.

\(^{11}\)The exceptionality may be more syntactic in nature than pure lexical exceptionality. WH-modifiers agree with their heads using a characteristic nominal agreement series which is \(u\)- for class 1. However, the prefix selected by -liida in class 1 is \(a\)-, which is the class 1 verbal subject prefix.
Another alternation is found in words preceding a possessive pronoun in its phrase. As the following examples show, all H tones of a noun are lost before a possessive pronoun, and a H appears on the final vowel of the noun.

(62) lilóombe
    lilômbélyaangu  ‘maize’
    lilombleylaangu  ‘my maize’
    nyaáma  ‘meat’
    nyamáyaangu  ‘my meat’
    chitúúvi  ‘load’
    chituvícheetu  ‘our load’
    vayũnguula  ‘rabbits’
    vayunguláveetu  ‘our rabbits’
    chitélééko  ‘cooking pot’
    chitelekocheetu  ‘our cooking pot’
    méléméénde  ‘cockroach’
    melemendéwaangu  ‘my cockroach’

This pattern arises by applying two rules. The first rule deletes all H tones in words C-commanded by a following possessive pronoun.\(^{12}\) The second rule assigns a H tone to the last vowel of the word before a possessive pronoun in its phrase. Finally, as the following data show, if the possessive pronoun is not preceded by a word within its phrase, the pronoun bears a falling tone on the first vowel.

(63) vyaangu
    nilingakuyúmá[NP vyaake]  ‘mine’
    niyumite[NP vyaake]  ‘I bought his’

Possessive pronouns have a floating H tone, which docks to the preceding word by (64).\(^{13}\)

---

\(^{12}\)The theoretical import of this rule is discussed in Odden [1990].

\(^{13}\)The phrasemate condition on this docking rule will be ignored for the moment.
(64) Possessive Docking

Nouns lacking lexical H tones also show this word final H, showing that the nouns in (62) do not simply involve shift of lexical H to the final vowel.

(65) nankatataambwe  ‘spider’
nankatatambwé weetu  ‘our spider’
kaanya  ‘mouth’
kanyá yaangu  ‘my mouth’
ntandaasa  ‘stiff cassava porridge’
ntandasá waangu  ‘my stiff cassava porridge’

If the head noun of the phrase is separated from the possessive pronoun by other modifiers, the noun and the modifiers each lose their H tones. The word standing before the possessive pronoun (in bold face) receives a H tone, and modifiers after the possessive pronoun do not lose their H.

(66) chínduli  ‘cassava’
chínduli chaangu  ‘my cassava’
chínduli chibaáya  ‘bad cassava’
chínduli chibayá chaangu  ‘my bad cassava’
vayúnguula  ‘rabbits’
vayúngula vátaangu  ‘old rabbits’
vayungula vatangu voé vaangu  ‘all my old rabbits’
ng’áváanga  ‘dogs’
vang’avanga vatangú vangu vadóogo  ‘my small old dogs’

The syntactic relationship between the pronoun which triggers tone loss and the word undergoing the rule is crucial. The examples in (67) show that tone loss applies to every word from the pronoun leftward to the head noun of the phrase which the pronoun modifies, but does not delete H tones beyond the phrase immediately dominating the pronoun.
Finally, a possessive pronoun may serve as the only element within a headless noun phrase in sentences such as *he took mine*. Whether the word before the pronoun is an inflected verb form or an infinitive, lowering is blocked.

(68) *kutélélé* yáangu

*tuvenkutélélé* vyáake

*atuvatelekéla* vyáangu

‘to cook mine’

‘we are cooking his’

‘we didn’t cook mine for them’

The rule deleting H tones can be stated as follows:

69) **Possessive Lowering**

\[ H \rightarrow \emptyset / [A \ldots] \ldots [B \text{ POSS. PRO.}] \quad B \text{ c-commands } A \]

By ordering Possessive Lowering prior to Possessive Docking, we avoid deleting the H tone contributed by the pronoun, and that H is then assigned to the final vowel of the preceding word in its phrase.

Another tonal modification is encountered with the toneless nouns followed by modifiers. As the following examples show, a H is assigned to the penultimate syllable when followed by a modifier.

(70) *ntandásá* mwíingi

*ntandásá* wóóe

*nankatatámbwe* véengi

*nankatatámbwe* wóóe

‘much stiff cassava porridge’

‘all the stiff cassava porridge’

‘many spiders’

‘all the spiders’
Both the penultimate and final syllables of the noun have a H if the noun is followed by a demonstrative.

(71) nankatatámbwé yúunó  ‘this spider’
    limbénde lliyá  ‘that skin’
    kánya íínó  ‘this mouth’
    kánya íiýá  ‘that mouth’

Finally, as (72) shows, the presence of a demonstrative after a noun with a lexical H causes spread of that H to the final syllable of the noun.

(72) lipóndo líínó  ‘this hole’
    upíinde úúnó  ‘this bow’
    lichúungwa lliyá  ‘that orange’
    yúngúla yúunó  ‘this rabbit’
    vayúngúla váayá  ‘those rabbits’
    ng’ávánga yúunó  ‘this dog’

This suggests an analysis of the data in terms of two rules. First, H is assigned to the penultimate syllable of any toneless noun followed by a modifier.

(73) Modified Noun H Insertion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Modified Noun H Insertion} \\

[\text{NP } \text{[N } \mu \mu ] X ] \\
\downarrow \\
\emptyset \rightarrow \text{H}
\end{array}
\]

Second, H spreads to the final syllable of a noun modified by a demonstrative.
Demonstrative Spreading

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
\mu \quad \mu \ldots \quad [+\text{DEMONST.}]
\end{array}
\]

3.3. Spreading to modified objects. We return now to the process assigning and spreading H tone to objects after verbs in certain tenses. In looking for examples of toneless nouns rejecting the object H tone, we are not limited to using the four lexical toneless nouns. When the postverbal noun is modified by one of the WH-modifiers which cause deletion of H tones in the noun, the derived tonelessness of the noun causes the floating H to be rejected.

(75) ayuma yúnguula  
    ayumá yungula gání  
    ayuma mílááńgo  
    ayumá milango mingáapí  
    asoma chítáabu  
    asomá chitabu chéepí

'you are buying a rabbit'
'which rabbit are you buying?'
'he is buying doors'
'how many doors is he buying?'
'he is reading a book'
'which book is he reading?'

This motivates ordering WH-Modifier Lowering (61) before Floating H Docking. On the other hand, the H assigned to a toneless noun with a following modifier by (73) will serve as the righthand conditioning H tone for application of Floating H Docking, showing that Modified Noun H Insertion must apply before the latter rule.

(76) ateleka ŋtándása mwíngi\textsuperscript{14}  
    kulólá jíkánya jiingi  
    ayuma límbénde lyá iimba  
    ayuma mámbéndé yáanó  
    ayuma mámbéndé yáayá

'he's cooking lots of stiff cassava porridge'
'to see many mouths'
'he is buying a lion skin'
'he is buying those skins'
'he is buying these skins'

In addition to the tonal restriction that there must be a following H tone, Floating H Docking must be given a morpho-syntactic restriction as well. The rule does not apply to a following complement which is not a noun. If the

\textsuperscript{14}In connected speech, the vowel plus syllabic nasal fuse into one syllable, giving atelekántándása mwíngi.
following noun phrase begins with a prenominal demonstrative, (57) does not apply (cf. 77a). If the complement is a WH-word, (57) is also blocked (cf. 77b), nor does the rule apply to a following (embedded) verb (cf. 77c). Adverbs do not trigger the rule (cf. 77d), and application of (57) is optional if the postverbal noun is in an embedded clause (cf. 77e).

(77) a. ayakulá víinó vīkāapu ‘he's taking these baskets’
     ayakulá víiyá vīkāapu ‘he's taking those baskets’
     niyumité váyáyá vayũnguula ‘I bought those rabbits’

b. ateleká cháani ‘what is he cooking?’
     ansaidiyá nání ‘who is he helping?’
     achiyakulá chíipi ‘which one is he taking?’

c. avayambilá [V chinitũmbuka] chikalaάngo
     ‘he's telling them the vegetable pot is broken’

d. alyá [ADV mála mbíli] ‘he eats twice’

e. avayambilá chikaláango chinitũmbuuka (="c")
     avayambilá chikaláango chinitũmbuuka opt.

Another interesting problem is posed by toneless nouns preceded by either the locative morpheme pa- ‘at’ or the instrumental na- ‘with’, namely that the final H tone of the verb spreads to the locative prefix as well. This pattern holds whether the noun is lexically toneless or undergoes (61).

(78) aikalité pántandaasa ‘he's sitting near the stiff cassava porridge’
    avikité pákaanya ‘he put it in the mouth’
    aviká pájamanda gání ‘which box is he putting it by?’
    akalangá návikalango gání ‘which vegetable pots is he frying with?’
    akologá náchijiko gání ‘which spoon is he stirring with?’

We will assume that pa- and na- have a special status—we will treat them as clitics—and are subject to the following rule.
(79) **Clitic Spreading**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
\mu \\
\text{CLITIC}
\end{array}
\]

The same tonal property is found with the toneless noun *nankatataambwe* ‘spider’: when this noun is the object of a verb with a floating H, the initial syllable has a falling tone,\(^{15}\) the result of spreading from the preceding word-final H. When this noun is preceded by a locative prefix, Clitic Spreading applies twice.

(80) \(a\)uJaya nankatataambwe

aimilá pánänkatabaambwe

‘he's killing the spider’

‘he's standing by the spider’

Historically, *na-* can be identified as a prefix attached to the names of certain animals and is used more productively in Makua and Kimatuumbi. Synchronically, there is little evidence for treating this noun as polymorphemic, although a more detailed analysis of the language may show that such a treatment is justified. If *na-* is given the same morphological treatment as instrumental *na-* and locative *pa-*, then these alternations can be explained by applying (79).

The final problem in interaction between Floating H Docking and NP-internal tonology is the interaction between H Docking and the possessive construction. The possessive construction involves both the addition of a floating tone and the deletion of tones before the pronoun. What we find is that H Docking and Rightward Spreading apply beginning with the noun and extending through other modifiers up to the possessive pronoun. Consider the following pairs of sentences, the first sentence in each having a 2 person subject which does not have the requisite floating H for Floating H Docking.

(81) a. uyuma chikalangó chaangu ‘you are buying my pot’

ayuma chikalangó chaangu ‘he is buying my pot’

b. uulaya nankatatambwé weetu ‘you are killing our spider’

aulaya nánkátátámbwé weetu ‘he's killing our spider’

---

\(^{15}\)The preconsonantal nasal is tone bearing, so it receives a default L tone. By syllable fusion, the spread H and the nasal’s L combine to give a falling tone.
What is surprising is that, although the object noun does not have a H tone—as we have seen, an important condition for application of Floating H Docking—the rule applies. Example (b), which uses an underlying toneless noun, shows that the rule is not triggered by the underlying H tone of the noun; the rule applies to all nouns modified by a possessive pronoun.

This mystery can be solved by making more precise the nature of the tonal condition on the docking rule. Docking does not apply when there is no H tone at all following the floating H (ayumá mambeende ‘he is buying skins’) or when the following H is not associated with the noun (ayumá milango mingáapi ‘how many doors is he buying?’). Docking does apply if the following H is associated to the noun itself (aniyumila chikáláango ‘he is buying me a vegetable pot’) or if the H is floating (aniyumila ványúngúla vábáyá veetu ‘he’s buying our bad rabbits for me’, from aniyumila vayungula vabaya veetu).

The constraint to be imposed on Floating H Docking is that the H to be docked must be followed by an ‘adjacent’ H. Parallel to other adjacency conditions, this condition states the maximum separation allowed between determinant and focus. As is the case with all adjacency conditions, it is not sufficient to inspect the terminal features (tones) alone to determine if the adjacency condition is satisfied. Rather, we must also follow a path of nodes dominating the tone to a certain level in the phonological representation (mora, syllable, or word) to ascertain that no other mora, syllable, or word intervenes between the determinant and focus. In other words, adjacency conditions are negative filters, blocking rule application when elements in a string are too far separated. However, a floating tone is not linked to anything else in the phonological representation; a floating tone will then satisfy any adjacency requirement.

We will consider a last problem in the interaction between Floating H Docking and Spreading and the possessive construction. Infinitive verbs in Makonde are nouns, and their phrases may be modified with a possessive. The data in (82) show infinitive verbs followed by object nouns which are modified by a possessive. The infinitive does not lose its H tones. H is assigned to the first vowel of the noun, which spreads up to the pronoun. Failure of lowering to apply to the infinitive itself is a consequence of the fact that the pronoun is in the same phrase as its head noun (as are the intervening modifiers) but is not in the same phrase as the preceding verb.

(82) kutéléká nyámá yaake
     kutéléká nyámá yátángú yaake
     ‘to cook his meat’
     ‘to cook his old meat’
kunúlayila vánánkátátámbwe vóe vaake ‘to kill all his spiders for me’
ulembela kutéléká nyámá yóé yangu ‘you like to cook all my meat’

When infinitives are the head of a phrase modified by a possessive, they do lose their H tones.

(83) kuteleká kwaake ‘his cooking’
    kuvaulayá kwaangu ‘my killing them’
    kutuyumilá kwaake ‘his buying for us’

An infinitival head noun may have multiple complements, including a full (object) noun phrase and a possessive pronoun. In such a case, the possessive pronoun will cause loss of H tones throughout the object noun phrase and in the infinitive head itself.

(84) kukalanga mikambé kwaangu
‘my frying sweet potato’
    ulola kuyuma ndizi kwaangu
‘you’re watching my buying bananas’
    ulola kuyuma ndizi jatángú kwaake
‘you’re watching his buying old bananas’
    ulembela kuteleka nyama yoé kwaangu
‘you like my cooking all the meat’

Since the verb, object noun phrases, and the pronoun are in the same phrase, lowering is possible.

Finally, a possessive pronoun may serve as the only element within a headless noun phrase in sentences such as *he took mine*. Whether the word before the pronoun is an inflected verb form or an infinitive, lowering is blocked.

(85) kutéléká yáangu ‘to cook mine’
    tuvenkutéléká vyáake ‘we are cooking his’
    atuvatelekéla vyáangu ‘we didn’t cook mine for them’

These restrictions all follow from the fundamental constraint that Possessive Lowering may only apply to elements in the same phrase as the possessive pronoun.
APPENDIX 1

Paradigm-style examples of the verb tense are given here, including appropriate stem-length, subject prefix, and object prefix contrasts.

**FUTURE POSITIVE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 subject</th>
<th>3 subject</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nnaalya</td>
<td>anáalya</td>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnavaápa</td>
<td>anaváapa</td>
<td>'give'</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnaliiima</td>
<td>análiima</td>
<td>'cultivate'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnakiyuúma</td>
<td>anakíyuuma</td>
<td>'buy'</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnateleéka</td>
<td>anatéleeka</td>
<td>'cook'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnachiteleéka</td>
<td>anachiteleéka</td>
<td>'cook'</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnapilikaána</td>
<td>anapílikaána</td>
<td>'hear'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnavafukuzíila</td>
<td>anaváfúkuzíila</td>
<td>'chase for'</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FAR PAST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 subject</th>
<th>3 subject</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nníilya</td>
<td>aníílya</td>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nniváapa</td>
<td>aniváapa</td>
<td>'give'</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nníliima</td>
<td>anílíima</td>
<td>'cultivate'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnikíyuuma</td>
<td>anikíyuuma</td>
<td>'buy'</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnitéleeka</td>
<td>anitéleeka</td>
<td>'cook'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnichitéleéka</td>
<td>anichitéleéka</td>
<td>'cook'</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnipilikaána</td>
<td>anipílikaána</td>
<td>'hear'</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nniváfúkuzíila</td>
<td>aniváfúkuzíila</td>
<td>'chase for'</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### NEAR PAST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 subject</th>
<th>3 subject</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ñniilya</td>
<td>ániilya</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñnivaápa</td>
<td>ánivaápa</td>
<td>‘give’</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñnilíima</td>
<td>ánilíima</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñníkiyuúma</td>
<td>áníkiyuúma</td>
<td>‘buy’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñníteleéka</td>
<td>áníteleéka</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñníchiteleéka</td>
<td>áníchiteleéka</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñnípilikaána</td>
<td>ánípilikaána</td>
<td>‘hear’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñnívafukužiíla</td>
<td>ánívafukužiíla</td>
<td>‘chase for’</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONDITIONAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 subject</th>
<th>3 subject</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nikáalya</td>
<td>akáalya</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nikachíílya</td>
<td>akachíílya</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nikalíima</td>
<td>akalíima</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nikakiyuúma</td>
<td>akakiyuúma</td>
<td>‘buy’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nikatélééka</td>
<td>akatélééka</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nikavitelekéela</td>
<td>akavitelekéela</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FUTURE NEGATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 subject</th>
<th>3 subject</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iiíi</td>
<td>aáíi</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikuúpi</td>
<td>akuúpi</td>
<td>‘give’</td>
<td>you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iliíi</td>
<td>alííi</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikíiyúumi</td>
<td>akiíiyúumi</td>
<td>‘buy’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itélééki</td>
<td>atélééki</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ichitélééki</td>
<td>achiíteleéki</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 subject</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uulyé</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uviýlye</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulíime</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ukúíime</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uteleéke</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvatélékéele</td>
<td>‘cook for’</td>
<td>them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gloss</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuúílya</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuvíílya</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kulúíma</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuchíshoona</td>
<td>‘sew’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kutélééka</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuchíteleéka</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kupíndíkúúla</td>
<td>‘change’</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuvátélékeéla</td>
<td>‘cook for’</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2

The rules cited above are recapitulated here, in their order of application.

(5) **Stem H Insertion**

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow H/\left[ \text{STEM} \ldots \right] \]

(13) **Future Negative Docking**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\left[ \text{ROOT} \ldots \mu \right]
\end{array}
\]

(Future Negative)

(applies in: conditional subordinate tenses subjunctive+OP “might not” tense inst. nom.)

(9) **Stem Mapping**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H'} \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\mu
\end{array}
\]

(appplies in: conditional subordinate tenses subjunctive+OP “might not” tense inst. nom.)

(4) **Stress Lengthening**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\left[ \text{+stress} \right] \\
\sigma \\
\mid \\
\mid \\
\emptyset \rightarrow \mu
\end{array}
\]

(7) **Default Docking**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H'} \\
\mid \\
\mu
\end{array}
\]
(31) **Shift to Stem**

a. \( H \)
   \[ +\text{OP} \]
   \[ \mu \]

b. \( H \)
   \[ +\text{SP} \]
   \[ \mu \]
   \[ \mu \]
   \[ \sigma' \]
   \[ -\text{OP} \]

(32) **Shift to Prefix**

\( H \)
   \[ +\text{SP} \]
   \[ \mu \]
   \[ \mu \]
   \[ \text{FUT, REM. PAST} \]

(39) **Stem Initial Docking**

\( H' \)
   \[ \mu \]

(16) **Tone Doubling**

\( H \)
   \[ \mu \]
   \[ \mu \]
   \[ \sigma \]
   \[ \sigma' \]

(18) **Meeussen's Rule**

\( H \rightarrow \emptyset / H \)
(46) **Stem H Deletion**

\[ H \rightarrow \emptyset / [\text{ka-SUBJUNCTIVE}] \]

(47) **OP-Subjunctive H Docking**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H}' \\
\text{[ROOT \text{µ}]} \\
\end{array}
\]

(73) **Modified Noun H Insertion**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[NP \ [N \ldots \text{µ} \text{µ} \text{X}]] \\
| \\
| \\
\emptyset \rightarrow \text{H} \\
\end{array}
\]

(74) **Demonstrative Spreading**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
| \\
\text{µ} \text{µ} \ldots \text{[+DEMONST.]} \\
\end{array}
\]

(61) **WH-Modifier Lowering**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[NP \ [N \ldots \text{[+WH]} \ldots ]] \\
| \\
| \\
\text{H} \rightarrow \emptyset \\
\end{array}
\]

(69) **Possessive Lowering**

\[ H \rightarrow \emptyset / [\text{A} \ldots \text{[B POSS. PRO.]}] \]

B c-commands A
(64) **Possessive Docking**

\[ H \quad \mu \quad [ \text{POSS. PRO.}] \quad \text{B c-commands A} \]

(57) **Floating H Docking**

\[ H' \quad [\omega \quad H \quad [\omega \mu] \quad \quad \]

(43) **Rightward Spreading**

\[ H \quad H \quad (\text{blocked in [+ASSERTIVE] verbs}) \]

\[ \mu \quad \mu' \]

(79) **Clitic Spreading**

\[ H \quad [\mu \quad [\text{CLITIC} \quad \mu] \quad \]

\[ \text{Studies in African Linguistics 21(1), 1990} \]
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This article is a description of the morphology of the regular verbs in Abidji. It shows how segmental and tonal rules interact to produce the realization of 14 tense-aspect combinations in 2 different classes of verbs. Each tense or aspect is represented by a specific tone pattern on the verb root and causes the occurrence of a certain tone on the prefix. I start with the description of the verbal structure and the presentation of the various tense-aspect combinations and of the 3 classes of verbs. Then I describe the tonal realization of each tense-aspect combination on the stems of Class 1 and Class 2 verbs (leaving out the third class of irregular verbs). Finally, I describe the phonological rules that create the tone-pattern found on the prefix.

O. Introduction

Abidji\(^1\) has a straightforward two-tone system which plays a very important role in the language mainly because of its use in tense-aspect derivations of verbs.

* This article is based on data collected between January 1979 and September 1981 at Katadji, a village in the Enyembe area. I want to thank all my Abidji informants, especially Mr Aka Adjèbè Moïse who very patiently taught me his language and also Mr Yédé Nguessan Emile and Mr Amani Sédji Désiré. I also express my gratitude to all who helped me in the analysis of the language, i.e. my colleagues of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Renée Vick, Constance Kutsch-Lojenga, and Dr James Stewart Roberts. But most of all I want to thank Dr Ivan Lowe, International Consultant of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, for the great help he provided in the last stages of the analysis and in the write-up during a two-part workshop held at Abidjan in May and June 1986 and in September and October 1987 under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.

\(^1\) The Abidji language is spoken by about 30,000 people in the southeast part of Côte d'Ivoire in a region situated 80 kms north of Abidjan. Abidji, under the name of Ari, was classified by Westermann and Bryan in the Lagoon Group of the Kwa languages. In Greenberg's classification, Abidji is called Ari and belongs to the Congo-Kordofanian group, Niger-Congo...
The goal of this article is to describe how the two tonemes (H and L) interact within the verbal word to produce the various forms of a verb. The approach chosen for this description is that of Autosegmental Phonology, where tone is considered as a tier independent from the segmental one and behaving according to its own set of rules before it is associated with the next tier, which is that of the segments. This approach suits perfectly the description of the tonal facts existing in Abidji since the analysis revealed the following:

(1) In Abidji, the process of tone mapping conforms to the Tone Mapping Rule described by Williams (and referred to in this paper by the term "Association Convention").

However, the following stipulations need to be added:

(2) The Tone Bearing Unit (TBU) is the syllable, i.e. a unit of timing made up of one of the following segmental combinations: V, CV, CrV, and CVV. In the last combination, the vowel sequence is always of the type:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
C & V_1 & V_2 \\
[+\text{high}] & [-\text{high}] \\
\end{array}
\]

(3) A TBU which is immediately followed by a word boundary or by a TBU carrying its own intrinsic tone is allowed to carry 2 tones but not more. If such a TBU has only one vowel, that single vowel will carry the tone glide, but if it has two, the tone glide will be distributed over the two vowels:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
T & T & T \\
\| & \| & \| \\
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\wedge & /\wedge & /\wedge \\
CV & CrV & CVV \\
\end{array}
\]

family, sub-family Kwa, sub-group b: Lagoon Languages (I.A.4.b). The Abidji themselves do not use this word "Abidji", which is the term used by the Administration and by the other ethnic groups. They themselves use only the names of the 2 dialects, Enyembe, spoken in the southern and western parts of the area, and Ogbru in the east.

2 In order to avoid possible confusion, I have always used capitals H, L to refer to tones and features within square brackets, e.g. [+high], to refer to segmental vowel height.

3 I have referred to a 1971 prepublication version of Williams [1976]. Williams' Tone Mapping Rule is as follows:

(1) It maps from left to right a sequence of tones onto a sequence of syllables.
(2) It assigns one tone per syllable until it runs out of tones,
(3) then it assigns the last tone that was specified to the remaining untomed syllables on the right
(4) until it encounters the next syllable to the right belonging to a morpheme with specified tone.

4 The symbol r stands for the 2 phonemes /r/ and /l/, which are the only two consonants that can appear as C₂ in a syllable initial consonant cluster.
There is a language specific restriction that no TBU can carry three tones. Thus, it is never possible for the final V in a CVV syllable to carry a tone glide.

(4) In the verbs, the domain of association of a tone pattern starts with the first Tone Bearing Unit of the stem. Thus the prefixes that are inherently toneless (the pronoun and the Aspect Vowel) are outside this domain of association and will require special phonological rules to determine the tone that they will bear in each environment.

1. Generalities

In order to describe the different realizations of tone on the verbs, we need to divide the verbs into three classes on the basis of their tonal behaviour, but before we do this, we must state the properties that all three classes have in common, i.e. the structure of a verb form, and the different tenses and aspects.

1.1. The structure of the verb.

1.1.1. Roots and reduplicated stems. The obligatory element of a verb is the root. A root is always monomorphemic, but it can be either monosyllabic or disyllabic:

(5) MONOSYLLABIC           DISYLLABIC
   ye   ‘to show’              tɔpɔ   ‘to send someone’
   fɔe   ‘to laugh’            kɔওaɔ   ‘to remind’
   kpra  ‘to look’             bɔka   ‘to help’

A root can be expanded by the addition of a reduplication prefix which is made up of the first consonant of the root, but since consonant clusters $C_1C_2$ in which $C_2$ is not $/r/$ or $/l/$ are forbidden in the language, a vowel epenthesis rule is necessary. This rule inserts a [+high] vowel in the $C_1C_2$ sequence when a

---

5 Abidji has the following phonemes: 21 consonants /p, b, f, w, m, t, d, s, l, r, n, c, j, y, n, kp, gb, k, g, ?, h/; 9 vowels, divided into 2 series [+ATR] i, e, u, o and [-ATR] i, e, o, a.
reduplicative prefix is added to a verb root. The epenthetic vowel agrees in backness and ATR with the first vowel of the root.

(6) **VOWEL EPENTHESIS**

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow V / C_1 \_ C_2 V X \\
[+\text{high}] \text{PFX} [\alpha F]
\]

The presence of the reduplicative prefix means that the action is performed by several agents or has several objects. In the case of the reduplicated form of a verb, we will no longer talk about the verb root, but about the verb stem.

(7) **ROOT** \hspace{1cm} **REDUPLICATED STEM**

\[ \text{ye} \quad \text{‘to show’} \quad \text{yi-ye} \quad \text{‘to teach’} \]
\[ \text{kpра} \quad \text{‘to look’} \quad \text{kп-kpра} \quad \text{‘to inspect’} \]
\[ \text{фie} \quad \text{‘to wash’} \quad \text{fi-fie} \quad \text{‘to wash many clothes’} \]
\[ \text{tоpω} \quad \text{‘to send someone’} \quad \text{tω-tопω} \quad \text{‘to send many people’} \]

In addition to the reduplicative prefix, some verb roots need an intensive suffix -U.\(^6\) This suffix is also counted as part of the stem in the mapping of the different tone patterns.

(8) **ROOT** \hspace{1cm} **REDUPLICATED STEMS WITH INTENSIVE SUFFIX**

\[ \text{pa} \quad \text{‘to buy’} \quad \text{pt-pa-ω} \quad \text{‘to buy many things’} \]
\[ \text{fоω} \quad \text{‘to give’} \quad \text{fω-fω-ω} \quad \text{‘to give many presents’} \]

Then, to the stem (or root when non-reduplicated) can be added several prefixes and suffixes.

1.1.2. **Prefixes.** (a) **Aspect Vowel (AV):** This vowel, which is [+high] for some tense-aspect combinations and [-high] for others (as shown in (31), (32), (33), and (34) of §1.2), comes immediately to the left of the stem. It is inherently toneless and so derives its tone from the Tone Mapping Rules that will be described in §3.

---

\(^6\) Since the phonetic realization of a vowel depends on the vowel harmony specifications of the word it belongs to, \(U\) represents the two [+high,+back] vowels [u] and [ʊ]. \(I\) represents the two [+high,-back] vowels [i] and [ɪ].
(9) a. ọ-tọtọpọl7 ‘to send several people’ (INFINITIVE)
   AV-STEM

b. n-ọ-bútù ‘he has asked’ (ACCOMPLISHED)
   S-AV-STEM

c. f-i-yê ‘you show’ (HABITUAL)
   S-AV-STEM

(In 9b and 9c, S- represents the subject pronoun.)

(b) Aspect Morpheme (AM): In addition to the AV, some aspects also require
an Aspect Morpheme, which comes directly to the left of the AV in the verb
structure. Unlike the AV, the AM carries its own inherent tone. However, when
the segmental representation of this AM is a phoneme carrying the feature [-syll],
the tone that is associated with it will have to dock onto the nearest element on the
segmental tier carrying the [+syll] feature. This element is always the AV, and
the rule that accomplishes this is called the Aspect Morpheme Tone Docking Rule
(AMTD).

There are four Aspect Morphemes. Three of them are sonorant consonants,
and one is an obstruent. The sonorants may undergo certain phonological
changes when another consonant (the subject pronoun) is also present in the
prefix.

The PROGRESSIVE aspect morpheme is attached to the PROGRESSIVE and
the PROGRESSIVE NEGATIVE. It takes the following form:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{tonal tier} & \text{L} \\
\hline
\text{segmental tier} & n \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{[-syll]} & \text{[+]son} \\
\hline
\text{[+]alv]} & \\
\end{array}
\]

Its segmental representation is the nasal alveolar sonorant /n/. On the segmental
tier, it undergoes a deletion rule when a subject pronoun is present:

7 In all the examples given in this section, the surface tone pattern of each tense or aspect is
indicated because it is part of this particular form, but for a full justification of its realization, see §2
and §3.
(10) SONORANT ASPECT MORPHEME DELETION RULE (SAMDR)

\[
\begin{align*}
C & \rightarrow \emptyset / \ C \rightarrow V \\
\text{[syll]} & \quad \text{[syll]} \\
\text{[son]} & \quad \text{PRN}\text{-}\text{AM}
\end{align*}
\]

(11) PROGRESSIVE without subject pronoun

Underlying: \( K'\text{ir} \text{-} \text{é} \text{-} \text{sí} \)
Subject: AM-AV-stem

AMTD: \( K'\text{ir} \text{-} \text{sí} \)

'Kere is bringing'

(12) PROGRESSIVE with subject pronoun

Underlying: \( f\text{-}n' \text{-} \text{é} \text{-} \text{sí} \)
PRN-AM-AV-stem

SAMDR: \( f' \text{-} \text{ésí} \)

PRN-AV-stem

'you are bringing'

(13) PROG NEG without subject pronoun

Underlying: \( K'\text{ir} \text{-} \text{é} \text{-} \text{sí} \)
Subject: AM-AV-stem

AMTD: \( K'\text{ir} \text{-} \text{sí} \)

'Kere is not bringing'

(14) PROG NEG with subject pronoun

Underlying: \( f\text{-}n' \text{-} \text{é} \text{-} \text{sí} \)
PRN-AM-AV-stem

SAMDR: \( f' \text{-} \text{ésí} \)

PRN-AV-stem

AMTD: \( f'\text{-sí} \)

'you are not bringing'
The FUTURE aspect morpheme takes the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tonal tier} & \quad H \\
\text{segmental tier} & \quad y \\
\end{align*}
\]

Its segmental representation is the palatal semi-vowel /y/. On the segmental tier, it also undergoes the deletion rule (10) when a subject pronoun is present:

(15) FUTURE without subject pronoun

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kin} & \quad y^-i-sí \\
\text{Subject} & \quad AM-AV-stem \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘Kere will bring’

(16) FUTURE with subject pronoun

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Underlying} & \quad f^-y^-i-sí \\
\text{PRN-AM-AV-stem} & \\
\text{FUT AM Deletion} & \quad f^-i-sí \\
\text{PRN-AV-stem} & \\
\text{AMTD} & \quad f^-i-sí \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘you will bring’

The PROVISIONAL NEGATIVE aspect morpheme takes the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tonal tier} & \quad L \\
\text{segmental tier} & \quad y \\
\end{align*}
\]

Its segmental representation is again the palatal semi-vowel /y/, but its tonal and segmental behaviour when the subject is a pronoun is different from that of the preceding aspect morphemes in that it must undergo the Syllabification Rule (17) rather than the deletion rule (10), which must thus be revised as (10’).
(17) PROVISIONAL NEG. ASPECT MORPHEME SYLLABIFICATION

\[
y \rightarrow I / C \_V
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
-\text{syll} \\
\text{PROV NEG}
\end{array} / [+\text{syll}] / 
\begin{array}{l}
-\text{syll} \\
\text{PRN}
\end{array}
\]

(10') SONORANT ASPECT MORPHEME DELETION

\[
C \rightarrow \emptyset / C \_V
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
-\text{syll} \\
+\text{son} \\
\text{AM}
\end{array} / [-\text{syll}] / 
\begin{array}{l}
-\text{syll} \\
\text{PRN}
\end{array}
\]

Condition: \[
C \neq y
\]

Rule (17) changes the semi-vowel /y/ into the vowel /i/ (cf. fn. 6) when a pronoun is added. By changing its feature from [-syll] to [+syll], this rule allows the PROV NEG AM to act as the segmental support for its own low tone, but it also obliges it to conform to the Vowel Harmony Rule (18).

(18) VOWEL HARMONY RULE

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
\text{PRF}
\end{array} \rightarrow [\alpha\text{ATR}] / C \_C \_V
\]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
[\alpha\text{ATR}]
\end{array} / 
\begin{array}{l}
\text{ROOT}
\end{array}
\]

(A vowel occurring in an affix has ATR harmony with the vowel(s) of the root.)

Thus, the syllabified PROV NEG AM will be realized as the vowel /i/ in verbs carrying the feature [+ATR], and as the vowel /t/ in verbs carrying the feature [-ATR], as shown in the following examples:
(19) PROVISIONAL NEGATIVE without subject pronoun

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Underlying} & \quad Kìrì & \quad y\text{̀}-\text{é}-sì & \quad Kìrì & \quad y\text{̀}-\text{é}-lì \\
\text{Subject} & \quad \text{AM-AV-stem} & \quad \text{Subject} & \quad \text{AM-AV-stem} \\
\text{AMTD} & \quad Kìrì & \quad y-\text{è}-sì & \quad Kìrì & \quad y-\text{è}-lì \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘Kere has not brought yet’ \quad ‘Kere has not done yet’

(20) PROVISIONAL NEGATIVE with subject pronoun

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Underlying} & \quad f-y\text{̀}-\text{é}-sì & \quad f-y\text{̀}-\text{é}-lì \\
\text{S-AM-AV-stem} & \quad f-\text{í}-\text{è}-sì & \quad f-\text{í}-\text{è}-lì \\
\text{AM Syllabification} & \quad f-\text{í}-\text{è}-sì & \quad f-\text{í}-\text{è}-lì \\
& \quad S-AM-AV-stem & \quad S-AM-AV-stem \\
\text{AM Syllabification} & \quad f-\text{í}-\text{è}-sì & \quad f-\text{í}-\text{è}-lì \\
& \quad S-AM-AV-stem & \quad S-AM-AV-stem \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘you have not brought yet’ \quad ‘you have not done yet’

The PROHIBITIVE aspect morpheme consists of the alveolar voiced plosive /d/ on the segmental tier and a low tone on the tonal tier. This tone will of course dock onto the AV, but unlike the other AM, the consonant, probably because it is an obstruent and not a sonorant, will not delete in the presence of a pronoun. Instead, it will cause the insertion of an epenthetic vowel according to rule (6), just like the reduplicative prefix.

(21) PROHIBITIVE with pronoun subject

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Underlying} & \quad n-d\text{̀}-\text{è}-sì \\
\text{PRN-AM-AV-stem} & \quad n-d\text{̀}-\text{è}-sì \\
\text{Epenthesis} & \quad nì-d\text{̀}-\text{è}-sì \quad \text{‘don’t let him bring’}
\end{align*}
\]

This epenthetic vowel has no tone of its own, and since in the PROHIBITIVE the pronoun does not cause any specific tone to appear, this syllable always copies the tone of the next one, as will be shown in (74).
(c) Subject Pronoun (S): It occurs as the very first element of the verb when the subject is not a Noun Phrase or in the DIRECT IMPERATIVE and PROHIBITIVE when the subject is not in the second person. This pronoun is an inherently toneless consonant with the following forms:

(22) $m$- for 1st p. sg. \( S\text{-AV-STEM} m\-ù\-tùtrù \) ‘I think’
(23) $f$- for 2nd p. \( f\-ù\-tùtrù \) ‘you think’
(24) $n$- for 3rd p. \( n\-ù\-tùtrù \) ‘he/she thinks’
(25) $r$- for 1st p. pl. \( r\-ù\-tùtrù \) ‘we think’

1.1.3. Suffixes. Now, to the right of the stem one may add the following suffixes:

(a) plural -$nI$. This suffix carries its own H tone:

(26) $nǐyē$ ‘he will show’ \( nǐyē\-nī \) ‘they will show’

\( ftpā \) ‘you (sg) buy’ \( ftpā\-nī \) ‘you (pl) buy’

(b) Object Pronouns (O):

(27) -$mU$ for 1st p. sg. \( nūbūtū\-mù \) ‘he asks me’
(28) -$fU$ for 2nd p. sg. \( nūbūtū\-fù \) ‘he asks you’
(29) $nI$ for 3rd p. sg. \( nūbūtū\-nì \) ‘he asks him’

The 3rd person pronoun carries its own L tone, but the 1st and 2nd person pronouns change their tone according to the class of the verb they are attached to. Plural object pronouns are independent words, not suffixes.

(c) Negative Morpheme -$mU$ with a H tone appears in the negative group (see 32):

(30) $n\-ē\-yē\-mù$ \( S\text{-AV-ROOT-NEG} \) ‘he doesn’t show’

The only verbal suffix we will talk about in this article is the negative morpheme -$mù$. 
We can sum up the position of the different elements of the verb in the following formula:

$$\pm \text{Subj. pron. } \pm \text{AM } \pm \text{AV} + \frac{\pm \text{redup. } + \text{ROOT } \pm \text{Intensive}}{\text{STEM}} \pm \begin{cases} \text{negative} \\
\text{plural} \\
\text{object} \end{cases}$$

1.2. Tenses and aspects. All verbs share the same combinations of tenses and aspects. These tense-aspect combinations all have an Aspect Vowel in their surface realizations apart from three exceptions: (31b), (33a) and (33b), in which the stem is found in isolation when the subject is not a pronoun. For some combinations, the Aspect Vowel is [+high], for others, it is [-high], as shown in (31-34) below.

The different tense-aspect combinations can be divided into four different groups according to the Tone Mapping Rules (TMR) that operate within them. I give the combinations belonging to the four groups here. By establishing these groups, the derivations of sections 2 and 3 will lead to the correct surface forms.

(31) Positive Group

a. HABITUAL (HAB) [+high]
b. PERFECTIVE (PERF) [+high] with pronoun
c. FUTURE (FUT) [+high] (except in 57b)
d. PROGRESSIVE (PROG) [-high]
e. ACCOMPLISHED (ACC) [-high]
f. HYPOTHETICAL (HYP) [-high]

(32) Negative Group

a. ABSOLUTE NEGATIVE (ABS NEG) [+high]
b. SPECIFIC NEGATIVE (SPEC NEG) [-high]
c. PROGRESSIVE NEGATIVE (PROG NEG) [-high]
d. PROVISIONAL NEGATIVE (PROV NEG) [-high]

(33) Imperative Group

a. DIRECT IMPERATIVE (DIR IMP) [+high] with pronoun
b. INDIRECT IMPERATIVE (IND IMP) [+high] with pronoun
c. PROHIBITIVE (PROH) [-high]

(34) The INFINITIVE (INF) with a [-high] AV constitutes the fourth category.
Within each of these groups, the same TMR's operate.

1.3. The three classes of verbs. The Abidji verbs are divided into three different classes according to the different tone patterns which appear on the verb stems to realize the various tense-aspect combinations.

Class 1 contains the vast majority of Abidji verbs. Stems of class 1 can consist of up to 3 TBU's on which the tense-aspect combinations can be realized by tone patterns of one or two tones. The tone pattern realized on Class 1 stems is L for some tense-aspect combinations, HL for others, and LH for yet others, as shown in (35).

Class 2 consists only of a few CV and CVV roots on which the tense-aspect combinations can be realized by tone patterns of one tone only, specifically L or H, as shown in (35).

(35) Summary chart of stem tone patterns in Classes 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone Pattern on Class 1 stems</th>
<th>Tense-aspect combination</th>
<th>Tone Pattern on Class 2 roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HYP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPEC NEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROV NEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IND IMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>PROH</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NP Subj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pm Subj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>ABS NEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROG NEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DIR IMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that for every tense-aspect combination (bar two exceptions), the single tone on Class 2 stems is identical to the first tone of the tone pattern on
Class 1 stems. The two exceptions in Class 2 are ACCOMPLISHED with a Noun Phrase Subject and PROHIBITIVE (see examples (76) and (77) of §3.4).

Note that none of the verbs belonging to Class 2 can have more than one TBU. Consequently, the reduplicated forms of all Class 2 roots will belong to Class 1.

Another characteristic of Class 2 verbs is the absence of the negative suffix -\(mU\) in the negative group of tense-aspect combinations.\(^8\)

(36) SPECIFIC NEGATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Class 1</th>
<th>b. Class 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n-\dot{a}-kpr\hat{a}-m\hat{o})</td>
<td>(n-\hat{o}-t\hat{o})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-AV-ROOT-NEG</td>
<td>S-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘he is not looking’</td>
<td>‘he is not giving’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a 3rd class composed of the following 5 irregular verbs:

| ?a | ‘to go’ |
| ?t | ‘to eat’ |
| ?i | ‘to come’ |
| ?u | ‘to die’ |
| ?\(\hat{o}\) | ‘to fight’ |

I will not treat them further here.

2. Tone on Verbal Stems

2.1. Class 1 verbs. In this class, the three tone patterns available are L, HL, and LH. With 14 tenses and aspects and only 3 tone patterns, several forms have to share the same tone pattern.

Class 1 is divided into 3 sub-classes, according to the CV structure of the segmental tier:

- Sub-class 1a consists of monosyllabic roots (only one TBU: CV, CVV, CrV).
- Sub-class 1b consists of disyllabic roots (2 TBU’s).
- Sub-class 1c contains all expanded stems derived from roots of sub-classes 1a and 1b and from roots of class 2.

\(^8\) The negative suffix reappears in Class 2 verbs, however, when another suffix is also present, such as the object pronoun or the plural.
2.1.1. The L tone pattern.

(37) Sub-class 1a: 

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>CrV</td>
<td>CVV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOT</td>
<td>ROOT</td>
<td>ROOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIR IMP: 

- ye 'show!'
- kprà 'look!'
- ëkè 'hope!'

2nd person sg: ‘show!’ ‘look!’ ‘hope!’

(38) Sub-class 1b: 

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVCV</td>
<td>CVVCV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOT</td>
<td>ROOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIR IMP: 

- bùtù 'ask!'
- kòvatù 'remind'

2nd person sg: ‘ask!’ ‘remind’

(39) a. Sub-class 1c: (reduplicated) 

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV-CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>CV-CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIR IMP: 

- gò-gò 'implore!'
- bì-bì è 'scratch!'
- kù-kòtù 'praise!'

2nd person sg: ‘implore!’ ‘scratch!’ ‘praise!’

b. 

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV-CrV</td>
<td></td>
<td>CV-CVVCV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIR IMP: 

- jì-jìè 'shine!'
- sù-sùòpù ‘examine!'

2nd person sg: ‘shine!’ ‘examine!’

Some CV and CVV roots add the intensive suffix -U to their reduplicated form. This suffix is still within the domain of the root tone pattern.
2.1.2. The HL tone pattern

(40) Sub-class 1a:  
\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{HL} & \text{HL} & \text{HL} \\
\text{CVVCV} & \text{CrV} & \text{CVV} \\
\text{NPS ROOT} & \text{NPS ROOT} & \text{NPS ROOT} \\
\text{PERF} & \text{Áyó yê} & \text{Áyó kprâ} & \text{Áyó šìè} \\
\end{array} \]

'Áyó showed'  'Áyó looked'  'Áyó hoped'

(41) Sub-class 1b:  
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{HL} \\
\text{CVVCV} \\
\text{NPS ROOT} \\
\text{PERF} & \text{Áyó ūụ́} \\
\end{array} \]

'Ayo asked'

Since the Tone Bearing Units are syllables, the HL pattern is mapped onto a CVVCVC root in the following way (see (3) of section 0):

(42) Underlying  
\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
H & L & \sigma & \sigma \\
\sigma & \sigma & / & / \\
\text{CVVCVC} \\
\end{array} \]

Surface Form  
\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
H & L & \sigma & \sigma \\
\sigma & \sigma & / & / \\
\text{CVVCVC} \\
\end{array} \]

PERF  
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Áyó kóóátò} \\
\text{NPS ROOT} \\
\end{array} \]

'Ayo reminded'
(43) a. Sub-class 1c

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV-CV</td>
<td>CV-CVV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERF**

Áyó  *go-gó*  Áyó  *bí-bi è*

'Áyo implored'  'Áyo scratched'

b.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV-CrV</td>
<td>CV-CVV CV-CVCV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>rd-ROOT</td>
<td>NPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERF**

*gbé*  *jí-jré*  Áyó  *sú-sùdú*  Áyó  *kú-kótù*

'the sun shone'  'Áyo examined'  'Áyo praised'

c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV-CV-U</td>
<td>CV-CVV-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>rd-ROOT-intens.</td>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>rd-ROOT-intens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERF**

Áyó  *ki-ké-ù*  Áyó  *fó-fóó-ô*

'Ayo shook'  'Ayo gave many presents'

2.1.3. **The LH tone pattern.** In sub-classes 1a and 1b, the LH tone pattern is mapped onto the number of TBU's available according to the association convention. Note that in the following examples (44) to (47c), the tone on the Aspect Vowel is H because of the Initial Stem Tone Polarization Rule formulated in (59) of §3.1.2.

(44) Sub-class 1a in the INFINITIVE ([−high] AV):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>LH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>e-ye</td>
<td>a-kpra</td>
<td>e-lié</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV-ROOT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>l/</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>l/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>éyé</td>
<td>ákprá</td>
<td>élié</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

' to show'  'to look'  'to hope'
Tone in Abidji Verb Morphology

(45) a. Sub-Class 1b in the INFINITIVE ([-high] AV):

Underlying Form

L H

\( o\text{-}b\text{\textmu}t\text{\textmu} \)

AV-ROOT

Association

L H

Convention

\[ \| \| \]

\( o\text{-}b\text{\textmu}t\text{\textmu} \)

Surface Form

\( \dot{o}\text{-}b\text{\textmu}t\text{\textmu} \)

'\text{\textmu}t\text{\textmu} to ask'

Again, as with example (42), a root initial CVV syllable carries the first tone of the tone pattern in (45b).

(45) b. Sub-class 1b in the INFINITIVE ([-high] AV):

Underlying Form

L H

and

\[ \| \| \]

initial associations

\( \sigma \sigma \)

\( \backslash \backslash / / \)

\( a\text{-}k\text{o\textmu}t\text{\textmu} \)

AV-ROOT

Surface form

\( \dot{a}\text{-}k\text{o\textmu}t\text{\textmu} \)

'to remind'

But in sub-class 1c (the subclass of reduplicated stems in class 1), the LH tone pattern is not mapped onto the TBU's according to the association convention. In order to describe its behaviour, we need to state a rule for these reduplicated stems which links the first tone of the LH tone pattern to the first syllable of the verb root before reduplication.

(46) Linking Rule

\[ \begin{array}{c}
*L \\
L H \\
| \\
* \\
\sigma_{r1} \sigma_{r2} \end{array} \]

(\( \sigma_{r} \) represents the syllables of the root)

Next the association convention puts the rest of the tones of the root pattern on the remaining syllables of the root.
Then the reduplicative prefix copies the first tone of the root tone pattern.

(47) a. Sub-class 1c in the INFINITIVE ([-high] AV):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>L H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>bie</td>
<td>kotu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked Rule</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>bie</td>
<td>kotu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Convention</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>bie</td>
<td>kotu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefix Addition and Tone Copying</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>bie</td>
<td>kotu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface Form

| ọgọgo      | ẹbibié    | ọkùkọtú |
| 'to implore'| 'to scratch'| 'to praise' |
(47) b. Sub-class 1c with -U suffix in the INFINITIVE:

Underlying

\[ L \ H \]

\[ e-ki-ke-u \]

AV-rd-ROOT-intens.

Surface Form

\[ é-ki'-ke-u \]

‘to shake’

(47) c. Sub-class 1c in the INFINITIVE: Once again, in the case of a CVV root-initial syllable, the L tone is carried by the CVV syllable, as in (42) and (45b).

Initial Associations

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
L & H \\
L & L \\
\sigma & \sigma \\
\sigma & \sigma \\
/\ & /\ \\
o-su-suopu & o-f\mathfrak{o}-f\mathfrak{o}-\omega \\
\end{array}
\]

Tone Copying on the Prefix

\[ L \ L \ H \]

\[ L \ L \ H \]

\[ o-su-suopu \]

\[ o-f\mathfrak{o}-f\mathfrak{o}-\omega \]

Surface Form

\[ ósùsùdùpù \]

‘to examine’

\[ ọfọfọdọdọ \]

‘to give many presents’

2.2. Class 2 verbs. In this class, the only tone patterns available are H or L, each consisting of just one tone.

Class 2 has a H tone on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAB</th>
<th>PERFS</th>
<th>FUTS</th>
<th>PROGS</th>
<th>HYPS</th>
<th>SPEC NEG</th>
<th>PROV NEG</th>
<th>IND IMP</th>
<th>PROH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>(where Class 1 had HL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Class 2 has a L tone on INF (where Class 1 had LH) PROG NEG (where Class 1 had L) DIR IMP " ABS NEG "

The tense-aspect combination accomplished is not in the list above because the tone on the root of Class 2 verbs conjugated in the accomplished when the subject is a pronoun is different from what it is when the subject is a Noun Phrase. Specifically, Class 2 has a H tone on ACC with a NP subject and it has L tone on ACC with a pronoun subject.

(48) The H tone pattern in Class 2 roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV root</th>
<th>CVV root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying Form</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>́Ayó pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS ROOT</td>
<td>NPS ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>́Ayó pá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>́Ayó pá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Ayo bought’</td>
<td>‘Ayo laughed’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(49) The L tone pattern in Class 2 roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV root</th>
<th>CVV root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR IMP</td>
<td>pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOT</td>
<td>ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>́pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>́pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘buy!’</td>
<td>‘laugh!’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ACCOMPLISHED aspect in Class 2 verbs: The tone on the [-high] AV is L in (50) and H in (51) because of the Initial Stem Tone Polarization Rule formulated in (59).

(50) ACC without pronoun subject

```
CV root                CVV root
Underlying         H            H
Áyó     a-pa              Áyó  e-føe
NPS  AV-ROOT             NPS  AV-ROOT
Association        H            H
Convention         \             \nÁyó     a-pa              Áyó  e-føe
Surface Form  Áyó  àpá         Áyó  èføè
‘Ayo has bought’ ‘Ayo has laughed’
```

(51) ACC with pronoun subject

```
Underlying         L            L
n-a-pa             n-ø-føe
S-AV-ROOT          S-AV-ROOT
Association        L            L
Convention         \             \n n-a-pa             n-ø-føe
Surface Form  nápá          nèføè
‘he has bought’ ‘he has laughed’
```

3. Tone on the Aspect Vowel

As was already mentioned (see 1.1.2.a and b), both the Aspect Vowel and the subject pronoun are inherently toneless, and so the tone of the syllable they form needs to be determined by the application of a rule which is different for each group of tense-aspect combinations. That is why we defined in §1.2 four
different groups of tense-aspect combinations: the positives, the negatives, the
imperatives and the infinitive.

The negatives are the only aspects that do not take into account the initial stem
tone for the determination of the prefix tone. The other three groups cause the
prefix to either copy or polarize the first tone of the stem.

Since the first tone of the stem is the same for both classes of verbs apart from
two exceptions (see chart (35)), the following rules, which determine the tone of
the AV, are valid for Classes 1 and 2, and I will only use a Class 1 CVCV root to
illustrate them.

The 2 exceptions in Class 2 (ACC with NP subject and PROH) will be treated
separately in (76) and (77).

3.1. The positive group. This is the only group of tense-aspect combinations
where two different rules are at work, because it is the only group in which the
addition of the pronoun causes a tone polarization rule (59) to apply, while in the
absence of the pronoun, the Aspect Vowel simply copies the first tone of the stem.

3.1.1. Initial Stem Tone Copying. The rule which applies in the positive
group when there is no pronoun is called Initial Stem Tone Copying (ISTC), and
can be formulated as follows:

(T₁ T₂ represent the root tone pattern and σ_s the syllables of the stem.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>T₁</th>
<th>T₂</th>
<th>Tonal tier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV- σ_s</td>
<td>σ_s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>T₁</td>
<td>T₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV- σ_s</td>
<td>σ_s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(52) ISTC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T₁</th>
<th>T₁</th>
<th>T₂</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>-σ_s</td>
<td>σ_s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the Aspect Vowel duplicates the tone T₁, the first tone of the stem tone
pattern.
Applications of the ISTC in the POSITIVE group:

TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: LH

(53) ACC with NP subject [-high] AV

Underlying L H

| Áyó  | o-butu |
| NPS  | AV-ROOT |

Association L H

Convention

| Áyó  | o-butu |

ISTC L L H

| Áyó  | o-butu |

Surface Form Áyó o-butú 'Ayo has asked'

TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: HL

(54) HAB [+high] AV

Underlying H L

| Áyó  | u-butu |
| NPS  | AV-ROOT |

Surface Form H H L

| Áyó  | u-butu |

(55) HYP [-high] AV

Underlying H L

| Áyó  | o-butu |
| NPS  | AV-ROOT |

Surface Form H H L

| Áyó  | o-butu |

Two other aspects in the positive group: PROG and FUT, need an Aspect Morpheme.

(56) PROG [-high] AV: The PROG Aspect Morpheme is n- with a L tone which eventually docks onto the AV by the Aspect Morpheme Tone Docking Rule
(AMTD) first mentioned in §1.1.2b. This Tone Docking, which is the reassignment of a tone to an element of the segmental tier different from the one it was initially assigned to, comes at the very end of the derivation, when all other tones have already been assigned, either by convention or by a rule.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
L & H & L \\
\end{array}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>́Ayó</th>
<th>n-o-butu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td></td>
<td>AM-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association</th>
<th>L H L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>́Ayó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISTC</th>
<th>L H H L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>́Ayó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMTD</th>
<th>L H H L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>́Ayó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Surface Form | ́Ayó  | nöbültu | Ayo is asking’ |

(57) **FUT without subject pronoun:** The Future tense without a pronoun has three different realizations, according to the dialect of the speakers. The first two realizations (57a) and (57b) have in common the fact that the AM (y') carries a H tone (§1.1.2b) and does not undergo any modification on the segmental tier.

The difference between these first two realizations is in the height of the AV. The FUTURE was presented in (31) as having a [+high] AV but with a qualification. In actual fact, when the subject is a pronoun (65), and in two realizations out of three when the subject is a Noun Phrase (57a) and (57c), it does have a [+high] AV. But the most common realization in the dialect I studied (57b), has a [-high] Aspect Vowel.
\[(57)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>a. FUT [+high] AV</th>
<th>b. FUT [-high] AV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H H L</td>
<td>H H L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó y-u-butu</td>
<td>Áyó y-o-butu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS AM-AV-ROOT</td>
<td>NPS AM-AV-ROOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>H H L</td>
<td>H H L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó y-u-butu</td>
<td>Áyó y-o-butu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTC</td>
<td>H H H L</td>
<td>H H H L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMTD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó y-u-butu</td>
<td>Áyó y-o-butu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fusion of 2 H's</td>
<td>H H L</td>
<td>H H L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Deletion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó y-u-butu</td>
<td>Áyó y-o-butu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>Áyó yúbútù</td>
<td>Áyó yóbútù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Ayo will ask'</td>
<td>'Ayo will ask'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the third realization (57c), found in 2 or 3 villages in the dialect I studied, it seems that the underlying form of the AM carried a L tone (instead of a H) and, on the segmental tier, was deleted, even though there is no consonant in the environment. The L tone of the AM docks quite normally onto the AV.

(57) c. FUT [+high] AV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>AM Deletion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L H L</td>
<td>Áyó u-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó y-u-butu</td>
<td>NPS AM-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Áyó u-butu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The PERF with a NP subject does not take any AV, but presents only the root with a HL pattern:

\[ \text{Áyó} \quad \text{u-butu} \quad \text{'Ayo asked'} \]

3.1.2. **Initial Stem Tone Polarization.** The second rule at work in the positive group applies when the subject is a personal pronoun prefixed to the Aspect Vowel. This rule, called Initial Stem Tone Polarization (ISTP) causes the AV to take the tone complementary to the first tone of the root. If we call \(-T_1\) the complementary tone to \(T_1\), then we have: \(-H=\text{L}\) and \(-L=\text{H}\), and we can represent the polarization rule schematically as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>(T_1)</th>
<th>(T_2)</th>
<th>Tonal tier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV-</td>
<td>(\sigma_s)</td>
<td>(\sigma_s)</td>
<td>Segmental tier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Association Convention | \(T_1\) | \(T_2\) | |
|-------------------------|--------|--------|-
| AV                     | \(\sigma_s\) | \(\sigma_s\) |

(59) **ISTP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(-T_1)</th>
<th>(T_1)</th>
<th>(T_2)</th>
<th>Surface Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV-</td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Applications of ISTP in the POSITIVE group:

TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: LH

(60) ACC [-high] AV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>LH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f-o-butu</td>
<td>prn-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Association | LH |
| Convention  | || |
| f-o-butu    | |

ISTP

| -L L H (-L=H) |
| f-o-butu    |

Surface Form  fóbútú ‘you have asked’

TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: HL

(61) HAB [+high] AV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>HL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f-u-butu</td>
<td>prn-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Surface Form | -H H L |
| Form         | || |
| f-u-butu     | |

| fúbútú ‘you ask’ |

(62) HYP [-high] AV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>HL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f-o-butu</td>
<td>prn-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Surface Form | -H H L (-H=L) |
| Form         | || |
| f-o-butu     | |

| fóbútú ‘you would ask’ |

(63) PERF with a subject pronoun has a [+high] AV and behaves like all other aspects of the positive group with a pronoun subject, i.e., it is submitted to ISTP:
(64) **PROG:** In this aspect, the Aspect Vowel has the feature [-high], and the progressive AM *n* `-`, being a [+son] consonant in a context where it is preceded by another consonant (the pronoun, *f* -, in the example), undergoes the Sonorant AM Deletion Rule of (10').
(65) **FUT:** Unlike what happened when the subject was an NP, there is only one realization for the FUT when the subject is a pronoun. Segmentally, the AV is a [+high] vowel, and the rule applied to the AM 𝑦´ is the Deletion Rule of (10). On the tonal tier, ISTP puts a -H on the AV, then the H tone of the AM docks onto the AV, and the net result is a HL glide on the prefix.

Underlying  

\[ H \quad H \quad L \]

\[ f-y-u-betu \]

\[ pm-AM-AV-ROOT \]

SAMDR  

\[ f-u-betu \]

Association  

\[ H \quad H \quad L \]

\[ f-u-betu \]

Convention  

\[ H \quad H \quad L \]

\[ f-u-betu \]

ISTP  

\[ H \quad -H \quad H \quad L \quad (-H=L) \]

\[ f-u-betu \]

AMTD  

\[ H \quad L \quad H \quad L \]

\[ f-u-betu \]

Surface Form  

\[ fûbûtû \]

‘you will ask’

3.2. **The Infinitive.** The same rule ISTP (59) also applies to determine the tone on the AV in the INFINITIVE form of the verb.

(66) **INF [-high] AV**

Underlying  

\[ L \quad H \]

\[ o-betu \]

AV-ROOT
3.3. The negative group. In the negative group, the presence or the absence of the pronoun subject makes no difference to the tone on the Aspect Vowel. In all cases, the AV bears a H tone, and the Initial Stem Tone Copying and Polarization rules do not apply. A Negative Morpheme, -mU bearing a H tone, however, is also suffixed to the root. Schematically:

Underlying: H T T H
|       |
|       |
AV-σᵣ σᵣ-mU

Association: H T T H
|       |
|       |
AV-σᵣ σᵣ-mU

Surface Form: H T T H
|       |
|       |
AV-σᵣ σᵣ-mU

TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: L

(67) ABS NEG  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP Subject</th>
<th>Pronoun Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Áyó u-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NPS AV-ROOT-Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Áyó u-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NPS AV-ROOT-Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>Áyó ubútumú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Ayo doesn’t ask’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(68) PROG NEG [-high] AV: For the PROG NEG, the Sonorant AM Deletion Rule (10′) is used when the subject is a pronoun. When there is no
pronoun, however, the AM does not delete. In both cases, the tone of the AM remains and docks onto the Aspect Vowel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP Subject</th>
<th>Pronoun Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>L H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó n-o-butu-mu</td>
<td>f-n-o-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS AM-AV-ROOT-Neg</td>
<td>pm-AM-AV-ROOT-Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMDR</td>
<td>f-o-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>L H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>L H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó n-o-butu-mu</td>
<td>f-o-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÁMTD</td>
<td>L H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó n-o-butu-mu</td>
<td>f-o-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>Áyó nōbūtūmū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>fōbūtūmū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Ayo isn’t asking’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘you are not asking’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TONE ON THE ROOT: HL**

(69) **SPEC NEG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP Subject</th>
<th>Pronoun Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>H H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó o-butu-mu</td>
<td>f-o-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS AV-ROOT-Neg</td>
<td>pm-AV-ROOT-Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>H H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>H H L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áyó o-butu-mu</td>
<td>f-o-butu-mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>Áyó ōbūtūmū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>fōbūtūmū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Ayo hasn’t asked’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘you haven’t asked’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(70) **PROV NEG [-high] AV:** The AM y ` - which appears in the PROV NEG is not deleted when the subject is a pronoun, but it undergoes the Syllabification and Vowel Harmony Rules of (17) and (18) to make up a CVV syllable.
3.4. The imperative group. The imperatives behave a bit differently than the positives and the negatives as regards the use of pronouns. First of all, the DIRECT IMPERATIVE with a 2nd person subject and the INDIRECT IMPERATIVE with a 3rd person Noun Phrase subject have neither a pronoun nor an Aspect Vowel, but present the stem in isolation, as was mentioned in (33).

(71) **DIR IMP**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\text{butu} \\
\text{ROOT}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{tọ} \text{ Ayọ} \text{ butu} \\
\text{NPS} \text{ ROOT}
\end{array}
\]

‘ask!’

(72) **IND IMP**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H L} \\
\text{Ayọ} \text{ butu}
\end{array}
\]

‘make Ayo ask!’

Secondly, DIR IMP and PROH take a pronoun in all persons but the second, even when the subject is specified by a Noun Phrase, as in (73).

In the imperative group, the only tonal rule at work is the Initial Stem Tone Copying rule.
Tone in Abidji Verb Morphology

This is an addition to the applicability of ISTC in the positive group without subject pronouns.

Here again, as in the negative group, the presence of the pronoun does not cause any other tone than the one copied from the stem to appear on the Aspect Vowel or on the epenthetic vowel inserted between the pronoun and the PROH AM.

Applications of ISTC in the IMPERATIVE group:

**TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: L**

(73) **DIR IMP [+high] Aspect Vowel**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advent</td>
<td>AyaS n-u-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>pm-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTC</td>
<td>L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>AyaS nubutu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: LH**

(74) **PROHIBITIVE [-high] AV**: In the PROHIBITIVE, the Aspect Morpheme is d- with a L tone. For the 2nd person PROHIBITIVE, the pronoun is zero and the derivation is straightforward (see left hand column of the example data below). For the 3rd person PROHIBITIVE, however, (shown in the right hand column), since the [-son] Aspect Morpheme cannot delete, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between the 3rd person pronoun n- and the Aspect Morpheme.
\(d-,\) in order to avoid the initial consonant cluster \(nd.\) (See §1.1.1 and §1.1.2.) Since this epenthetic vowel has no tone of its own, it also copies the L tone of the Aspect Morpheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2nd person</th>
<th>3rd person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underlying</td>
<td>L L H</td>
<td>L L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d-o-butu</td>
<td>n-d-o-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>L L H</td>
<td>L L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>d-o-butu</td>
<td>n-d-o-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTC</td>
<td>L L L H</td>
<td>L L L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d-o-butu</td>
<td>n-d-o-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMTD</td>
<td>L L L H</td>
<td>L L L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d-o-butu</td>
<td>n-d-o-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion of the 2 L's</td>
<td>L L H</td>
<td>L L H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d-o-butu</td>
<td>n-d-o-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epenthesis and Tone Copying</td>
<td>L L L H</td>
<td>n-u-d-o-butu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Form</td>
<td>dɔbùtù</td>
<td>nùdɔbùtù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'do not ask'</td>
<td>'don't let him ask'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TONE PATTERN ON THE ROOT: HL

(75) IND IMP [+high] Aspect Vowel

2nd person

Underlying           H L

\textit{f-u-butu}

prn-AV-ROOT

Association          H L
Convention           \hline I I
\textit{f-u-butu}

ISTC                 H H L
                      \hline I I I
\textit{f-u-butu}

Surface Form         \textit{fǔbǔtǔ}
‘(to make) you ask’

3.5. Exceptions. As I said earlier, the preceding rules apply to all aspects of all verbs belonging to Classes 1 and 2, but there are two little exceptions, however, in Class 2: the ACC with NP subject, and the PROH. We would have expected from §3.1.1 which assigns ISTC to constructions with NP subjects in the positive group, and from §3.3 which assigns ISTC to all constructions in the imperative group, that both (76) and (77) would be subject to this Initial Stem Tone Copying rule. In fact, ISTP is what is needed to get the correct surface form.

The Aspect Vowel, of course, is [-high] from (31e) and (33c). The derivations follow:
### CLASS 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>(76) ACC with NPS.</th>
<th>(77) PROH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ay}_65\ e\text{-}ye$</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS AV-ROOT</td>
<td>$d\text{-}e\text{-}ye$</td>
<td>AM-AV-ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
<td>$d\text{-}e\text{-}ye$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ay}_65\ e\text{-}ye$</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTP</td>
<td>$-\text{H} \ H$</td>
<td>$-\text{H} \ H \ (-\text{H}=\text{L})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{H}$</td>
<td>$d\text{-}e\text{-}ye$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ay}_65\ e\text{-}ye$</td>
<td>$d\text{èye}$</td>
<td>‘don't vomit!’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Form</th>
<th>NPS AV-ROOT</th>
<th>AM-AV-ROOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ay}_65\ è\text{y}\text{è}$</td>
<td>‘Ayo has vomited’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BOOK SALE!

BEATRICE AND WILLIAM E. WELMERS

IGBO: A LEARNER'S DICTIONARY

and

IGBO: A LEARNER'S MANUAL

The Welmers and Welmers Igbo books, originally published in 1968, were written as pedagogical texts for learners of Igbo, but they serve as general reference books on "Central Igbo" as well. The dictionary has both Igbo-English and English-Igbo sections. Entries in the Igbo section are alphabetized by initial root consonant rather than by prefix. The learner's manual has extensive information on syntax and in particular, on tonal alternations, which play a central part in the syntax.

The books are now being offered at the very special price of $3.00 each. The two Igbo books can be purchased as a set at the greater bargain of $5.00 for the two. Also now available for $15.00 is a set of eight cassette tapes to accompany the manual.

Use the order blank below or a facsimile. Prepayment in US dollars is required. Send orders to

African Books
Department of Linguistics
UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1543
USA

Please send me

___ copies of Igbo: A Learner's Dictionary @ $3.00 each
___ copies of Igbo: A Learner's Manual @ $3.00 each
___ sets of the two Igbo books @ $5.00 per set
___ sets of cassette tapes for the Learner's Manual @ $15.00 per set

Book rate postage (surface): $2.00 for each book or cassette set ordered
Overseas air mail postage: $8.00 for each book or cassette set ordered

TOTAL ENCLOSED

NAME: ____________________________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

(Make checks payable to Russell G. Schuh)
This volume considers data from some forty African languages on the East and West sides of the continent in an effort to answer the question, 'How do languages of different word order typologies tell a story?' The evidence suggests that the ordering of constituents on the clause level, i.e. subject, verb, and object/complement, often determines differences in the mechanics of story telling."

You may order copies from

Subscription Manager
James S. Coleman African Studies Center
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1310

Enclosed is

___ copies @ $5.00 for current individual subscriber to Studies in African Linguistics   $_______
___ copies @ $8.00 for current institutional subscriber to Studies in African Linguistics   $_______
___ copies @ $12.00 for individual non-subscriber to Studies in African Linguistics   $_______
___ copies @ $15.00 for institutional non-subscriber to Studies in African Linguistics   $_______
$5.00 for overseas Air Mail for each copy ordered   $_______
TOTAL enclosed   $_______

Make checks payable to The Regents of the University of California
GUIDLINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

*Studies in African Linguistics* publishes articles in which the primary data come from African languages. Articles may be descriptive statements or may address theoretical issues.

**Manuscript preparation:** Material should be typed, double-spaced, and submitted in duplicate (please retain a copy for yourself). See below for information on submissions on magnetic disk.

**References:** Include a bibliography listing *all* and *only* those references explicitly cited in the article. For each reference, include (a) full name of author(s); (b) date of publication; (c) for books, place of publication and name of publisher; (d) for articles, volume number for journals and *page numbers* for both journal articles and papers in collections. When citing references in the text, give only the last name of the author(s) followed by the date of publication in parentheses, e.g. Welmers (1968). Do *not* use footnotes for simple citation of references.

**Organization of text:** If manuscripts are divided into sections, use numbering on the following model:

1. (Major heading)
   1.1. (Sub-heading)
   1.2. (Sub-heading)
      1.2.1. (Second level sub-heading)
      1.2.2. (Second level sub-heading)
   2. (Major heading)

Please supply a written title for headings and sub-headings at *all levels*.

**Footnotes:** Footnotes should be numbered consecutively and typed, double-spaced on pages at the end of the paper. Use footnotes only for substantive information. Do *not* use footnotes for simple citations.

**Examples:** Examples should numbered consecutively throughout the text. "Sub-examples" should be referred to by lower case letters, e.g. (1) a., b., etc.

**Abstract:** Include an abstract of 100-125 words summarizing the article.

**Submission on disk:** Beginning with Volume 20, 1989, *Studies in African Linguistics* will be produced on a Macintosh computer using Microsoft Word® version 4.0. For initial submission, we require paper copies as described under Manuscript Preparation above. Contributors should send disks only after acceptance of manuscripts and incorporation of revisions. We currently can process files prepared using Microsoft Word® (any version), MacWrite, or pure ASCII files formatted for the Macintosh. We can also process files in MS-DOS format (5.25" or 3.5" disks) produced using Microsoft Word® or pure ASCII files. (We may, in future, be able to accept other formats such as WordPerfect, WordStar, etc. In the meantime, documents produced with these systems should be converted to pure ASCII files.)

Manuscripts other than short notes will be reviewed by at least one referee other than the Editor. Authors of full articles which are accepted for publication will receive 25 free offprints. Manuscripts, whether accepted or not, can be returned without a prepaid, self-addressed envelope.